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ABSTRACT

Deformation characteristics of anisotropic materials depend on the principal

stresses and their directions. Magnitude and direction of the principal stresses vary

continuously in most of the in-situ loading. For a reliable assessment of soil response

(and to predict the in-situ soil deformation characteristics), laboratory devices require a

loading system to duplicate the in-situ loading very well.

Laboratory devices that are commonly used in soil testing are not capable of

controlling all principal stresses and/or their directions independently in a soil specimen.

Only a few devices (e.g. hollow cylinder torsional, directional shear cell) have the ability

to control the principal stresses and their directions, but these are rarely used in soil

testing practice. An automated Hollow Cylinder Torsional (HCT) shear device, capable

of applying static and cyclic loading, was developed in the geotechnical laboratory of

Carleton University. In addition, it is capable of simulating prescribed stress path or

strain path controlled loading.

The undrained response of sands is dependent on the loading mode, and serious

strength degradations occur as the inclination of major principal stress varies from 0° to

45° to vertical. The strength degradation is insignificant beyond 45° (towards 90°). The

effect of intermediate principal stress is not as critical as that of the direction of major

principal stress in water deposited sands.

The undrained effective stress path has been shown to be unique regardless of

total stress paths, even when the loading involves principal stress rotation, and changes in

the intermediate principal stress parameter.



Measured behaviour under volume-pore pressure coupled deformation

demonstrates that undrained loading does not always represent the worst-case scenario.

Pore pressure equalization following a short term loading (e.g. earthquake) might trigger

strain softening deformation in sands that are considered dilative and stable under

undrained conditions. This finding has serious practical implications since the current

design practice generally assumes the undrained loading to be the worst-case scenario,

field.

Cyclic loading tests to assess the effects of principal stress rotation on liquefaction

susceptibility shows that the nature of principal stress rotation (i.e. jump vs. smooth) does

not affect the cyclic resistance of sands when the cyclic loading causes limited rotation of

the principal stresses (less than 60° about the axis of symmetry).
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem definition

Laboratory assessment of soil behaviour is commonly carried out using

conventional soil testing devices (e.g. triaxial, simple shear). These devices cannot

represent the actual in-situ soil response except at certain loading scenarios because

loading imposed by these devices commonly ignore the effects of intermediate principal

stress, and principal stress direction/rotation. In addition, the nature of principal stress

rotation in some of these devices may be completely different compared to that of in-situ.

A confident assessment of soil response requires the laboratory soil-testing device to have

the capability to control the magnitude and direction of principal stresses independently.

Behaviour of soils is dependent on the initial stress state that is characterized by

stress parameters, such as three principal stresses (major, intermediate and minor) and

their inclinations to a set of orthogonal coordinate axes, and the stress path during

shearing. In geotechnical practice, the stress state parameters are commonly represented

by

• Shear stress t or deviatoric stress s^= s?- s$

• Effective confining pressure &¡ or effective mean normal stress a'm=

(&,+&2+&3)/3

• Intermediate principal stress s2 or more conveniently, intermediate principal

stress parameter ba = (G2-Gi)/(s?- Gi)

• Inclination of principal stresses to the deposition direction aa

Triaxial device, which is one of the popular laboratory soil testing devices

restricts intermediate principal stress parameter ba and direction of principal stresses as
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to certain values. Intermediate principal stress parameter bG is fixed at 0 during triaxial

compression loading and 1.0 during triaxial extension loading. The major principal stress

acts along the vertical direction during compression and along the horizontal direction

during extension loading. Therefore, a monotonie triaxial test is limited to either ba = 0

and as = 0° or ba = 1.0 and as = 90°. In cyclic triaxial loading, ba and as may switch

from ba = 0 and as = 0° to ba = 1.0 and as = 90° when cyclic shear stress amplitude

exceeds static shear stress. The values of bG and as during triaxial cyclic loading change

instantaneously. Such sudden jump rotation in the direction of principal stresses is not

typical in the field loading. It is also possible in the cyclic triaxial tests that constant ba =

0 and as = 0° can be maintained when static shear stress is greater than cyclic shear
stress.

Compared to the triaxial device, simple shear device is more versatile in

controlling the principal stress directions. The simple shear device is capable of rotating

principal stress direction smoothly during shearing, but the range of rotation is limited

and the nature of principal stress rotation is uncontrolled. In addition, simple shear has no

control on intermediate principal stress parameter. The intermediate principal stress in

simple shear is derived from the enforced plane strain boundary conditions. However, the

simple shear device simulates certain field loading scenarios fairly well (e.g vertically
propagating shear waves).

Simulating actual in-situ loading conditions in the laboratory tests is not an easy

task because it might involve six degrees of freedom and require twenty-one elastic

constants to describe the problem (Love, 1927). Many field problems can be

characterized by the four stress parameters noted above (three principal stresses and one
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direction) due to the cross anisotropie nature of most natural soils. The key objective of

the research program is duplication of field loading as closely as possible. The closest

simulation of field loading in laboratory tests would yield a reliable assessment of soil

behaviour. The independent control of stress parameters of ba and as in laboratory testing

may simulate some critical in-situ loading conditions fairly well.

Limited ability of controlling stress parameters using conventional laboratory

devices has motivated researchers to develop a more flexible device in soil testing. True

triaxial, directional shear and hollow cylinder torsional (HCT) shear devices attempt to

improve the testing methodology. The HCT device was introduced in experimental

practice many years ago, but it has been rarely used due to the complexities of

configuration and testing method. A specimen in the HCT device can be loaded by

controlling four independent tractions (vertical load, inner pressure, outer pressure and

torsional shear stress). Independent control of these four surface tractions allows the soil

testing under a generalized loading and permits control of three principal stresses and the

direction of major and minor principal stresses in one plane.

Magnitudes of ba and as in an in-situ soil element may continuously change

during the process of construction and performance (e.g. construction of dams and

slopes). During repetitive loading (e.g. earthquakes and wave loading), the magnitudes of

ba and as vary depending on the level of shear stress applied. This research study has

established a better understanding of soil behaviour under the influence of ¿s and as.

This research has also investigated the behaviour of soil during post loading

deformation under generalized stress state. In the past, it has been pointed out that some

earth structures (e.g. San Fernando Dam, Mochikoshi Dam) may have failed following
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the cessation of earthquakes. The term post loading deformation is used to represent the

fact that failure of these soil structures has occurred following the cessation of the

earthquake loading. Initiation of liquefaction, albeit delayed, due to void redistribution

within soil deposits (Kokusho, 2003) has been the cause of such failures. Void

redistribution occurs due to the existence of piezometric pressure gradients within soil

deposit. Such liquefaction failure may be critical in slope structures due to the presence

of initial static shear. The presence of static shear stress influences magnitude of principal

stresses and its directions, so that the study on post loading deformation of soils under

generalized loading may be useful.

Some studies reported in the literature (e.g. Vaid and Eliadorani, 1998 & 2000;

Gananathan, 2002; Sivathayalan and Logeswaran, 2007 & 2008) have assessed such post

loading deformation behaviour of soils. Those studies based on laboratory experiments

were limited in the scope (to axisymmetric loading) and the effects of intermediate

principal stress and direction of principal stress have not been assessed.

1.2 Background

Few soil-testing devices (e.g. True triaxial, Directional Shear Cell, DSC and

Hollow Cylinder Torsional, HCT) permit soil testing under generalized loading. The true

triaxial device (Kjellman, 1936; Ko and Scott, 1967; Pearce, 1971) has control on

principal stresses and has limited control on principal stress directions (as = 0° or as =

90°). The DSC (Arthur et al., 1977) was introduced to control the magnitudes of principal

stresses and their directions, but it was limited to plane strain condition and a low

confining stress level. The HCT device has further improved the control of principal

stresses and their direction in one plane.
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In geotechnical design practice, in-situ soil behaviour is often predicted or

modeled based on parameters obtained from laboratory soil testing. These laboratory tests

should be reliable and applicable to the loading modes encountered in the field problems.

Several researchers have studied soil behaviour under generalized loading conditions;

however, soil behaviour under generalized loading is not completely understood and

several gaps exist in the current state of knowledge.

Most of the previous studies under generalized loading (Symes et al., 1984 &

1988; Miura et al., 1986; Sayao, 1989; Wijewickreme, 1990; Uthayakumar, 1995; Nakata

et al., 1998; Sivathayalan, 2000) were conducted under fully drained or undrained

conditions. The fully drained condition is applicable to long-term deformation and it

cannot be expected in all in-situ soil problems. The undrained condition is commonly

considered during short-term loading deformation. Previous studies have clearly shown

that the undrained condition is more critical than drained in loose soil deposits.

Deformation under undrained condition is coupled with excess pore pressure, instead of

volumetric strain in drained deformation. Undrained deformation is scrutinized frequently

in soils because of the excess pore pressure generation and its effect on the soil strength.

Few researchers (Symes et al., 1985; Uthayakumar, 1995; Nakata, et al., 1998;

Sivathayalan, 2000) have studied undrained behaviour of soils under generalized loading

using HCT device. Nevertheless, this area needs further systematic studies to understand

the undrained soil behaviour clearly. In addition, soil behaviour under simultaneous

change of pore pressure and pore volume (partially drained condition) is commonly

encountered in field problems, but has not been studied so far under generalized loading.
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1.3 Objectives ofthe research

This research studied the effects of intermediate principal stress and principal

stress direction, and the impact of partial drainage on soil response. To the best of the

knowledge of the author, the proposed research is the first to quantify partially drained

response of soils under three-dimensional loading conditions. The experimental work was

organized to study the behaviour of sands as follows.

• Undrained anisotropy of sand

• Effect of intermediate principal stress on undrained behaviour

• Effect of intermediate principal stress on sand behaviour under partial drainage

• Effect of principal stress direction on sand behaviour under partial drainage

• Effects of jump vs. smooth rotation of principal stress directions on cyclic
behaviour of sand

• Effect of total stress paths on sand behaviour and pore pressure generation

1.4 Organization ofthe Work

The HCT device used in this research study has been newly built and modified to

enable the identified research objectives. An in-house data acquisition program has been

developed to control the application of surface tractions and measure the stresses and

strains. A brief background of the research, technical information of the HCT device,

details of experimental work and analysis of tests results are discussed in this thesis.

Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature to highlight the types of anisotropy in

sands, the current understanding of undrained behaviour of sands under static and cyclic

loading, recent findings about the sand behaviour under generalized loading and

descriptions of stress states encountered in in-situ soil deposits.
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Chapter 3 discusses the typical laboratory shear devices and provides description

of the HCT device used in this study.

Chapter 4 explicates the characteristics of material used, techniques of specimen

preparation, test procedures, specimen setup and capability of the HCT device.

Chapter 5 studies the effect of intermediate principal stress parameter and

direction of principal stress on undrained behaviour of sand. In addition, it describes the

behaviour of sand under partial drainage.

Chapter 6 discusses the cyclic behaviour of sand under generalized stress state

that closely simulates the in-situ loading.

Chapter 7 discusses the different approaches to quantify deviatoric stress induced

excess pore pressure in saturated sands. In addition, it describes the pore pressure

generation and sand behaviour along different total stress paths with change of

intermediate principal stress parameter and rotation ofprincipal stress direction.

Chapter 8 summarizes the findings and presents the conclusions.
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2 LITERATUREREVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Behaviour of soils is dependent on the direction of loading due to anisotropy. An

understanding of the nature of the anisotropy and its effect on response is essential to

characterize the behaviour of soils. Current understanding of the types of anisotropy in

sand is briefly discussed at the first part of this chapter.

In the second part, behaviour of soils under static and cyclic undrained loading is

discussed. The undrained condition is presumed when excess pore pressure cannot be

released quickly from soils. Since positive excess pore pressure decreases the effective

stresses, the undrained state is considered critical in geotechnical designs, and the shear

strength at this state is generally assumed to be at the minimum. Undrained response of

soils has been widely researched and a fundamental understanding of the undrained

behaviour has been well established (e.g., Ishihara et al., 1975; Ishihara, 1993; Castro,

1969; Sladen et al., 1985; Mohamad and Dobry, 1986; Kramer and Seed, 1988; Vaid et

al., 1989; Lade, 1992).

Thirdly, current understating of soil behaviour under generalized stress state is

discussed. Generally, soil behaviour at a given density is studied only in terms of shear

stress level (or deviatoric stress s^= s?-s?) and effective confining stress (or effective

mean normal stress o'm= (s?+s'2+s'3)/3). The influence of intermediate principal stress

?2 and principal stress direction as is often disregarded.

At the end of this chapter, common types of in-situ stress states along a potential

failure surface and the concept of post loading deformations are explained. A clear
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understanding of magnitude and orientation of in situ stresses is essential to predict the

response of soil during deformation.

2.2 Anisotropy in sands

Several studies have been carried out to study the anisotropy of soils over the

decades. Kjellman (1936) and Parkin et al. (1968) have noted anisotropy effect of sands,

in which strains along three principal directions were observed to be unequal during

hydrostatic compression. Casagrande and Carrillo (1944) suggested that two different

mechanisms are responsible for anisotropy, namely, inherent anisotropy and induced

anisotropy.

2.2.1 Inherent anisotropy

Natural soil deposits exhibit an inherently anisotropic fabric due to the mode of

deposition and the shape of individual grains. The existence of cross-anisotropy in

deposited sands has been identified by Yamada and Ishihara (1979), and Lade and Wasif

(1988) using a true triaxial device. Stokoe et al. (1985) have confirmed the in-situ cross

anisotropy by measuring different shear wave velocities along horizontal and vertical

planes. The laboratory experimental evidences presented by El-Sohby and Andrawes

(1972), Ladd et al. (1977), and Yamada and Ishihara (1979) support the existence of

inherent anisotropy in undisturbed sand specimens. The ratio between axial and radial

strains during hydrostatic compression not being unity is an indicator of anisotropy.

Soils are commonly assumed isotropic in the interest of simplicity in practice.

Alternatively, in some of the constitutive models, soils are considered inherently cross-

anisotropic materials. The inherent cross-anisotropy is considered in in-situ when

formation of soils is established naturally due to vertical deposition process. In the
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inherent cross-anisotropie soil structure, axis of symmetry and the horizontal plane of

isotropy are considered. Mechanical properties of soils along the vertical axis (deposition

direction) differ from that along the horizontal plane.

Haruyama (1985) studied the directional dependency of the mechanical behaviour

of sand under cubical triaxial tests, and reported that the reconstitution technique of water

pluviation leads to inherent cross-anisotropic soil structure. Oda et al. (1978) have also

noted cross-anisotropy in soils and indicated that reconstituted specimens by gravitational

pluviation (air and water) closely duplicate the in-situ deposition process and fabric.

Further, a higher suffer response was obtained during the application of load along the

direction of deposition compared to the application of load along the direction of bedding

plane. Other reconstitution methods (e.g. moist tampering) may not exactly duplicate the

natural inherent anisotropy due to random orientation of contact normals.

Phillips and May (1967), and Duncan and Dunlop (1969) used a specially

constructed shear box to study inherent anisotropy by pouring sand in different directions

with respect to the subsequent failure plane and showed that shear strength of sand is

dependent on the inclination of bedding planes. Arthur and Menzies (1972) also studied

inherent anisotropy of sand under a true triaxial stress system. It is clear from the

literature that inherently anisotropic behaviour of sands is caused by the deposition

process.

In order to investigate the directional dependency of mechanical properties of

granular material, detailed studies of its morphological and physical properties are

essential. Several researchers (e.g. Smith, 1932; Kallstenius and Bergau, 1961; Field,

1963; Oda, 1972a) have studied the configuration of particle assembly (fabric). Oda
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(1972a) has concluded that the shape of constituting particles and type of deposition

process determine the characteristics of initial fabric of granular material. In addition,

preferred alignment of non-spherical particles during the natural deposition process is

often along the plane of deposition and a larger number of contact normals are

perpendicular to that plane. Several researchers (Oda, 1981; Haruyama, 1981; Shibuya

and Hight, 1987) have shown that anisotropy can be formed even in spherical particles.

Oda (1981) has reported that anisotropy of spherical particles is established by uneven

distribution of contact normals on account of gravitational stress along vertical plane.

2.2.2 Induced anisotropy

Cohesionless granular assemblies undergo continuous changes in the evolution of

interparticle forces and internal geometry during deformation. As a result, spatial

arrangement of solid particles and associated void of granular mass, termed fabric,

progressively change (Oda et al., 1985). The changes in the fabric of soil may lead to a

gradual increase in the degree of anisotropy. Such changes in anisotropy due to shearing

have been termed induced anisotropy. Oda et al. (1985) have demonstrated that due to the

application of shear stress, direction of contact normals tend to align with the direction of

major principal stress and longitudinal axis of sand particles tends to align along the

minor principal stress direction. Further, distribution of contact normals, shape of

particles and shape of voids dictate the stress induced anisotropy of granular soil mass.

The term, induced anisotropy refers to the anisotropy due to straining of soils. The

anisotropy induced during a stage of loading can be considered inherent to the next stage

(Arthur and Menzies, 1972; Saada, 1981; Wong and Arthur, 1985).
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The study of stress-induced anisotropy is difficult because of limited control of

principal stress rotation in soil testing devices. Oda (1972b) has studied stress-induced

anisotropy in two special cases, in which directions of major and minor principal stress

were interchangeable along deposition direction and bedding plane. It has been observed

that no distinct changes in the process of fabric reconstruction occurred between the

stages of pre-peak and peak stress states. Further, it has been noted that continuous

reconstruction of initial fabric occurs during increasing axial strain by sliding particles

and the sliding particles are aligned along a preferred orientation of long axes of particles

that is perpendicular to major principal stress direction.

Arthur et al. (1977) developed a directional shear cell to study induced anisotropy

through controlled rotation of principal stress direction. During specimen preparation for

the direction shear cell, sand was deposited along the direction of major principal stress.

The specimen was preloaded by increasing major principal stress s'? along the direction

of deposition. After the preloading, the sample was unloaded to a hydrostatic stress state

and reloaded (s'? was applied) along an inclined direction Or0- with respect to the direction

of deposition. It was noted that stiffness of the sand decreased with increasing as as

shown in Fig. 2.1. Further, cycles of unloading and reloading were carried out on same

specimen. The observed stress-strain behaviour of second reloading was nearly similar to

that of first reloading, even after a 90° change occurred in the loading direction. This

observation demonstrates that fabric changes during shearing process induce isotropic
soil structure.
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Fig. 2.1 Induced anisotropy of sands (after Arthur et al., 1977)

Mould et al. (1982) carried out an experimental study to investigate stress-induced

anisotropy in sands using a multi-axial cubical apparatus (similar to true triaxial) that

allows the loading only along the deposition direction and the bedding plane. It was

observed from the study that stress-induced anisotropy is more pronounced due to the

rotation of principal stress as noted by Arthur et al. (1977). The stress-strain relationship

during reloading was quite different from that during initial loading (Fig. 2.2). However,

a similar stress-strain relationship was observed during reloading even the direction of

loading direction differed by 90°. It was concluded that an isotropic process occurs during

soil fabric dilation. In this loading, comparatively high shear strain was imposed during

the successive reloading process (about ymax = 3%) and may have developed a complex

geometric fabric in the soil structure. The induced anisotropy would have been dependent

on previous s'? and strain level.
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Fig. 2.2 Influence of direction of loading and imposed strain level on induced
anisotropy (Modified from Mould et al., 1982)

2.3 Undrained behaviour ofsands

Deformations under undrained conditions have caused several failures in soils.

Several earthquakes (e.g. Alaska, USA, 1964; Niigata, Japan, 1964; Loma Prieta, USA.

1989; Kobe, Japan, 1995) have caused flow slides and consequently significant damages

to property and lives.

Soil liquefaction is a phenomenon in which strength and stiffness of saturated soil

are reduced by earthquake shaking or other rapid loading under undrained condition. The

reduction of the strength of soil during liquefaction occurs due to significant level of

excess pore pressure generation.

The phenomenon of liquefaction can be explained by the change of physical

configuration of the soil structure. Rearrangement of the soil structure during rapid

loading generates excess pore pressure. During rapid loading, the structure of saturated
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loose sand is broken down. Because of the broken soil structure, the loosely packed

individual soil particles attempt to move into a denser configuration. In short-term

loading scenarios, however, pore water cannot drain out. Instead, the water is trapped and

prevents soil particles from moving closer together. The prevention of soil particle

movement by the trapped water is accompanied by an increase of pore water pressure that

reduces contact forces between individual soil particles, thereby softening and weakening

the soil deposit.

Significant advances have been made in the understanding of soil liquefaction.

Terzaghi and Peck (1948) originally referred to the sudden change in response of loose

sands as "spontaneous liquefaction", in which soils behave in a manner similar to a

viscous liquid. Several researchers (e.g. Castro, 1969; Lee and Seed, 1967; Vaid and

Chern, 1985) have studied liquefaction of sands under cyclic and monotonie loading

conditions mostly using conventional laboratory devices (triaxial and simple shear).

2.3.1 Static undrained behaviour

Static undrained behaviour of saturated sands has been widely studied under

triaxial loading modes by several researchers (e.g. Castro, 1969; Lee and Seed, 1967;

Chern, 1985; Thomas, 1992). In these studies, three different types of stress-strain

behaviour have been identified depending on initial stress state and relative density of

soil specimens as shown Fig. 2.3. The change in typical static responses from Type 1 to

Type 3 is associated with increasing relative density at a constant confining pressure.

Loose sand at low confining stress responds as Type 1. Initially, the strength of

the soil increases with deformation until reaching peak strength. After reaching the peak,

the strength of the soil reduces towards a constant value. The unlimited deformation at
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the constant normal and shear stresses, and constant void ratio has been referred to as

Steady State (SS) of deformation or flow deformation. Castro (1969) called this

behaviour "liquefaction", but it is commonly referred to as flow liquefaction

(Casagrande, 1975; Seed, 1979) or true liquefaction (Chern, 1985). In terms of pore

pressure development, Type 1 deformation, in which no excess pore pressure reduction

can be observed at any state of deformation, is always contractive (Castro, 1969).

Medium dense sand responds as Type 2 (Fig. 2.3). Initially, strength of sand

increases until reaching peak state. During the deformation following the peak state, soil

loses shear resistance until it reaches minimum strength. Subsequently, soil starts to

regain shear resistance. This type of soil behaviour has been called partial liquefaction by
Lee and Seed (1967) and limited liquefaction many others (Castro, 1969; Vaid and

Chern, 1985). The minimum strength state can be considered as a transient steady state

(similar to Type 1), and it has been termed Quasi Steady State (QSS) by Ishihara et al.

(1975). QSS may be considered as a state during which sands may deform over a small

range of strain at constant stress and void ratio as stated in steady state deformation. In

terms of pore pressure development, behaviour of sand is contractive until it reaches

QSS, and dilative afterwards.
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Type 3 response (Fig. 2.3) illustrates either behaviour of dense sand or behaviour

of loose sand at low confining stress. The sand does not exhibit any loss of strength

during deformation. This sand initially develops positive excess pore pressure for a small

extent of deformation and subsequently it develops large negative excess pore pressure.
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Dense sand may therefore show contractive behaviour initially and dilative behaviour at

large strain level, but since the initial contractive region is often limited, and the dilative

response corresponds to failure, such sands are often termed "dilative".

Three different types of sand responses discussed above are dependent on initial

states of soil, such as soil relative density, confining stress, shear stress, fabric and

loading mode. Increment of relative density may transform the undrained response of

sand from Type 1 to Type 3 for a given loading mode (Been et al, 1991; Bishop, 1971;

Vaid and Thomas, 1995; Vaid and Sivathayalan, 1996; Uthayakumar and Vaid, 1998).

Increasing confining stress at other constant initial states (relative density, shear stress,

fabric and loading mode) enhances the tendency for contractive behaviour (Castro, 1987;

Been et al., 1991; Ishihara, 1993; Vaid and Thomas, 1995; Vaid and Sivathayalan, 1996;

Riemer and Seed, 1997; Uthayakumar and Vaid, 1998).

Initial static shear stress level, reflected by Kc in triaxial tests, slightly increases

the contractiveness of sand (Vaid et al., 2001). The initial static shear significantly

influences the response of sands under simple shear loading. The increase of initial static

shear stress promotes more contractive behaviour despite a small increase in relative

density. The undrained response of sand is highly dependent on fabric, and hence the

specimen reconstitution method can significantly influence the type of response (Vaid et

al. 1999).

The loading mode that is characterized by the direction of principal stress with

respect to the bedding plane (or direction of deposition) also plays a key role in the

undrained response. The sand behaviour may change from dilative to contractive when

inclination of major principal stress changes from the deposition direction to along the
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bedding plane of the specimen (Hight et al., 1983; Symes et al., 1985; Shibuya and Hight,

1987; Uthayakumar, 1995). In addition, Vaid et al. (1989) have noted that water

deposited sands exhibit contractive behaviour over a large range of void ratios in triaxial

extension loading compared to triaxial compression, in which water pluviated sand is

more dilative. The sand at the same initial state may be dilative and hence strain

hardening in compression, but in extension, it could be contractive and hence strain

softening. These observations are a clear indication of stress path dependency and a

reflection of anisotropic nature of natural sands noted by Oda (1972a).

2.3.2 Cyclic undrained behaviour

Cyclic undrained loading may be imposed on in-situ soils due to earthquakes and

waves or any other rapid loading. The potential for liquefaction under cyclic loading is

generally higher than that under static loading, so that study of sand behaviour under

cyclic loading becomes very important in the assessment of liquefaction susceptibility.

Vaid and Chern (1985) have reported different strain development mechanisms

during cyclic loading depending on the initial state of sand. These strain development

mechanisms consist of true liquefaction and limited liquefaction as introduced in static

undrained loading, and cyclic mobility. Castro et al. (1982) related liquefaction and

limited liquefaction of static loading with that of cyclic loading based on steady state line.

No attention has been paid to the stress condition at the initiation of strain softening

leading to liquefaction or limited liquefaction under either static or cyclic loading.

2.3.2.1 Mechanisms ofstrain development

Large deformation during cyclic loading may occur due to either strain softening

or cyclic mobility (Castro, 1969; Vaid and Chern, 1985). The term cyclic mobility is used
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to characterize progressively larger development of deformation during cyclic loading

with or without transient states of zero effective stress (Castro, 1969; Casagrande, 1975;

Vaid et al., 2001). Unlike liquefaction, cyclic mobility causes accumulation of strains that

are limited in magnitude. The initial development of strains is associated with stiffness

degradation due to decrease of normal effective stress.

The mechanism of deformation (i.e. liquefaction or cyclic mobility) is dependent

on relative density, grain structure or fabric, confining pressure and value of Ko (Castro

and Poulos, 1977; Vaid and Chern, 1985; Vaid and Sivathayalan, 2000), in addition to,

prestrain history (Finn et al., 1971; Seed et al., 1977; Vaid and Sivathayalan, 2000). Fig.

2.4 shows typical true liquefaction response of loose sand under cyclic loading. True

liquefaction under cyclic loading has the same characteristics as static loading (Fig. 2.3;

Type 1). In the process of true liquefaction, a sharp increase of pore pressure is

accompanied by sudden development of large axial strain. This phenomenon is associated

with contractive flow deformation (Castro, 1969; Casagrande, 1975) that starts before

stress state reaches failure line (Vaid and Chern, 1985). The triggering point of

contractive flow deformation lies on a line, called Critical Stress Ratio (CSR) line or the
flow line.

Induced axial deformation during cyclic loading is comparatively small until soil

reaches triggering point of contractive flow deformation. However, large strain is induced

during flow deformation at steady state. As shown in Fig. 2.4, after strain softening,

strength of soil continues at a constant level and stress state remains constant.

Theoretically, unlimited and unidirectional deformation can be induced during this steady
state.
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Fig. 2.4 True liquefaction of sands during cyclic undrained shear (After Vaid and
Chern, 1985)

Fig. 2.5 shows undrained cyclic response of sands during limited liquefaction.

This response has the same characteristics as Type 2 (Fig 2.3) response of static loading.

Deformation at a specified level may be due to either limited liquefaction or combination
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of limited liquefaction and cyclic mobility with continued cyclic loading (Vaid and

Chern, 1983). Both trae liquefaction and limited liquefaction can occur in cyclic loading,

if the cyclic stress amplitude is larger than the minimum undrained strength of the

material at the given state (Vaid and Chern, 1985). Transient states of zero effective

stress may ensue following true or limited liquefaction depending on the number of

loading cycles.

As noted earlier, two different types of cyclic responses can manifest during

cyclic mobility. In the first type, soil experiences transient states of zero effective stress

(Fig. 2.6). A state of zero effective stress is never realized the second type of cyclic

mobility (Fig. 2.7). A transient state of zero effective stress is a necessary condition for

the development of large deformation due to cyclic mobility, and it occurs depending on

the relative magnitude of static and cyclic shear stress amplitudes. If the magnitude of

static shear stress is higher than amplitude of cyclic shear stress then the effective stress

never reaches a state of zero, and the strain development is gradual.
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Fig. 2.5 Limited liquefaction of sands during cyclic undrained shear (After Vaid

and Chern, 1985)
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Fig. 2.7 Cyclic mobility in sands during cyclic undrained shear without transient
state of zero effective stress (Vaid et al., 2001)
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2.3.3 Peak state and initiation ofstrain softening

Effective stress ratio &1/&3, at which strain softening is initiated has been called

Critical Stress Ratio (CSR) by Vaid and Chern (1983). Based on triaxial compression

tests, it was suggested that CSR is independent of the initial state of the sand (void ratio,

effective confining stress and shear stress/^o) and amplitude of cyclic stress. However,

recent studies have indicated that CSR is dependent on density, loading modes, confining

stresses and fabric (Castro, 1969, Sladen et al., 1985, Vaid and Thomas, 1995; Vaid et al.,

2001). In addition, CSR value in triaxial compression is considerably larger than that of

triaxial extension and simple shear (Vaid et al., 2001). Both monotonie and cyclic

loadings yield the same CSR.

Castro (1969) and Sladen et al. (1985) have also reported that CSR is not unique

for moist tamped specimens at different void ratios and confining stress levels. The

observation obtained from the moist temped specimens indicates that soil fabric

influences CSR value. This observation is consistent with the findings of Vaid and his co-

researchers in triaxial extension and simple shear loading modes. Further, Vaid et al.

(1999) have noted that moist tamped specimens behave more contractively, leading to

true liquefaction and a steady state compared to air/water pluviated specimens. Water

pluviated specimens rarely strain soften during triaxial compression. In addition, Kuerbis

(1989) also reported that CSR is dependent on reconstitution technique for a given

loading mode.

Friction angle is one of the most frequently used soil parameters in geotechnical

design practice. The understanding of mobilized friction angle at CSR </>csr is useful to

assess liquefaction problem. <f>CsR is a reflection of CSR, so that the findings about CSR
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are applicable to ^C5«· A recent study on sand under three-dimensional HCT loading

reveals that fcsR is dependent on both major principal stress direction as and intermediate

principal stress parameter ba, but not on Kc (Uthayakumar and Vaid, 1998; Sivathayalan

and Vaid, 2002).

2.3.4 Phase Transformation (PT) and Steady State (SS)

Ishihara et al. (1975) have introduced the term "Phase Transformation" (PT) to

denote a state, at which the response of sand is transformed from contractive to dilative.

The PT state has been clearly identified as the state of peak pore water pressure. Vaid and

Thomas (1995) have suggested that QSS and PT are essentially coincident during

conventional triaxial tests. However, Sukumaran et al. (1996) have pointed out that

minimum undrained strength state may occur at or just prior to PT.

Steady State (SS) for any mass particles is defined as a state, in which continuous

deformation occurs at constant volume, constant shear, constant effective normal stress

and constant velocity of deformation (Poulos, 1981 & 1985). SS deformation occurs only

when all particles have reached a statistically constant state and the structure of specimen

has been destroyed.

PT occurs in both strain softening and strain hardening soils and SS occurs only in

the case of true liquefaction, in which no state change from contractive to dilative occurs.

Both PT and SS have different implications in geotechnical design. However, true

liquefaction and limited liquefaction can be treated within the same framework of

effective stress space for a given loading mode, even though these characteristics are

quite different in shear stress-void ratio space (Vaid and Chern, 1985).
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Mobilized friction angle at SS and PT is identical for particular sand at various

initial states (Chern, 1985; Vaid and Thomas, 1994 & 1995; Stedman, 1997). The

combined treatment of SS and PT within a same framework has caused some confusion

in the literature because of the contradiction between such an approach and the concepts

of a unique steady state. Vaid and Thomas (1996) have noted that uniqueness of friction

angle at PT of dilative material has no further implication other than it is equal to PT/SS

of a contractive material.

The mobilized friction angle at PT state is an unique property of a given sand, and

it is independent on void ratio e, initial stress state (<Jìc and Kc), direction of principal

stress as, intermediate principal stress level ba, type of response (contractive and

dilative), mode of loading (cyclic or monotonie) and method of specimen reconstitution

(Chern, 1985; Vaid and Chern, 1985; Vaid and Thomas, 1995; Stedman, 1997,

Uthayakumar and Vaid, 1998; Vaid et al., 1999). Negussey et al., (1988) indicated that

the friction angle at PT is only dependent on soil mineralogy and equal to constant

volume friction angle under drained conditions.

2. 4 Pore pressure generation in saturated soils

Amount of excess pore pressure generated during undrained loading is quantified

in terms of increments of principal stresses. Skempton (1954) proposed a relationship to

quantify the amount of excess pore pressure generated, in terms of major Aa¡ and minor

Aas principal stress increments as

? U = b[a s3 + a(d s, - ? <?3)] Eq. 2.1
Here, A and B are defined as pore pressure coefficients. B depends on the degree

of saturation and A accounts for the shear induced excess pore pressure. When degree of
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Saturation is 100% (füll saturation), B is 1.0. B decreases rapidly toward zero when

degree of saturation decreases. The coefficient A is determined experimentally.

Application of Skempton's pore pressure equation without regard to principal

stress rotation and intermediate principal stress has led to some confusion in the

literature. Originally, Skempton's equation was based only on axisymmetric triaxial

compression. It was reviewed by Skempton (1961) and expressed in terms of absolute

values of principal stress difference. However, Ladd and Lambe (1963) used a different

approach for unloading in-situ conditions (Ko < 1). In this approach, Aa¡ and Aa¡ were

defined as given in Eq. 2.3.

? Cr1 = ? s? and ?s3 = à.ah Eq. 2.2

The same kind of unloading field problem was approached by Noorany and Seed

(1965) in a different manner. Aa¡ and ?s$ were defined as given in Eq. 2.3.

? s? = ? ah and ? s3 = ? s? Eq. 2.3

These two definitions of zlcr; and Aa¡ by Ladd and Lambe (1963), and Noorany

and Seed (1965) have resulted in a completely different estimation of pore pressure

parameter A. To unify the definition of Aa¡ and ?s$, Law and Holtz (1978) have defined

the stress increments as illustrated in Fig. 2.8. In that approach, the algebraically largest

increment was considered as ?s? (major component of stress increments) and the

algebraically smallest increment was considered as Aa^ (minor component of stress

increments) regardless of original major and minor principal stresses, so that Aa¡ and ?s$

need not to be in the direction of s? and g¡ respectively.
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Fig. 2.8 Increment of principal stresses in axisymmetric soil element during
rotation of principal stress (After Law and Holtz, 1978)

Henkel (1960) has suggested an equation in terms of principal stress increments to

express the excess pore pressure generation in 3-D problems. The equation was based on

the stress invariants expressed by the sum of square of the difference of principal stress

increments and the sum of all principal stress increments.

? cr, + ? er, + ? s\
AU = — ?(? s?- Aa2) + (? s2 - ? s3) + (d <t3 - ? <?, ) Eq. 2.4
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Here, ?s?, ?s2 and ?s$ are the changes of principal stresses and a is pore

pressure parameter depending on soil type, consolidation history and position of stress

space. Later, Henkel and Wade (1966) have identified Eq. 2.4 as incorrect and modified it

to

? s, + A <t, + ? s, a G/ Ñ2 / \? / vT??= ! _2 3-+ -^(s?-s2) +(s2-s3) +(s,-s,) Eq. 2.5
The basic equation to estimate excess pore pressure in 2-D problem was slightly

modified to include the effect of intermediate principal stress by Terzaghi et al. (1996) as

shown in Eq. 2.6. The excess pore pressure equation was expressed in terms of principal

changes of stress increments according to Law and Holtz (1978), rather than changes in

preshear principal stress.

MJ = Aa3 + A1[Aa1 - ?s3)+ A2[Aa2 - ?s3 J
or Eq. 2.6

AU= A a3 + A7[Aa1 - A a3) I
Here, At = Ai+ Ajb^

2. 5 Behaviour ofsands under generalized stress path loading

For a cross-anisotropic material, principal stresses (s?, a"2 and a"3) and inclination

of ?? with deposition direction as can be used to characterize the response. For

convenience, these four parameters are commonly substituted for effective mean normal

stress o'm, intermediate stress parameter ba, deviatoric stress ad and direction of principal

stress as. Only a few studies have been carried out in the literature to assess the effect of

these stress parameters on soil behaviour.
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2. 5.1 Effect ofprincipal stress direction

The effect of anisotropy on shear strength and stress-strain response is well

established in the literature for both granular and cohesive soils (Arthur and Menzies,

1972; Arthur et al., 1977; Bishop, 1966; Duncan and Seed, 1966; Hansen and Gibson,

1948; Oda, 1972a). The deformation characteristics of inherently anisotropic material

depend on the inclinations of principal stresses to the material axis (perpendicular to
bedding plane) prior to stress changes for a given magnitude of principal stress
increment. In most geotechnical problems, principal stress direction rotates gradually
(Arthur et al., 1980), and it rotates continuously in cyclic loading. Fig. 2.9 shows an

example of principal stress rotation obtained from finite element analysis conducted by
Vaughan et al. (1976) beneath an offshore soil foundation.

Arthur et al. (1980) have conducted a study on sand that was subjected to jump

and continuous rotations of principal stress direction. The jump rotation was imposed on
specimens after an initial compressive strain (S1 = 2.0 %). No significant variation of

strength of the specimen was noted during jump rotation. However, the reduction of

stiffness was significant and dependent on the magnitude of allowed principal stress
rotation. During continuous rotation, principal stress was allowed to rotate in a cyclic
manner (+20° to -20°) at a constant effective stress ratio Cf1ZCf3. It was noted that major

principal strain accumulated continuously even after a large number of cycles. No failure

planes were observed in specimens as noted in the jump rotation. In addition, Arthur et al.

(1980) had difficulties in independently controlling all other stress parameters (a'm ba

and Od) during principal stress rotation, so that this study may not reflect absolute effect
of rotation of principal stress direction.
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Fig. 2.9 Principal stress rotations underneath an offshore soil foundation (After
Vaughan et al., 1976)

Broms and Casbarian (1965) conducted the first study of principal stress rotation

on clay using hollow cylinder specimens under undrained condition. This study revealed

that continuous principal stress rotation increased the pore water pressure and decreased

the friction angle at failure, and consequently reduced the undrained strength of the soil.

Using HCT device, Symes et al. (1982) conducted a study to investigate the

influence of principal stress rotation of sand behaviour at constant intermediate stress
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parameter ba. On approaching failure, the rotation of principal stress directions had a

significant effect on strains. A large deviation was observed between stress increment and

strain increment directions at the beginning of stress rotation. However, this deviation

was minimized as rotation continued and failure approached. The friction angle at failure

was affected less by the rotation of principal stress direction (Symes et al., 1982; Oda et

al., 1978;Miuraetal., 1986).

Symes et al. (1984) have interpreted the dependency of rotation of principal stress

direction based on the concept of State Boundary Surface (SBS) introduced by Rendulic

(1936) and Roscoe et al. (1958). SBS is originally defined in q-p'-e space. However, SBS

may be connected to either ba or as if required. The explanation based on the SBS

concept for undrained deformation at constant ba is shown in Fig. 2.10, in which SBS is

defined in q-p'-aa space. The rotation of principal stress causes effective stress state on

SBS or beneath SBS and pore pressure generation is inferred from the position of the

effective stress state. If the effective stress state is on the SBS, a substantial amount of

pore pressure is generated. The pore pressure generation is smaller for the case, in which

the effective stress path is beneath SBS.

Also, Symes et al. (1988) studied the effect of principal stress rotation under

drained condition. Specimens that were loaded along vertical direction (i.e major

principal stress direction was along the deposition direction) exhibited higher shear

strength and initial stiffness and it induced lower volumetric strain. The inclinations of

principal stress direction reduced initial stiffness and shear strength, and increased

induced volumetric strain. At constant shear stress level, rotation of principal stress

direction generated volume contraction irrespective of the sense of rotation. However, the
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magnitude of volume contraction was dependent on the sense of rotation. These

observations are analogous to the variation of pore pressure in undrained principal stress

rotation, and suggest that excess pore pressure generation may be dependent on the

principal stress direction and its rotation.

a0

Pre-peak

Post-üeak

Fig. 2. 10 (a) Contractant region of state boundary surface; (b) Complete state
boundary surface

Miura et al. (1986) also investigated the influence of principal stress direction and

rotation on soil behaviour. The failure strength of soil at drained condition showed a

strong dependence on the inclination of principal stress direction as and it was reduced
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with increasing as. In addition, the principal stress rotation led to accumulated

contraction, even though the three principal stresses were constant.

Sayao (1989) studied the drained behaviour of sands under continuous principal

stress rotation at constant cfm, R and ba. During the rotation of principal stress direction,

volume contraction and shear distortion progressively accumulated. In addition, the

amount of volume contraction and distortion increased with decreasing relative density.

In the rotation of principal stress in a cyclic manner, volume contraction and shear

distortion were significant during the first cycle of rotation and strain accumulation was

small in the subsequent cycles. Uthayakumar (1995) studied the static undrained

behaviour of sand using a HCT device. The undrained response was dependent on

principal stress direction. A stronger response was noted when principal stress direction

was along the deposition direction and a weaker response was noted when principal stress

direction was along the bedding plane.

2. 5.2 Effect ofintermediate principal stress

Effect of intermediate principal stress s 2 on stress-strain characteristics of soils is

frequently disregarded because of wide spread use of Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria

which is formulated in terms of major and minor effective stresses only. In addition,

general inability to handle s'2 in standard laboratory testing and in-situ testing methods

has contributed to this practice. Bishop (1966) indicated the importance of s'2 in soil

CX2-(J3
analysis. As noted earlier, intermediate principal stress parameter ba = is oftens?- s3

used to represent the role of s'2. (Habib, 1953; Saada and Bianchini, 1978; Saada, 1981;

Saada and Puccini, 1985). A study about the effect of s'2 will be useful to formulate a
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realistic constitutive model of soil behaviour, as well as to calibrate the existing
constitutive models.

True triaxial device has been used frequently to study the effect of s'2 in sand

behaviour (Kjellman, 1936; Lade and Duncan, 1973 &1975; Reades and Green, 1976;

Yamada and Ishihara, 1979; Haruyama, 1981). Kjellman (1936) noted a significant

difference in volumetric and shear responses of soil due to the variation of ba. Yamada

and Ishihara (1979) have shown that the variation of bG between 0 and 0.27 caused

negative value of intermediate principal strain (extensional strain). In addition, ba

between 0.27 and 0.5 resulted in approximately zero intermediate principal strain, and

thus plane strain condition would lie within that range of ba.

Several studies have indicated the dependency of friction angle f' at failure state

on ba- as shown in Fig. 2.1 1. Lam and Tatsuoka (1988) have noted that f' is a function of

as, ba and failure mode (compression or extension) using triaxial tests. Symes et al.

(1982) have noted that f' varies depending on baand f' at ?s= 0.50 was higher than ba =

0.0. Hight et al. (1988) have also shown that f' is dependent on both bff and as. The

conflicting suggestions about the influence of bG on f' may be due to the differences in

anisotropic fabric, direction of principal stresses, variation in effective mean normal

stress, testing techniques (loading or unloading) and experimental errors.

Sayao (1989) has conducted an experimental study to isolate the influence of ba

on sand behaviour using a HCT device. Tests on a medium dense sand showed that both

volumetric strain and shear strain increase progressively regardless of as as bG increases

from 0.0 to 1.0. In addition, the specimen sheared at bG= 0.3 resulted in a suffer response

than the specimen at ba= 0.0.
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Fig. 2. 1 1 Variations of f' with ba in sands (After Sayao, 1989)

Further, Sayao (1989) conducted an experimental study on sand by proportionally

increasing a'm (50 to 300 kPa) and ba (0 to 0.5) at constant R and as. The study revealed

that shear distortion in sand increased with simultaneous increase of ?s-and a'm. However,

the induced volumetric strain increased with the increasing a'm and the influence of ba
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was insignificant. The strain paths have remained essentially linear for the proportional

increase of a'm and ba. This observation implies that initial cross anisotropy of sand

remained unchanged during the proportional increase of a'm and ba.

2. 5. 3 Effect ofmean normal stress and relative density

Effect of mean normal stress and relative density on soil behaviour is well

understood in current practice. Increasing initial confining stress on sand at drained

condition reduces the brittle characteristics of stress-strain curves and increases the strain

to failure. In addition, it decreases the tendency for dilation (Lee and Seed, 1967). The

initial confining stress does not influence the void ratio at failure. However, the friction

angle at failure is dependent on the level of initial confining stress (Lee and Seed, 1967).

The increase of relative density at a constant confining stress increases the strength of soil

and tendency to dilate.

During undrained loading, the strain-hardening tendency of sand decreases with

increasing initial effective confining stress. The sand exhibiting strain hardening

behaviour at low effective confining stress may strain soften at high effective confining

stress (i.e. increase of initial effective confining stress enhances the contractiveness of

soil). A number of studies on undrained response at different confining stress and relative

density have been reported in the literature (e.g. Vaid and Thomas 1994; Vaid and

Sivathayalan 1996; Logeswaran 2005).

The above-mentioned stress-strain characteristics of sands under different

confining stress and relative density states have been reported at ba= 0 or 1.0 and as = 0°

or 90°. The influence of &m and Dr during the rotation of affwas studied by Sayao (1989)

under generalized loading. The increase ofDr during the rotation of as at constant bŒ cfm
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and R significantly reduced both volumetric and shear strains and the increase of dm at

constant bŒ Dr and R increased both strains induced during rotation of as.

Sayao (1989) conducted another series of tests under proportional loading, in

which (fm increased gradually during the loading at different as and Dr. The volumetric

strain and shear distortions increased with the increase of &m at particular as. Both strains

were more pronounced when major principal stress direction was more towards the

bedding plane. In addition, contractiveness of sand increased with increasing &m

regardless of relative density at constant ba, c^andi?.

2.5.4 Effect ofstress ratio

Effective stress ratio R could be alternatively substituted by deviatoric stress q =

s?-Gs for a given initial stress state. Sayao (1989) conducted a few experiments to

investigate the effect of R at constant a„,cfm and ba on dense and loose sand. Dense sand

experienced a higher amount of dilation than the loose sand and it started to dilate from

the early stages of deformation. Higher values of R at constant as, Dr, and ba enhanced

the tendency of contractiveness during gradual increase of (fm.

Wijewickreme (1990) studied the behaviour of sands under simultaneous increase

in stress parameters, R and a„. The obtained responses were compared with that of

individual variation of stress parameter R. The strain response of the medium dense sand

was path independent when the final stress state of the specimen maintained within R < 2

and 0° < as < 45°. The strain responses became path dependent at higher R and larger

rotation of principal stress. As noted by Sayao (1989), sand subjected to principal stress

rotation at higher R developed large strains. When the stress state remained at R < 2 and

0< as < 45°, the previous strain history did not influence the strain response of
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subsequent loading paths. During simultaneous increment of R (0 to 2) and as (0 to 45°),

the influence of ba and &m on strain response of loose sand is significantly low. The

increase of relative density retards the strain development.

2.6 In-situ loading: case 1

The stress state of a soil element is mainly dependent on the geometry of soil

structure, the physical properties of soil (e.g Ko) and the nature of applied load. Fig. 2.12

shows the direction of principal stresses on the elements along a potential failure surface

of an embankment and a gravity platform. The direction of principal stress changes from

about 0° at the top of the failure surface to about 90° at the bottom of the failure surface.

Most of the field problems require three-dimensional analysis because of the

three-dimensional stress states of soil elements. Fig. 2.13 shows 3-D stress states in a soil

element at initial state, construction and cyclic loading. The soil element at initial state

(Fig. 2.13a) has no shear stress, and hence load acting along axis x, y, and ? directions are

the directions of principal stresses. During the construction of an earth structure, the soil

element experiences shear stresses in addition to increases in normal stresses (Fig. 2.13b).

The principal stresses act in different directions compared to initial principal stresses (i.e.

principal stress rotates). The angle of rotation of principal stress depends on the

magnitudes of shear stress and normal stresses. Fig. 2.13c shows the stress state in a soil

element during a cyclic loading. The magnitude and direction of principal stresses change

continuously depending on the magnitude of applied stresses.
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2. 12 Principal stress variation along potential failure surfaces
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Fig. 2.13 3-D representation of stresses in a soil element (a) at level ground before
construction (b) after construction (c) during application of load

2. 7 In-situ loading: case 2

Generally, field deformation problems are approached as either undrained or

drained. Even though these drainage conditions simplify the solution process, it is quite

far from reality. In the undrained condition of deformation, volume of the soil remains

constant (A&, = 0) and pore pressure changes (AU F 0). In the drained condition, soil is

allowed to full drain (?e? F 0), but the pore pressure remains constant (AU = 0).

Saturated granular materials, such as sands and gravels are deemed to dissipate

excess pore pressure immediately. The excess pore pressure dissipation is a time

dependent process for clayey materials, even if free drainage is allowed. In most field
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situations, the soil element drains and experiences changes in volume and pore pressure

with time (AU F 0, ?e? F 0).

When a saturated soil deposit is subjected to sudden loading, pore pressure may

vary within the earth structure depending on the soil states and boundary conditions. The

existence of piezometric pressure gradient in the soil structure may induce pore water

migration that leads to volume inflow in some places and volume outflow in other places

in earth structure as depicted in Fig. 2.16. In the above-mentioned scenario, pore pressure

and volume changes occur simultaneously. Recent studies have revealed that small

volume inflow could result in loss of strength (Eliadorani, 2000; Sivathayalan and

Logeswaran, 2007 & 2008). In addition, material that may be dilative under undrained

loading may exhibit contractive behaviour due to volume inflow.

TW^Earth
structure

High excess pore
pressure zone

Z
¦?'VV)1Ii -?-?-% -.V-VVg.

Low excess pore
Pore water

pressure zone
migration

Fig. 2. 14 Schematic illustration of pore water migration due to piezometric head
gradient in a heterogeneous earth structure (modified after Logeswaran,
2005)
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2.8 Summary

It is clear from the review presented that the natural deposition process and

laboratory reconstitution of specimens form anisotropic soil structure that results in

directional dependency of soil behaviour. Soil behaviour has been often studied in the

laboratory using conventional devices (e.g. triaxial and simple shear). These conventional

laboratory devices mainly assess the soil behaviour only in the specific region of stress

space because magnitudes of principal stresses and their directions are controlled in a

restricted manner during the application of loading. The HCT device permits the

investigation of soil behaviour in a generalized stress state, since it has the capability to

control the magnitude of three principal stresses and rotation of direction of two principal
stresses.

Only a few researchers have used the HCT device to understand the undrained

behaviour of soils under generalized loading. An attempt is made to expand the

knowledge of undrained soil behavior in this thesis. The main focus was on the effect of

intermediate principal stress, direction of principal stresses and nature of principal stress

rotation on undrained soil behaviour during both static and cyclic loading.

Another critical in-situ problem, volume-pore pressure coupled deformation was

also studied in this research. A few earlier laboratory studies (Vaid and Eliadorani, 1998;

Sivathayalan and Logeswaran, 2007 & 2008) have investigated in this area and these

studies have been performed using triaxial device that has a limited control on the

principal stresses and directions. A research program was pioneered to investigate the soil

behaviour controlling drainage under generalized loading using a newly built HCT

device.
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3 LABORATORY SOIL TESTING DEVICES

3.1 Introduction

Different devices (e.g. simple shear, triaxial, true triaxial, torsional triaxial, true

triaxial, directional shear cell, Hollow Cylinder Torsional (HCT) testing, etc.) are used in

laboratory soil testing. Each device has merits and limitations depending on its capability

and type of testing it is used for. The simple shear and triaxial devices are frequently used

in laboratory soil testing and commonly used to assess the liquefaction susceptibility of

soils. Soil testing using the HCT device is not common, even though this device is

versatile and capable of representing field loading conditions very well.

In this chapter, merits and limitations of triaxial, simple shear and HCT testing

devices are discussed. In addition, a detailed description of the HCT device used for this

research study and nonuniformities found in HCT specimens are presented.

3.2 Triaxial device

The triaxial device is often used to examine the mechanical behaviour of soils

because it is readily available and the testing procedure is simple and straightforward

compared to other devices. Triaxial testing is performed on a tall cylindrical soil

specimen surrounded by a non-reinforced latex membrane. The triaxial specimen is

commonly sheared by the application of a vertical stress, while keeping lateral pressure

constant.

Two stress components (major principal stress s? and minor principal stress s?)

can be controlled in this test. Depending on the nature of change in vertical stress

(increase or decrease), a triaxial test may represent either compression or extension
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modes. In both compression and extension tests, vertical and horizontal stress directions

coincide with major principal stress and minor principal stress directions or vice versa.

Drainage can be controlled quite well in a triaxial test and stress concentrations

are significantly less compared to other conventional devices. The failure plane is not

fixed during deformation as in the direct shear device, in which plane of failure is

restricted along the horizontal plane. The failure plane in triaxial test develops based on
material properties.

The triaxial stress path can be understood by using Mohr's circle as shown in Fig.

3.1. In both isotropic and anisotropic cases, principal stress direction rotates

instantaneously by 90° when axial deviatoric stress reverses the direction. The direction

of major principal stress is generally vertical, but principal axis rotation occurs when

major principal stress becomes horizontal (horizontal stress larger than vertical stress).

It is important to recognize that the loading condition of a triaxial test is

axisymmetric and imposes a sudden principal stress rotation. These properties limit the

nature of the stress paths that can be followed. The jump rotation of 90° in principal

stress directions cannot be expected in field problems where principal stress rotation is
generally smooth and continuous.

Another limitation of the triaxial device is the incapability of control of

intermediate principal stress s2. The influence of intermediate principal stress s2 cannot

be evaluated in the triaxial test because of either s2 = s? or s2 = s3. In field problems that

are often approximated to the conditions of plane strain, O2 may be significantly higher

than <7?. Due to the negligence of s2 in triaxial tests, soil behaviour may not be a realistic
representation of the field.
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The boundary conditions in the triaxial test are not entirely representative of

actual field conditions. Lateral deformation is limited to one dimension in plane strain

problems, but lateral deformation is axisymmetric in triaxial tests. The failure plane is

inclined at an angle of 45+f/2 for Mohr-Coulomb materials, but failure may be limited to

a particular plane during deformation in field.

The influence of end restraints (end caps) that provide the support to the specimen

at the bottom and top cause non-uniform stresses, pore pressures and strains in the test

specimens. This effect compromises the presumed equality of radial and tangential
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Stresses and strains at larger strains (Casabarian and Jamal, 1963; Frydman et. al, 1971)

and introduces uncertainty in the interpretation of tests results. However, the effect of end

restraint on strength of soil can be reduced when a height to diameter ratio of two or

larger is used (Taylor, 1948; Bishop and Green, 1965; Lade, 1982). The lubricated end

platens (Rowe and Barden, 1964; Barden and Khayatt, 1966) reduce the end effect, but

may introduce bedding errors (Sarsby et al., 1980).

The inability to control 02 in the typical triaxial device has been solved by the

introduction of true triaxial devices, in which three the principal stresses are controlled

independently. Using the true triaxial device, behaviour of the soil under the influence of

intermediate principal stress may be assessed, but neither inclination of principal stresses

nor rotation of principal stress directions is possible. Depending on the type of loading on

the specimen, several types of true triaxial devices have been introduced in the literature

as the following;

• True triaxial device with flexible boundaries: Uniform pressure is applied to all

six prismatic specimen faces through pressured bags or membranes (Ko and Scott,

1967; Arthur and Menzies, 1968).

• True triaxial device with rigid boundaries: Uniform strains are applied to all six

faces by rigid plates (Pearce, 1971; Hosseini and Cousens, 1988).

• True triaxial device with mixed boundaries: Rigid plates and flexible membranes

are used to apply stresses and strains (Green, 1971; Lade, 1978).

The advantages and limitations of these devices have been described by Sture and

Desai (1979). Commonly, stress nonuniformities are encountered around the adjacent

plates or membranes in most of the true triaxial devices.
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3.3 Simple shear device

The simple shear device was used in the past by several researchers (e.g Roscoe,

1953; Bjerrum and Landva, 1966; Vaid and Finn, 1978; Franke et al., 1979; Ishihara and

Yamazaki, 1980; Boulanger et al., 1993) to impose specific types of loading in soil

testing. This device has been designed to impose loading as a combination of normal and

shear stresses on anisotropically consolidated soil specimen. In practice, two types of

simple shear devices are commonly used.

• NGI type device: The specimen is prepared like a circular disk and it is laterally

confined by a steel reinforced rubber membrane.

• Cambridge type device: Specimen cross section is square and it is confined by six

rigid faces.

The NGI type simple shear device was commonly used for liquefaction

assessment by several researchers (e.g. Finn and Vaid, 1977; Finn et al., 1978;

Kammerer, 2002). In the NGI type device, the wire-reinforced membrane imposes Ko

condition to specimen during application of vertical load. The lateral stresses, developed

by a wire-reinforced membrane, maintain zero lateral deformation. Maintaining constant

height of the specimen represents constant volume of the specimen during shear loading.

As pore pressure of the specimen is always allowed to be atmospheric, the development

of excess pore pressure is actually zero. The drop in vertical stress during shearing is

equal to the excess pore pressure that would have been developed in a saturated

undrained test (Dyvik et al., 1987). Maintaining constant volume during simple shear test

ensures that no effort is required to maintain undrained state on specimens, and that the
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specimens do not suffer from system compliance effects which are encountered in other

tests.

The combination of normal and shear loading allows for the smooth and

continuous rotation of principal stress direction through 90°. Application of shear loading

on the horizontal plane duplicates in-situ loading during propagation of SH wave as

shown in locations (a) and (b) (Fig. 3.2). In addition, soil testing under simple shear

loading closely simulates plane strain condition of in-situ loading.

Limitations of the simple shear testing have been discussed in the past (Saada and

Townsend, 1981; Laçasse and Vucetic, 1981; Budhu, 1984). One of the major limitations

is the absence of complementary shear stress on lateral boundaries of the specimen.

Considerations of equilibrium and boundary conditions require non-uniform distribution

of both shear stress and normal stress on the specimen's surfaces. In addition, radial

expansion and pinching effects may enhance the non-uniformity of stress distributions.

Therefore, use of a simple shear device to determine either stress-strain relations or

absolute failure parameters would not be reliable (Saada and Townsend, 1981). The value

of simple shear in the study of soil behaviour in terms of principal stress direction and

rotation is limited, but this device is very useful in assessing the cyclic resistance of soils.
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3.4 Hollow cylinder torsional shear device

Using the hollow cylinder torsional (HCT) device, hollow soil specimens can be

tested under the application of axial load, external confining pressure, internal confining

pressure, and torque about vertical axis. The combination of these tractions allows the

study of soil behaviour at any pre-failure stage in four-dimensional space (07, s^ &3, «s)·

However, this device may not be suitable at certain stress states due to the high level of

stress nonuniformities within the specimen (Sayao, 1989).

3. 4. 1 Description ofthe HCT device used

The HCT device in the advanced geotechnical laboratory at Carleton University is

capable of performing controlled stress path testing on reconstituted sand specimens

under monotonie and cyclic loading conditions. In addition, it permits strain path

controlled tests by controlling inner volume, specimen volume, rotational displacement

and vertical displacement.

A schematic layout of HCT device used is shown in Fig. 3.3. Dimensions of a

specimen are approximately 300 mm of height, 150 mm of outer diameter and 25 mm of

wall thickness. These selected dimensions result in a cross sectional area of about 100

cm . The selection of comparatively larger dimensions of specimens (compared to other

HCT devices in use) reduces the level of stress nonuniformities and improves the

measurement resolutions. The internal and external pressures are applied laterally on

flexible rubber membranes that have a thickness of about 0.3 mm. Vertical and torsional

loads are applied through the ribbed annular aluminum platens, which are located at the

top and bottom of the specimens. To ensure complete drainage during deformation, six

small porous stones are placed into the built-in cavities of each platen (Fig. 3.4).
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Fig. 3.4 Polished end platen with radial ribs

The HCT specimen is fixed at the top and loaded at the bottom. The application of

load at the bottom makes specimen preparation easier and eliminates the requirement to

correct the vertical stress for the weight of ram and load cell. A rigid steel frame attached

at the bottom of specimen ensures the solid reaction of vertical and torsional loads.

Nine parameters, four stress components, four strain components and pore

pressure are measured during the test. In most situations, interactive use of a computer is

required for a proper stress/strain path control. Saturation of the testing system, noise

level, and transducer gains are regularly monitored and checked.

3.4.2 Loading systems ofthe HCT device

Manual control of four surface tractions in the HCT specimen is a difficult task,

so that several automatic systems were introduced. Saada and Baah (1967) introduced a
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pneumatic analog stress path control system. As a further advance in stress path testing,

the servo controlled system was introduced (Hight et al., 1983; Sivakugan et al., 1988).

Shibuya (1988) introduced a computer-controlled stepper motor system to replace the

servo controlled system. However, the computer-controlled stepper motor system did not

permit displacement controlled loading system. The stress-controlled loading system does

not allow post peak behaviour because of specimen-device interaction (Chern, 1985)

together with the inability of the device to follow a prescribed stress path. A

displacement-controlled loading system is essential to assess the liquefaction potential of

loose contractive sands that may strain soften during undrained loading.

3. 4.2. 1 Stress-controlled loading system

Stress-controlled loading is performed using three Electro-Pneumatic (E/P)

transducers that are connected to inner chamber pressure (Fig. 3.5), axial load (Fig. 3.6)

and external chamber pressure (Fig. 3.7). The E/P transducers have an output pressure

range of 0 to 700 kPa. An E/P transducer converts an analog electrical signal input into a

directly proportional output pressure. Torque is applied by two precision step motors

(Fig. 3.8) that apply pulses until reaching the target torque. The target torque is realized

using a feedback loop of data acquisition program.
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3.4.2.2 Displacement-controlled loading system

Displacement-controlled loading is achieved using three Digital Pressure/Volume

Controllers (DPVC) connected to a vertical loading piston (Fig. 3.6), specimen volume

(Fig. 3.9) and inner chamber (Fig. 3.5), and two torque motors attached at the bottom of

the specimen to apply shear strain (Fig. 3.8). The DPVC connected to the vertical loading

piston controls vertical displacement. The DPVCs connected to the inner chamber and

specimen volume can manipulate the radial and tangential strains.

Sample
DPVC

H DPT

Reservoir

Three way j[
valve

<T\ Vacuum supply
^"Filter ? ,

Filter

Pressure
transducer

Pressure supply

Fig. 3.9 Backpressure and specimen volume control of the HCT device

Menzies (1987) has outlined the principle of DPVC in soil testing. The DPVC

consists of a water cylinder and a piston that is attached to a step motor by a ball screw.

The DPVC has been designed to provide an accurate control of volume change

depending on the amount of movement, diameter of the cylinder and pitch of the ball

screw. The desired strain increment is applied by either extracting or injecting water. As

strain increment is applied by volume control, the displacement loading system requires a
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fully saturated system. Incomplete saturation of the system would result in an inaccurate

strain change due to compliance.

3.4.3 Measuring system ofthe HCT device

Loads, pressures and deformations are measured continuously by electronic

transducers (Fig. 3.3). In the early development of HCT devices, internal measuring

systems (Hight et al., 1983) were recommended. Such systems compounded the specimen

preparation difficulties and are not commonly used in current practice. The recent

evaluation of stress and strain measurements describes the advantages and disadvantages

of both external and internal measuring systems in the laboratory instrumentation.

Neither an internal nor an external measuring system is perfect (Atkinson and Evans,

1985; Jardine et al., 1985). The external measuring system enhances the amount of tilting

and bedding/seating errors compared to the internal measuring system. However, the

internal measuring system makes the specimen preparation and interpretation of the test

results difficult. Negussey, (1984) indicated that errors occurring due to the external

measuring system can be minimized by taking suitable measures and using improved

techniques.

In an external vertical load measurement, friction between shaft and O-ring

should be taken into account for an accurate measurement. The internal load cell (El-

Ruwayih, 1975; Hight, 1983) eliminates the problem due to the friction between shaft

and O-ring. However, it introduces excessive deformability and effects the axial strain

measurements of dense specimens (Costa Filho and Küpper, 1983).
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3.4.3.1 Measurement ofstrains

Four displacement components (vertical displacement, angular displacement,

volume change of inner chamber and volume change of specimen) are used to estimate

strains in the HCT specimen. The vertical and angular displacements are measured using

Linear Variable Differential Transducers (LVDT) and translated to axial strain e? and

shear strain yzg.

The vertical LVDT is mounted at the top of the cross beam of loading frame (Fig.

3.3) and it reacts to the movement of a thin vertical rod that is attached to the centre of

the bottom pedestal. The torsional LVDT measures the rotation of the specimen by

changing the rotation as linear tangential displacement (Fig. 3.10). These two LVDTs are

capable of measuring displacement in the order of 10~3 mm. This resolution results in an

accuracy level of axial and shear strains better than in the order of 5x1 04.

CZ)
Soil specimen

J) Bottom pedestal

Loading shaft

Pulley

i

?» LVDT

Fig. 3.10 Torsional displacement measurement in the HCT device
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Radial strain er and tangential normal strain eß are estimated by measuring volume

change of the inner chamber, and volume and height changes of the specimen. The

volume changes are measured using Differential Pressure Transducers (DPT). From

measured volume changes and height change, sr and e<?are estimated with a resolution in

the order of 10"4.

3. 4.3.2 Measurement ofstresses

Four surface tractions and pore water pressure are measured continuously during

the HCT test. The pore pressure and chamber pressures are measured using precision

pressure transducers, which have a resolution of about ±0.1 kPa. The vertical load and

torque are measured by a thrust/torque load cell. This load cell has a resolution of torque

approximately ±0.05 Nm (shear stress in the order of ±0.01 kPa) and axial load of

approximately ±4 N (vertical stress in the order of ±0.5 kPa). The torque and thrust

measurements have a negligible amount of crosstalk in this load cell. In addition, the

vertical load is measured using an extra load cell attached at the bottom of the torque

loading system (Fig. 3.3). This load cell has a resolution of approximately ±1 N (vertical

stress in the order of ±0.1 kPa).

3.4.4 Data Acquisition ofthe HCT device used

The stress/strain measurement system, consisting of ten transducers is monitored

through a multichannel signal conditioner (MSC-10) and an Analog-to-Digital (A/D)

converter together with a personal computer as shown in Fig. 3.11. The MSC-10 is wired

to a National Instruments PCI-6052E multifunctional A/D board and PCI-6703 Digital-

to-Analog Converter (DAC). The PCI-6052E card is 16 bit resolution high speed (333

kHz) with 16 analog inputs and 2 analog outputs. The PCI-6703 DAC is 16 bit analog
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output card with 16 channels. However, only four of those channels are wired in the HCT

configuration.
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Fig. 3.11 Schematic diagram of data acquisition process in the HCT device
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Five step motor drivers of the HCT device are connected to step motor controller

that is wired to PCI-6601 counter/timer. The PCI-6601 has four 32 bit counter channels.

Two of five step motors that are connected to torque wheel is operated in the same

manner by wiring to one channel of PCI-6601. Careful selection of this hardware of the

HCT device ensures low noise level, and accurate measurements and application of
tractions.

The MSC-IO provides regulated excitation, amplification and filtering for wide

variety of transducers used. All transducers are read concurrently and analog voltage is

collected for a certain period. From the collected readings, an average reading during that

time interval is determined by an analog integrator. Then, the averaged value is converted

to digital output by A/D converters. The memory chips temporarily save the readings in

the microcomputer for later retrieval.

A multithreaded data acquisition program, using object oriented programming

techniques, was developed in-house to acquire the data and control the system. Multiple

execution threads within a single process enable continuous and smooth operation of

hardware and proper sampling of input channels without interruption or delay. Appendix

A provides a summary of the modules used in the data acquisition programming together

with the methods associated with different objects.

3. 5 Definitions ofstresses and strains in HCT specimens

Four surface tractions (vertical load F2, torque Th, outer chamber pressure Pe and

inner chamber pressure P1) can be applied to impose a specified stress state in a HCT

specimen (Fig. 3.12). Additionally, Fig. 3.12 shows the stress state and the direction of

principal stress in a soil element of a HCT specimen. The stress state in the soil element
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is expressed in terms of vertical stress s?, tangential stress s$, radial stress ar and shear

stress xzq. The strains corresponding to the directional stresses are denoted by vertical

strain e?, tangential strain e#, radial strain er and shear strain e?(?. These directional

stress/strain components are used to calculate principal stresses and strains, and

inclination of major principal stress to vertical axis.

C^ ???

/^
sß

s?
as

> ? ?3
Jeu/

1^y

<3?

Fig. 3.12 Surface tractions and stress state of a soil element in a HCT specimen

Normal stresses s# and ar, and shear stress t?# vary along thickness of the

specimen's wall. However, the average values of s?, or and t?? are calculated to determine

the overall response of soil. Since a thick cylinder specimen is subjected to deformation,

consideration of equilibrium alone cannot completely solve this 3-D problem. In addition,

knowledge of the constitutive law of material is required to analyze this deformation

problem.

s? can be calculated directly from the vertical load and cross section of the

specimen with the corrections for membrane stiffness, shaft friction and weight of the
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sand. The thick cylinder deformation problem has been solved for s$, s>, and t?ß using an

approximation of material behaviour. Symes et al. (1985) and Vaid et al. (1990b)

calculated the directional stresses considering linearly elastic behaviour. ar and s<? at a

given radius R were defined as given in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2.

_ P6-R]-P1 -Rf (P6-P1)- R]- Rf 1
Vr(CIr=R) R2 -R2 R2 -R2 R2 ßq-J-1

P^R]-P1-Rf (Pe-Pi).R2e.Rf 1
°e(atr=R) - r2_r2 R2 - R2 'r2

Here, R¡ and Re are the internal and external radius of HCT specimen. Pit and Pe

are the internal and external pressures.

Symes et al. (1985) have used the average of individual stresses as given in Eq.

3.3 and Vaid et al. (1990b) have considered the equilibrium of forces to derive the

average ar and s# (Eq. 3.4). To calculate the average stresses, Miura et al. (1986) used a

linear variation across the walls.

a.dr
Symes et al. (1985): s? = —ç Eq. 3.3\dr

a.rdO.dr
Vaid et al. (1990b): ar = 1^ Eq. 3.4

\\rde.dr
Eqs. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 were used for this study to calculate directional stresses

as proposed by Vaid et al. (1990b).

F1 + K.(P,.R] - PrR>)
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er. =
(Pe.Rf - PrRf) 2.(Pe-^K2/?fln(%

(*.2-*,2) fc2-tf)2 Eq. 3.6

er. =
(p..r; - ?,.??) F,- P,)«^f ^Yr1

(R>-R!f

T,a =
4.Th.(Rf-Rf)

3^Rf - Rf).(Rf - Rf)

Eq. 3.7

Eq. 3.8

Equations 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 were used for strain calculations assuming

linear variation across the wall of specimen. The assumption of linear variation is

consistent with the linear elastic response presumed in stress calculations.

e=-
H

'Mt-Mt1^
S. =

Sn = ~

??ß =

R, - R:

LR„ + AR1)
R„ + R1

2Ae(Rf-Rf))
3H(Rf - Rf)

Eq. 3.9

Eq. 3.10

Eq. 3.11

Eq. 3.12

Here, H and AH are height and change of height of the HCT specimen and ?T is

angular displacement. ARe and ARi are changes of external and internal radius,

respectively. AR1 is calculated from measured values of AH and volume change of the

inner chamber. ARe is calculated from the measured value of AH, volume change of

specimen and ARi.
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In a soil element of a HCT specimen, shear stress along the direction of t? and rz

is zero. Therefore, plane r becomes one of the principal planes and normal stress acting

on this plane is one of the principal stresses. The stress along direction r is often

identified as intermediate principal stress 02, and major a¡ and minor as are calculated

from s?, s<? and t?<? using the principles of Mohr's circle. The principal strains are also

calculated in a similar way.

3. 6 Stress nonuniformities in HCT specimens

Use of a HCT device in soil testing is limited to an extent due to stress

nonuniformities that are introduced in a HCT specimen during the application of torque

or the different magnitudes of external and internal pressures. The degree of

nonuniformity along the wall of a HCT specimen depends on stress state, specimen

dimensions and constitutive law of soil.

Using finite element simulation, stress nonuniformities due to the curvature of

HCT specimens have been studied by Hight et al. (1983), Sayao and Vaid (1991), and

Wijewickreme and Vaid (1991). Hight et al. (1983) studied nonuniformities for

individual stress components of s?, s$ and t?ß- <?z that is independent of constitutive law

and obtained by the equilibrium considerations was assumed uniform across specimen.

s?, s$ and t?ß were obtained by assuming soil as a linear elastic isotropic material. A

coefficient /% was proposed by Hight et al. (1983) to estimate the stress nonuniformities

and defined for each individual component as follows (Eq. 3.13).

ß^ir^-Y\\s-s-\dr Eq·3·13
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Here, S is the stress component (ar, s# or t?ß), SOv is average stress component and

SL is stress level, taken (t??)a? for t?? and —[(crr)av +(s^)^] for <7r and s?. Hight et al.

(1983) suggested that if /% < 0.11, level of stress nonuniformity can be considered

acceptable.

In addition to the pressure difference and torque, rigid end restraint also

contributes to the development of stress nonuniformities. The nonuniformities due to end

restraint can be minimized by choosing appropriate dimensions and lubricated/polished

end platens. The lubricated/polished end platens reduce radial shear at the end (Hight et

al., 1983; Vaid et al., 1990b), nevertheless it may affect the transmission of torque load.

To select the adequate dimensions of a specimen, Hight et al. (1983) have considered

following criteria to choose 25.4 mm thickness of specimen's wall.

• Wall thickness should be sufficiently large relative to the maximum grain size of

soils, so that the failure mechanism will not be constrained.

• Specimen volume change should be enough larger than the potential change of

volume by membrane penetration.

• Uniform density is essential across the wall.

A ratio of 0.8 between inner radius and outer radius, and an outer radius of 127

mm were selected for a HCT specimen. No significant improvement in the stress

nonuniformity was observed when the outer radius is larger than 127 mm. In addition,

height of HCT specimen (254 mm) was adopted to provide an adequate central gauge

length for uniform stress and strain.

Sayao and Vaid (1991) adopted the inner and outer radii to be 51 mm and 76 mm,

respectively. For these selected dimensions, the stress nonuniformity coefficient of /?? was
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acceptable level at certain stress state (less than 0.11). However, an unacceptable level of

strain nonuniformities was introduced across the specimen's wall when a large variation

of R existed in the specimen's wall. In that sense, stress nonuniformity in terms of R (Eq.

3.14) would be a more logical index than consideration of the individual stress

component (Sayao and Vaid, 1991).

ßR =R™*-R™ Eq. 3.14
Rav

Here, Rmax and Rmin are the highest and lowest level of stress ratios, respectively.

Rav is average stress ratio. An acceptable level of nonuniformities could be considered

when ßR < 0.20. Pr < 0.20 corresponds to the maximum variation of 10% across the wall

with respect to Rav.

Sayao (1989) studied the influence of effective mean normal stress cfm and

specimen geometry on stress nonuniformities at different ba and as. In that study, soil

was considered as linear elastic material. Analysis showed an unacceptable level of stress

nonuniformities (Pr > 0.20) when R reached about 2.0 to 2.2 for the specimen geometry

under consideration (Re = 76 mm and R¡ = 51 mm). This result revealed that most of the

HCT devices having similar geometry in current soil testing are not suitable for

generalized stress path loading if the nonuniformities are to be kept within the acceptable

levels.

In addition, pR is not dependent on the level of &m at a given stress state (R, ba

and as), and the specimen geometry influences the nonuniformities at a given stress state.

Based on experimental considerations and nonuniformities across the wall, it was

suggested that specimen thickness within the range of 20 to 26 mm, ratio between inner
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and outer radius R/Re within the range of 0.65 to 0.82 and ratio between height and outer

diameter within the range of 1.8 to 2.2 would be suitable for a HCT specimen. Further,

Sayao and Vaid (1991) have reported that nonuniformity analysis based on the linear

elastic soil would be more severe than real nonlinear soil. However, errors from this

analysis would be on the safe side in the selection of domain of stress space for the

exploration of sand behaviour under generalized loading.

Wijewickreme and Vaid (1991) have studied stress nonuniformities in a HCT

specimen based on incremental elastic hyperbolic stress-strain law, which represents the

nonlinear soil behaviour well. In that study, effects of cfm, R and relative density on stress

nonuniformities were examined. Based on the assumption of the nonlinear soil behaviour,

Pr did not increase continuously with increasing R as noted in linear elastic assumption.

Pr reached a peak or even suffered a drop with a further increase of R. The influence of

cfm on nonuniformity was small within the range of 100 to 900 kPa that is mostly

encountered in majority of the field problems. In addition, nonuniformities increased with

the increase of relative density of the soil specimen. The loose sand specimens had a

lesser degree of stress nonuniformity than that of dense specimens. The interpretation of

HCT data of dense sand should be dealt with caution because of the high level of stress

nonuniformities.

Based on linear elastic analysis, Pr less than 0.2 was considered as an acceptable

limit of nonuniformities to explore the soil using a HCT device. However, the realistic

assumption of incremental elastic material yielded a much larger domain of general stress

space even after the reduction of an acceptable Pr of 0.1.
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4 EXPERIMENTALWORK
4.1 Introduction

This chapter details the experimental work carried out in pursuit of the objectives

identified at the end of Chapter 1. A description of material tested, specimen

reconstitution technique, specimen assembly, and performance and control of HCT are

also provided.

4.2 Material tested

Fraser River sand dredged from the Fraser Delta in British Columbia was used for

this research study. The sand was wet-sieved through a 0.075 mm sieve (#200 sieve) to

remove fine particles prior to testing. The removal of the fine particles was undertaken to

enable the preparation of uniform specimens. The particle size distributions of the sand as

received and after wet-sieving through #200 sieve are shown in Fig. 4.1. The amount of

coarser particles larger than 0.850 mm (#20 sieve) is negligible. The amount of fine

particles less than 0.075 mm (#200 sieve) is less than 2% in the original sand, so that the

removal of fine particles is expected to not significantly alter the soil response.

Maximum and minimum void ratios of Fraser River sand, determined using
ASTM D4253 (2001a) and D4254 (2001b) specifications are emax = 0.806 and emin =

0.509, respectively. The following information was obtained using ASTM standards for

the test material: Average particle size D50 = 0.28 mm, uniformity coefficient C11 = 2.92,

coefficient of curvature C0= 1.27 and specific gravity Gs = 2.67.
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Fig. 4. 1 Grain size distribution of Fraser River sand used

4.3 Specimen reconstitution

Undisturbed soil specimens would be expected to yield the true behaviour of in-

situ soils. However, obtaining undisturbed specimens from sandy deposits is a difficult

task and conventional sampling techniques (e.g. borehole sampling) alter the mechanical

properties of sandy soils (Seed et al., 1982). In-situ ground freezing technique is ideal

(Yoshimi et al., 1977, 1978 & 1989; Hatanaka et al., 1985) because it preserves the soil
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fabric during sampling. However, this method is extremely expensive and it is impossible

to obtain several undisturbed specimens with identical characteristics for a systematic

study.

Several reconstitution techniques have been used in laboratory studies to assess

the fundamental behaviour of soils. The common techniques used for specimen

reconstitution are pluviation (Kolbuszewski, 1948; Chaney and Mulilis, 1978; Miura and

Toki, 1982) and moist tamping (Lambe, 1951; Ladd, 1978). The moist tamping technique

compacts the sands at a lower water content, and as a result it produces looser void ratios

on account of capillary forces. This technique may form a honeycomb like structure in

the specimen (Casagrande, 1975).

Water pluviation is an excellent technique for specimen reconstitution as it yields

uniform and repeatable specimens (Vaid and Negussey, 1988). Density of the water

pluviated specimen is not generally affected by the height of particle drop (Vaid and

Negussey, 1988), because particle deposition occurs at a constant velocity (terminal

velocity) that is reached within a shorter drop height. Water pluviation simulates the

natural deposition process in a hydraulic environment. Therefore, laboratory studies on

water pluviated specimens represent the behaviour of natural soil deposits well (Oda et

al., 1978; Miura and Toki, 1984).

Water pluviation technique yields fully saturated specimens, since soil particles

are not exposed to air during the deposition process. However, this technique may result

in particle segregation in well-graded soils. Sand used in this study is poorly graded and

the percentage of fine particles is negligible. Therefore, this technique works well and

produces homogenous specimens.
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4.3.1 Preliminary steps ofspecimen reconstitution

Sand was boiled in flasks to expel the air trapped between sand particles. After

that, the flasks that contained the sand were allowed to cool at room temperature without

air contact. Porous stones that are embedded into the end platens were also boiled to

expel the air, and all drainage and pressure lines were saturated by flushing de-aired
water.

A dial gauge was fixed to a movable stand and a reading was taken on the top of

top platen during each step of specimen preparation. These readings were used to

determine the initial specimen height after specimen preparation.

An inner membrane was positioned and sealed around the inner surface of the

base platen. De-aired water was flushed through the base drainage line and the saturated

porous stones were placed in the end platen. After that, the inner membrane was stretched

around four pieces of an inner mould, which are positioned by two internal metallic discs

and an annular base platen. An O-ring was positioned around the inner membrane at the

top of the inner mould. An outer membrane was placed around the base platen and sealed

by an O-ring. Next, two pieces of outer mould were placed. The outer membrane was

flipped around the outer mould, which is made of porous plastic. Suction was applied

around the inner surface of the outer mould to hold the membrane perfectly.

Figs. 4.2 & 4.3 show the details of the specimen deposition method and a

schematic illustration of the specimen set up, respectively. Components of the specimen

set up are labeled in both figures, and referred to in the descriptions of the specimen

preparation and set up.
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Fig. 4.2 HCT specimen preparation by water pluviation technique (After Sayao,
1989)

4.3.2 Specimen preparation

Circular cavity between inner and outer mould was completely filled with de-

aired water. The flasks that contained saturated sand were filled with de-aired water.

Each flask was inverted into the circular cavity to drain the sand by gravity. During the

deposition process, the flask was moved slowly along the annular cavity to maintain the

approximately uniform level of deposited sand. The uniform level of sand ensures the

horizontal plane of deposition. After filling the circular cavity with sand, excess sand was

removed by siphoning and a leveled top surface was established. The siphoned sand was

dried and weighed to determine the weight of sand used. The saturated porous stones

were seated into the top platen and top platen was carefully placed on top of the

specimen. De-aired water was percolated through with a small pressure gradient to

remove entrapped air between the vertical wall of the top platen and the membranes.
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The membranes were carefully flipped and o-rings were placed around the top

platen. The top drainage valve was closed. After that, approximately 30 kPa of suction

was applied at the bottom of specimen to prevent the collapse of sand during removal of

inner and outer moulds. From this stage to the end of the preparation, water removed

from the specimen due to suction was recorded. The diameters of the specimen were

corrected according to the membrane thickness. Finally, the top loading cap was carefully

placed on the platen.

4.3.3 Specimen setup

The cell chamber was placed around the specimen and de-aired water was

allowed to fill the inner and outer chambers simultaneously. After that, the cell top was

placed on the cell chamber and the outer chamber was sealed. The top crossbeam was

brought into position and fixed with the reaction frame. Installation of the central rod that

is fixed at the loading shaft to measure the vertical displacement seals the inner chamber.

The specimen was raised up slowly by increasing the pressure at the bottom of the double

acting piston until a contact was made at the cross beam. Next, the top loading cap was

fixed by a bolt to the cross beam to ensure vertical alignment of the specimen's axis and

central axis of the frame. Two locating pins were inserted through the cross beam to

avoid rotational movement of the loading cap during torque loading.

About 30 kPa of confining pressure was applied initially under an undrained

condition to increase pore pressure to a small positive value before starting the saturation

test. Skempton's 5-value was checked by several increments of confining pressure. Full

saturation was confirmed by B- value of about 0.99 in all tests. Subsequently, the

specimen was consolidated and sheared according to the test requirements.
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4.4 Calculation ofvoid ratio

Accurate calculation of the void ratio of a specimen is important in laboratory

tests to enable valid comparison of test results. Specific gravity of soil particles, mass of

dry soil and total volume of a specimen are required to calculate the void ratio.

Traditionally, the volume of a specimen is calculated from measurements of height and

diameters. The height of a specimen is measured accurately compared to the

measurements of the diameters (inner and outer).

The diameters of the HCT specimen were measured as suggested by Vaid and

Sivathayalan (1996). The outer diameter of the specimen was calculated by filling the

membrane-lined cavity formed by the outer mould and measuring the height of the water.

The outer diameter was accurately calculated from the mass of the water used to fill the

cavity, the density of the water at room temperature and the height of water column. To

calculate the inner diameter, the cavity formed by the inner and outer membranes was

filled with water. The average inner diameter was determined from the mass and density

of the water, and the height of the water column. During specimen preparation, volume

change and height change of specimens were continuously measured, so that the void

ratio was calculated confidently.

4. 5 Performance and control ofthe HCT device

Simultaneous and independent control of four stress parameters is required to

perform stress path control tests using a HCT device. The strain path tests with

controlling stress parameter require not only the control of stress parameters but also the

control of strain parameters. Depending on the test requirement, the following parameters

were controlled in HCT tests.
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• Stress path controlled loading: Axial strain (independent control), torque, internal

and external pressures OR torsional strain (independent control), axial stress,

internal and external pressures

• Strain path controlled loading with control of stress parameters: Axial strain

(independent control), volumetric strain, torque, internal and external pressures

OR torsional strain (independent control), volumetric strain, axial stress, internal

and external pressures

• Stress-controlled cyclic loading: Axial stress, torque, internal and external

pressures

In order to follow prescribed stress/strain paths, smooth changes in pressures and

loads should be applied either continuously or in small increments. Since the control

system operates in a feedback loop, an appropriate loading rate was carefully chosen to

get required adjustments in each stress parameter. To get proper response from analog

input and output devices, a proper time delay was allowed for the hardware to reach

target stress states. At the beginning of the study, a few tests were performed on the

newly built HCT device to select an appropriate loading rate. When axial load was the

independent control, a loading rate of 2% of axial strain per hour yielded satisfactory

results. When torque was the independent control, a loading rate of 4% of torsional strain

per hour was applied.

Most of the undrained and strain path controlled tests were conducted on

isotropically consolidated specimens {a'mc = 200 kPa), and on a few anisotropically

consolidated specimens. Fig. 4.4 shows the stages of an anisotropic consolidation process

and the control of stresses. It can be noted that directional stresses (s?, s# and ar) were
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increased simultaneously to maintain the required stress state during the consolidation

process. The consolidation stress was applied in increments of 25 kPa. A time interval of

3 minutes was allowed to complete the drainage before the next increment. Each 25 kPa

of increment was applied in 10 small increments of 2.5 kPa continuously within the

period of 15 sec. A 1.5 sec of delay was provided during each small increment of stress

(2.5 kPa) to the analog input and output hardware (EPTs and step motors, transducers) to

reach an equilibrium state.

Fig. 4.5 shows the capability of the HCT device to target required stress control

parameters {Aam = 456 kPa, as = 45° and b„ = 0.00). This plot indicates that prescribed

stress paths are followed faithfully by the control system of the HCT device.

4. 6 Repeatability ofHCT tests

Reproduction of same relative density, replication of structure, measurement

accuracy and exact duplication of test routine promote repeatability of tests. The presence

of fines in soil leads to slower consolidation rate. To minimize the time dependent effect

due to the presence of fines and to obtain a constant time dependent effect on Fraser

River sand, a fixed time interval was allowed during consolidation for all specimens.

Responses of two identical specimens of Fraser River sand under undrained loading are

shown in Fig. 4.6. These specimens were consolidated to the same effective stress state

and the same relative density prior to undrained compression loading. Identical responses

confirm good repeatability of the specimen preparation technique and capabilities of the

HCT device.
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5 MONOTONIC RESPONSE UNDER GENERALIZED

LOADINGAND DRAINAGE CONDITIONS
5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the behaviour of Fraser River sand under undrained (no

drainage) and strain path controlled loading that imposed simultaneous changes in pore

pressure and volume during shearing. These tests were performed under three-

dimensional loading using the new HCT device that was built to perform both stress

controlled and displacement controlled loading.

Specimens were reconstituted at loosest state, and the relative density at the end

of consolidation ranged between 20.5 and 23%. The effective stress state of the

specimens at the end of consolidation was dependent on the test requirement. For

convenience, stress state at the end of consolidation is represented by effective mean

normal stress a'mc, intermediate principal stress parameter bac, effective stress ratio Kc

and principal stress direction aœ.

In undrained tests, influence of stress parameters as, ba and Kc were studied. In

strain path controlled tests, influence of the same stress parameters were studied by

imposing linear strain paths. During strain path controlled tests, drainage of the

specimens was controlled by injecting or extracting an appropriate volume of water from

soil's specimen. To make this process systematic, the imposed volumetric strain was

linearly related to maximum shear strain induced, such that the ratio between volumetric

strain and maximum shear strain was constant. Details of the monotonie test program and

the test variables are given in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Initial and loading states of undrained and strain path controlled tests

Test
No

Ml

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9

MlO

Mil

M12

M13

Consolidation state

(%)
21.3

22.2

21.9

23.0

22.5

21.3

22.8

21.0

22.0

21.2

22.7

21.9

22.4

(kPa)
200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

0.0

0.0

0.0

(Xac
(Peg) Kr

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Loading
state

bo

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.7

1.0

(Peg)
0

30

45

60

90

Remarks

Undrained

A a b,

1

0.2
0.4

0.7
.0

Undrained
^dA

30 45

Undrained

2.5"
2.(T

M
1.5

M
1.0
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M14

M15

M16

M17

M18

M19

20.5

22.9

21.0

20.6

20.5

20.8

200

200

200

200

200

200

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Strain path imposed

e? = -0.1?

M20

M21

M22

M23

M24

M25

M26

M27

M28

M29

M30

M31

M32

20.5

22.2

20.8

21.7

22.2

20.2

20.8

21.1

22.2

21.9

21.0

22.1

22.2

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Strain path imposed

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

30

45

60

90

^dA

45

45

45

45

^dA

45
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5.2 Drainage boundary conditions

Fig. 5.1 shows an illustration of possible drainage and stress paths that a soil

element might undergo during deformation. The paths shown in this figure correspond to

different drainage conditions under typical triaxial compression loading in loose sand

(Sivathayalan and Logeswaran, 2007). The drainage boundary conditions dictate the

effective stress paths under a given loading scenario. In drained conditions, the effective

stress increment is equal to the total stress increment and pore pressure remains constant.

Type 2 response represents a typical drained response of sand under triaxial compression.

Type 1 response corresponds to undrained condition, which refers to deformation at

constant volume (no drainage is allowed). Type 3 response is termed as partial drainage,

in which complete drainage is not allowed. Only a portion of drainage compared to the

drained test (free draining) is allowed. This scenario may occur in the field when loading

rate is slow in a fine-grained soil, or when coarse-grained soils are subject to rapidly

changing loads. The volumetric strain of soil is bounded by drained and undrained

volumetric responses, and hence the stress path is expected to be bound by the drained

and undrained stress paths.

Types 4 and 5 may occur in the field when pore pressure boundary condition is

different from that of the pore pressure of the soil element in consideration (Fig. 2.14).

The existence of a piezometric gradient between adjacent or surrounding soil elements

may lead to such volumetric change. The soil element subjected to a lower piezometric

head would experience pore water inflow causing expansive volume change as the soil

element undergoes shear deformation (Type 4). The soil element having a higher

piezometric gradient would undergo pore volume outflow and may experience
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contractive volume change (Type 5). Due to the loss of pore volume, the soil element

may experience the drainage more than the full drainage.
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Schematic illustration of conditions of drainage: strain paths and stress
paths (After Logeswaran, 2005)
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The volume inflow contributes to the development of higher excess pore pressure

in the soil element. The induced pore pressure in the soil element in this case would be

due to both the volume transfer and shearing. In the case of volume inflow, stress paths

are expected to be below the undrained stress path. The adjacent soil element subjected to

volume outflow experiences loss of pore pressure, such that the pore volume of the soil

element reduces. The stress paths are expected to be on the right side of the drained

response. The behaviour of soils along the strain paths described by paths 4 and 5 have

also been called 'partially drained' in the literature (Vaid and Eliadorani, 1998). However,

the nature of boundary conditions leading to such strain paths is quite different from

those characterized by Type 3 that is bounded by drained and undrained paths. To

distinguish the responses, Type 4 has been named expansive drainage and Type 5 has

been named excessive drainage by Sivathayalan and Logeswaran (2007).

The effect of stress path on the undrained and drained behaviour of soils has been

discussed in the literature (e.g., Vaid et al., 1990a; Smith et al., 1992), but the paths

explored have been limited to typical loading modes and were not representative of all

possible drainage boundary conditions. Lade et al. (1988) and Chu et al. (1992) have

attempted to understand the effects of drainage boundary conditions on the potential of

instability in granular soils. Vaid and Eliadorani (1998 & 2000), and Sivathayalan and

Logeswaran (2007) have assessed the potential of strain softening and the effect of

different stress increment vectors on secant shear modulus at different drainage

conditions. These previous studies were based solely on triaxial type loadings. In this

research program, an attempt was made to explore the soil behaviour by imposing

drainage conditions under generalized loading.
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5.3 Undrained behaviour ofsand

The undrained condition is created when the excess pore pressure cannot be

released during the increment of stress. The soil that has the tendency to compress

(contractive) generates positive excess pore pressure, thus experiences a reduction of

effective stress between soil particles. The soil that has a tendency to expand (dilative)

the volume generates negative excess pore pressure. The negative excess pore pressure

increases the effective stress between soil particles. Most soils exhibit contractive

tendencies (and hence positive excess pore water pressure) during early stages of loading,

therefore, the undrained condition is often considered critical in geotechnical practice.

5. 3. 1 Undrained response ofsand atfixed b„

Five tests were performed on Fraser River sand at as = 0° and ba = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4,

0.7 and 1.0 during shearing. Initially, the specimens were isotropically consolidated to

a'mc = 200 kPa and Drc was in a narrow range between 21 and 23%.

Induced principal strains during undrained loading are illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

Intermediate principal strain £2 varies from positive to negative when ba changes from 0

to 1.0. S2 is close to zero at ba = 0.4 that corresponds to the plane strain deformation.

This observation is consistent with the findings of previous researchers (Uthayakumar

and Vaid, 1998; Yoshimine et al., 1998; Sivathayalan, 2000). The strain paths referred to

a fixed coordinate system are essentially linear. This observation implies that the degree

of initial anisotropy in sand specimens preserved during shearing and induced anisotropy

is not profoundly developed.
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The stress-strain, pore pressure responses and the stress paths followed during

these tests are shown in Fig. 5.3. The sand experiences strain hardening, regardless of the

ba value. Increase of ba from 0.0 to 1.0 makes sand relatively softer. This observation is

consistent with the data reported in the literature (Uthayakumar and Vaid, 1998;

Yoshimine et al., 1998). Higher excess pore pressure is generated at ba = 1.0 and lower

excess pore pressure is generated at ba = 0.0. A systematic variation of excess pore

pressure generation is expected when b„ increases from 0.0 to 1.0.
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Shear strength Spt, induced excess pore pressure AUpT, and stress state at PT are

shown in Fig. 5.4. Spt systematically reduces with increasing b„. About 33% of strength

reduction at PT state is noted as ba changes from 0.0 to 1.0 (Spt at ba = 0.0 is 105 kPa and

Spt at ba = 1.0 is 70 kPa). AUPT increases noticeably from ba = 0.0 to 0.4 (45 to 60 kPa).

However, when b„ is greater than 0.4, changes in AUpt are insignificant. The stress states

at PT lie along a straight line passing through the origin and result the friction angle at PT

F?t of 34.2°. The observed f?t is consistent with previous studies (Uthayakumar, 1995;

Sivathayalan, 2000; Logeswaran, 2005) for the same batch of Fraser River sand. It has

also been noted in previous research (Uthayakumar, 1995) that f?t is a unique soil

property and it is independent of ba.

Previous studies on this sand (Logeswaran, 2005), reported the friction angle at

Maximum Obliquity (MO) Fµ? to be 37° under triaxial compression. The test conducted

at b„ = 0 and as= 0o (triaxial mode of compression) results in Fµ? of 38°. It is noted that

Fµ? slightly increases with increasing ba. Estimated Fµ? at ba = 1.0 is 42°. This deviation

of Fµ? could be due to stress nonuniformity induced across the specimen's wall. To

justify the noted deviation in Fµ?, Fig. 5.5 shows the variation of the coefficient of stress

nonuniformity in terms of ba and o^as illustrated by Wijewickreme (1990). In this figure,

the stress nonuniformity in a hollow cylinder test was assessed by finite element

modeling assuming a constitutive theory. Even though assumption of isotropic linear

elasticity and hardening elasto-plasticity theories suggested different levels of stress

nonuniformity in the HCT specimen at a given stress state, high stress nonuniformity was

realized at ba = 0 and as = 90°. Further, these model studies have assumed that stress

nonuniformity is zero at ba = 0 and as= 0° and its closer values.
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Stress nonuniformity is also dependent on mobilized effective stress ratio R. Fig.

5.6 shows the variation of stress nonuniformity at different levels of R with as as

reported by Wijewickreme (1990). Increase of mobilized R essentially increases stress

nonuniformity at ba = 0 with increasing as.

As shown in Fig. 5.3, Fµ? increases with increasing b„. At b„ = 1.0, R at MO is

comparatively high (around R = 4.5) and the difference between the inner and outer

pressure reaches as high as 120 kPa, which implies relatively large stress non-uniformity.

Thus, the higher Fµ? at higher ba values might be reflection of the higher level of stress

nonuniformity induced at such states, f?t at b„ = 1.0 is approximately equal to f?t at ba =

0. In PT state of the test at b„ = 1.0, the specimen experiences a comparatively lower R of

3.0 and the difference between inner and outer pressure is comparatively low (around 60

kPa). The stress nonuniformities at high stress ratios make the tests at higher b„ and lower

as (or lower bc and higher as) less reliable.
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5.3.2 Undrained response ofsand affixed as

A series of tests were conducted to investigate the influence of principal stress

direction as?? the undrained behaviour of Fraser River sand (as= 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and

90°). The intermediate principal stress parameter ba was maintained at zero; thus,

intermediate principal stress was equal to minor principal stress. The specimens were

isotropically consolidated to a'mc = 200 kPa and relative density of the specimens was

approximately 22%.

The strain paths (Fig. 5.7) are essentially linear for all tests at the small strain

level, but progressively become nonlinear at large strains. This observation implies that

the degree of initial anisotropy is preserved during the early stages of shearing, and that

strain induced anisotropy progressively increases during shearing and plays a role in
strain development.

Fig. 5.8 shows stress-strain and pore pressure responses and effective stress paths

of Fraser River sand at different as values. The degree of anisotropy was found to be

profound during undrained shear. When the direction of major principal stress changes

from as= 0° (sand deposition direction) to as= 90° (bedding plane), the response of the

sand changes from dilative to contractive. The sand exhibits highest strength at as = 0°

and lowest strength at as = 90°. Similar trends in anisotropic behaviour were also noted

in previous studies (Uthayakumar, 1995, Yoshimine et al., 1998). The observation of the

lowest strength at as = 90° supports that higher deformability along bedding plane than

that of deposition direction. Sayao (1989) and Wijewickreme (1990) have made a

consistent observation in drained response, in which volumetric deformation for a given

Od increased with increasing as.
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The strength of the sand significantly reduces when as increases from 0° to 45°.

When as is beyond 45°, the strength reduction is insignificant. At as of 0° and 30°, the

sand response is completely strain hardening. However, sand undergoes marginally

limited liquefaction at as of 45°, 60° and 90°. A systematic increment of excess pore

pressure is noted with increasing as (Fig. 5.8). The sand generates higher excess pore

pressure at as = 90° and consequently the most contractive response corresponds to this

as value. Lower excess pore pressure is generated at as = 0° and sand response is more

dilative. The variation of excess pore pressure generation is significant between as of 0°

and 45° and it is only marginal beyond aCTof 45°.

Fig. 5.9 illustrates strength Spt, excess pore pressure AUpt and stress state at PT

state against as. Overall, Spt reduces when the principal stress direction moves from the

direction of soil deposition to bedding plane. This observation demonstrates that Spt at

constant initial void ratio and confining stress level depends on as and supports the

findings of Uthyakumar (1996). However, it was also reported in the literature (Castro,

1969; Ishihara, 1993) that Spt is only dependent on initial void ratio and initial confining

stress.

Effective stress states at PT seem to be on a straight line passing through the

origin and result in friction angle mobilized at PT f?t?? 34.2°, so that f?t is independent

of as. This observation is also consistent with previous research by Uthayakumar (1995).

In the literature, it was pointed out that f?t is also independent of stress path, relative

density, consolidation history and mode of loading (Bishop, 1966 & 1971; Vaid and

Chern, 1985; Kuerbis et al., 1988; Vaid et al., 1990a).
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Effective stress ratio mobilized in these tests are comparatively in lower range

(less than 3.2) until the end of tests. The stress nonuniformity induced is expected to be

lower at this level of effective stress ratio. The noted induced friction angle at MO is

36.5° and it is consistent with the friction angle reported in the literature for same batch

of Fraser River sand.

5.3.3 Undrained response ofanisotropically consolidated sand

The comparative undrained responses of Fraser River sand at different initial

effective stress level Kc are illustrated in Fig. 5.10. In these tests, specimens were

consolidated at Kc = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5, a'mc = 200 kPa, bm = 0.0 and aœ = 0°. During

shearing, lateral stresses were maintained constant and the specimens were axially loaded

(as=0°).

The sand exhibits strain hardening regardless of Kc and no tendency for strain

softening due to changing Kc levels is noted. As reported by Vaid et al. (2001), Kc does

promote strain softening, but its influence is relatively minor at as = 0°. The amount of

excess pore pressure induced decreases with increasing Kc because increment of

deviatoric stress experienced by the sand reduces with increasing Kc. The sand reached

the PT state after a 190 kPa increment of deviatoric stress in the test with Kc = 1.0, but

only 45 kPa increment in deviatoric stress was required to reach the PT state when Kc =
2.5.

Fig. 5.11 shows variation of strength SPt, excess pore pressure induced by

deviatoric stress AUPT and effective stress state at PT state. SPT increases and AUPT

decreases with increasing Kc. The effective stress states at PT are along a unique straight

line passing through origin and result in the friction angle f?? of 34.2°.
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5. 4 Strain path controlled behaviour ofsand

Loosest deposited Fraser River sand was subjected to simultaneous changes of

pore pressure and pore volume to assess the effects of such coupled deformation under

generalized loading conditions. Linear strain paths were imposed by maintaining a

constant ratio between imposed volumetric strain ?e? and maximum shear strain A/max

experienced by specimen (? = Asv/Aymax = constant). A negative sign of the constant

implies volume injection into the specimen and the positive sign denotes volume

extraction from the specimen.

The undrained tests that studied the influence of stress parameters ba, as and Kc

are necessary to make a comparison of responses under undrained and strain path

controlled loadings. A constant total mean normal stress was applied to specimens during

loading with accurate control of as and ba. The details of the strain paths controlled tests

conducted are tabulated in Table 5.1.

5. 4. 1 Strain path controlled loading atfixed ba

A set of tests at fixed b„ = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 were carried out to

investigate the influence of ba during simultaneous changes in pore pressure and pore

volume. The specimens were isotropically consolidated to a'mc = 200 kPa and Drc = 22%.

During shearing, principal stress direction was kept along the deposition direction (as =

0°). A linear strain path of AsvlÁYmax = -0.10 was imposed on each specimen.

Induced principal strains (e?, S2, e3) are illustrated in Fig. 5.12. A systematic

variation of strains is noted when ba changes from 0 to 1.0. Intermediate principal strain

S2 changes from positive to negative when b„ changes from 1.0 to 0. The magnitude of

minor principal strain s¡ increases with increasing ba. S2 is much closer to zero at b„ =
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0.40 implying that ba = 0.40 still imposes plane strain deformation as in the undrained

loading. This observation demonstrates that the plane strain condition is preserved during

intrusion of a small amount of volume into the sand (0.4% of expansive volumetric strain

at Ymax = 4%). The strain paths referred to fixed coordinate system is linear. This

observation implies that the degree of initial anisotropy in soil preserved during shearing
and contribution of induced anisotropy in strains is at low level.

Fig. 5.13 shows the stress-strain response of Fraser River sand under strain path

controlled loading at fixed ba. A systematic variation in stress-strain response is noted as

ba changes from 0 to 1.0. At a given ymax, water inflow causes the sand to exhibit lower

strength than undrained sand. Comparison of the strength at undrained and strain

controlled loading is discussed at the end of this subsection.

The expansive volumetric strain (volume intrusion) of the sand promotes strain

softening. However, at b„ = 0.0, the sand still exhibits strain hardening, but at other ba

values the sand exhibits marginal strain softening. In comparison, it exhibited strain

hardening behaviour for all ba during undrained loading (Fig. 5.3). This observation

demonstrates that a small amount of volume inflow into the sand at higher ba is more

vulnerable to liquefaction than soil at lower ba due to the higher tendency of strain
softening at higher ba.

The excess pore pressure generated includes both a deviatone stress induced

component and a volume change induced component, and both components are treated

together in this discussion. Higher excess pore pressure is generated at ba = 1.0 and lower

excess pore pressure is generated at ba = 0.0. During undrained loading at fixed ba, the

sand experienced contractive type of deformation at the initial stage and dilative type of
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deformation after reaching peak excess pore pressure (Fig. 5.3). However, in the strain

path controlled loading (volume intrusion), the sand does not generate excess pore
pressure resulting dilative deformation (except ba = 0.0 test). Fig. 5.14 shows the

variation of peak strength Speak and corresponding excess pore pressure AUpeak as a
function of ¿>s and stress states. A systematic reduction oí Speak is noted with increasing
b„. Speak at ba = 0.20 is 84 kPa and at ba = 1.0, it is 51 kPa. Comparison of Speak with peak
strength of undrained loading is not possible because no peak state was realized during
undrained loading (Fig. 5.3).
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Fig. 5.12 Variation of principal strains with vertical strain during strain path
controlled tests at fixed b„
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A systematic increase of A\Jpeak is noted at peak strength state when ba increases

from 0.2 to 1.0. The friction angle mobilized at peak strength state tfipeak is in narrow

range between 30° and 32°. It has been noted in the literature (Uthayakumar, 1995) that

friction angle induced at peak strength during undrained loading </>csr is dependent on b„

and as. Even though 'peak' and 'CSR' refer to the peak strength state of strain path

controlled loading and undrained loading, these states are differentiated in this discussion

because peak strength state of strain path controlled loading reflects the influences of

shearing and volume transfer, and peak strength state of undrained loading reflects the

influence of shearing only.

Fig. 5.15 illustrates the variation of strength Speakpp, excess pore pressure AUpeakpp

and effective stress state at peak pore pressure state. As referred in undrained tests, peak

pressure state is not termed as PT in strain path controlled tests. The excess pore pressure

induced in the strain path controlled tests includes not only a shear induced component

but also a volume induced component. To distinguish undrained and strain controlled

loading, this state is termed as peak pore pressure state and denoted as 'PeakPP'.

The sand exhibits a systematic reduction of Speakpp with increasing ba. Speakpp is

less than SPT for all b„. Speakpp is 86 kPa and SPT is 104 kPa at ba = 0.0 (17% of reduction

of strength). Speakpp is 50 kPa and Spt is 68 kPa at ba = 1.0 (26% of reduction of strength).

However, the reduction of strength during strain path controlled loading at intermediate

ba values (0.4, 0.6) appears low. Overall, AUPeakpp is higher than AUPt- However,

differences between the maximum excess pore pressure during undrained and strain path

controlled loading is smaller at intermediate ba values (0.4, 0.6) as noted in the strength
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variation above. The available data is limited to draw a firm conclusion about whether

this is an experimental artifact, or actual characteristics of soil response.
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Effective stress states at peak pore pressure of strain path controlled tests lie along
a unique straight line passing through the origin and result in a friction angle <¡)peakpp of

34.3°. (¡¡peakpp is equal to the friction angle noted at PT f?? during undrained shear. This

observation is consistent with previous studies on this topic under axisymmetric triaxial

loading (Sivathayalan and Logeswaran, 2007). It has been pointed out that f?ea??? is
unique during simultaneous changes in pore pressure and volume and it is independent of
strain paths imposed.

5.4.2 Strain path controlled loading atfixed <?s

A set of tests at fixed as = 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° were carried out to

investigate the influence of principal stress direction as during simultaneous changes in

pore pressure and pore volume. Specimens were isotropically consolidated to ct'otc = 200

kPa and Drc = 22 % prior to shearing. Total mean normal stress was maintained constant

and intermediate and minor principal stresses were equal throughout the testing (i.e., ba =

0.0). A linear strain path of ? = -0.10 was imposed on the specimens.

Induced principal strains (e?, e2, e3) during strain path controlled loading are

illustrated in Fig. 5.16. A systematic variation of strains is noted when exchanges from

0° to 90°. Magnitudes of e? and e2 decrease with increasing as at a given level of /max;
however, magnitude of e3 increases. The strain paths referred to a fixed coordinate

system is linear at small strains and this observation implies that the degree of initial
anisotropy in the specimen is preserved during the shearing. However, at comparatively
large strains, the strain paths become progressively nonlinear with increasing stress ratio.
This observation demonstrates the gradual influence of induced anisotropy.
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Fig. 5.17 shows stress-strain responses, excess pore pressure responses and stress

paths of Fraser River sand under strain-controlled loading at fixed as. A systematic

variation of stress-strain response is noted as as changes from 0° to 90°, and the strength

of the sand decreases when exchanges from 0° to 90°. The rate of strength reduction and

the pore pressure generation is significant only within the range of as between 0° and 45°

as noted in undrained responses. The effect of as is relatively minor beyond as = 45°.

The sand exhibits strain hardening behaviour at as = 0° and 30° and strain softening

behaviour at as= 45°, 60° and 90°. At a given as, water inflow causes the sand to exhibit

lower strength than undrained. At as of 45°, 60° and 90°, the sand exhibited partially

strain-softening behaviour under undrained condition (Fig. 5.8). However, when the sand

is subjected to comparatively small expansive volumetric strain at as?? 45°, 60° and 90°,

it behaves completely strain softening and deforms at constant strength after reaching

maximum excess pore pressure. The excess pore pressure responses at as = 0° and 30°

show marginally dilative response at larger strains following contractive response during

the initial stages of the loading. However, the response of the sand is always contractive

when as = 45°, 60° or 90°.

Fig. 5.18 shows the variation of strength Speak, excess pore pressure AUpea!c, and

stress states at peak strength state. The peak strength state is only noted in the tests

conducted at as= 45°, 60° and 90°. Speak systematically reduces with increasing as. Speak

is 56 kPa at as = 45° and 47 kPa at as = 90° (16% strength reduction). AUpeak
systematically increases with increasing as.
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Variation 0peak is within a small range (20°-22°) with change of as. It is suggested

in the literature (Uthayakumar, 1995) that friction angle at peak strength under undrained

condition ^cs« is unique for a given c^and reduces with increasing as.

Fig. 5.19 shows strength Speakpp, excess pore pressure AUpeakpp and effective stress

state at peak pore pressure state during undrained and strain path controlled tests. SpeakPp
systematically reduces with increasing as. The reduction of Speakpp is significant when as

changes from 0° to 45°. SpeakPp is 81 kPa at as= 0° and 42 kPa at as= 45° (around 50%

strength reduction). The strength reduction is insignificant when aais beyond 45°. SpeakPP

is 36 kPa at as = 90° (only 14% of strength reduction compared to Speakpp at as = 45°).

Overall, excess pore pressure at peak pore pressure state increases with increasing as.

The increment of AUpeakPp is significant between as of 0° and 45° and is minor beyond
as=45°.

Effective stress states at the instance of peak pore pressure lie along a straight

line, passing through the origin and result in a f?ea???? of 34.3°. The f?ea???? is equal to the
friction angle mobilized at PT state f?? under undrained condition. This observation also

demonstrates that <fe,eakpp can be treated as a unique material property regardless of as
and drainage conditions.
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5.4.3 Strain path controlled loading on anisotropically consolidated sand

To investigate the influence of initial effective stress ratio Kc on simultaneous

changes in pore pressure and pore volume, a set of tests at Kc = 1.0, 2.0, 2.0 and 2.5 were

carried out by imposing a linear strain path with the same rate of volumetric deformation

as earlier {e????a? = - 0.10). In these tests, ba was kept at zero and principal stress

direction was along the specimen deposition direction (as = 0°) throughout the

deformation. The initial effective mean normal stress s« was set to 200 kPa. During

shearing, inner and outer pressures of the sample were held constant.

The comparative behaviour of sand at identical ba and as, but at a different level

of Kc under strain path controlled loading is illustrated in Fig. 5.20. No strain softening

behaviour was noted during undrained tests regardless of Kc (Fig. 5.10). However,

expansive volumetric strain has promoted strain softening. The sand marginally strain

softened at all Kc values. Induced excess pore pressure systematically changes with Kc as

excess pore pressure decreases from about 120 kPa at Kc = 1.0 to about 60 kPa at Kc =

2.5.

The degree of strain softening is often characterized by brittleness index h to

describe the flow potential of contractive sand (Bishop, 1971).

S — S/ peak min t-, ,. ?
ß = Eq. 5.1

peak

Here, Speak and Smin are the peak and minimum undrained strengths. However,

this definition is unable to describe the flow potential for anisotropically consolidated

sands and a modified brittleness index h^odified^ defined as below.
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Fig. 5.20 Response of anisotropically consolidated Fraser River sand during strain
path controlled loading
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j _ peak ^min „ _ _1B,modified ~ ~Z ^-Z ^q. -3^^ peak 1^ static

The value of lB,modified - O represents no strain softening and h.modified = 1.0 implies

minimum strength Smin equal to initial static shear stress Sstatic· The value of h.modified

larger than 1.0 corresponds to minimum strength lower than Sstatic and it would imply a

catastrophic collapse, if the equilibrium is disturbed by a small perturbation.

During the strain path controlled loading, h.modified increases with increasing Kc

(Fig. 5.21). h.modified value is less than 1.0 for all Kc value except Kc = 2.5. This

observation clearly demonstrates that higher initial static shear Sstatic increases the flow

potential when the sand is subjected to expansive volumetric strain.

1.6

1.2

•8

I 0.8
CQ

0.4

0
0 12 3

Kc

Fig. 5.21 Flow potential of anisotropically consolidated Fraser River sand during
expansive volumetric strain

Fig. 5.22 shows strength Speak and excess pore pressure (AU-Aam)peak and stress

states at peak strength state. A systematic variation of Speak and {AU-Aam)peak is observed

during strain path controlled loading. However, it can be noted that the incremental shear

stress needed to trigger strain softening deformation (Speak - Sstatic) decreases with
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increasing Kc. The excess pore pressure induced by both volume induced and shear

induced components is expressed as a difference between the total induced excess pore

pressure and hydrostatic excess pore pressure (AU - Aa1n). foeak is essentially constant

(approximately 28°) and can be treated as a constant regardless of Kc. A similar

observation was made in undrained tests by Sivathayalan and Vaid (2002) that <ßCsR is

essentially constant regardless ofKc at fixed ba and as.

Fig. 5.23 shows the variation of strength Speakpp, excess pore pressure (AU-

Aam)Peakpp and effective stress state at peak pore pressure state during undrained and

strain path imposed loading. A systematic variation of strength is noted and Speakpp
increases with increasing Kc. This figure also shows that a substantial amount of strength

at maximum pore pressure state is lost during strain path controlled loading, compared to
the undrained loading.

At K0 = 1.0, strength at maximum pore pressure state SPT is 98 kPa under

undrained condition and Speakpp is 64 kPa during strain path controlled loading (34% of

strength reduction). At Kc = 2.5, SPT is 128 kPa and SpeakPP during strain path controlled

loading is 97 kPa (27% of strength reduction). Fig. 5.23 shows that strength reduction

occurs due to expansive volumetric strain, but it is not affected much by Kc (essentially

the same amount of strength reduction is noted at each Kc).

(AU-Aam)Peakpp reduces with increasing K0. The effective stress states of peak pore

pressure state lie on unique straight line, passing through the origin. The mobilized

friction angle at peak pore pressure state <f>peakpp is 34.3° and identical to f?? of undrained

loading. This observation demonstrates that (¡>peakpp can be treated as a unique material

property of the sand during strain path controlled loading regardless ofKc.
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5. 4.4 Influence ofstrain paths on sand behaviour

The volume inflow or outflow of an in-situ soil element occurs depending on the
peizometric head gradient between the adjacent soil elements. The rate of pore volume
distribution decreases with time due to reduction of the peizometric head gradient
following pore pressure equalization. Generally, soil elements in-situ will not be

subjected to linear strain paths (constant rate of volume transfer between soil elements) as
studied in this research. However, the prediction of actual strain paths in in-situ soil
during pore volume transfer is more complex and unknown. An understanding of the
response of soils under such linear strain paths will help to comprehend the nature of the
full spectrum of responses and is considered as a required initial step in this area of
research.

A set of tests was carried out in the laboratory to provide an understanding of the
response of in-situ soil elements that are subjected to various pore pressure boundary
conditions under three-dimensional loading. Shearing characteristics of loosest deposited
Fraser River sand subjected to expansive and contractive volumetric strains as shown in

Fig. 5.24 were used to understand the effects of drainage conditions under generalized
loading.

The specimens were hydrostatically consolidated to a'mc = 200 kPa and Drc = 22%

prior to shearing. Total mean normal stress was maintained constant throughout the
shearing (am = amc). During shear loading, principal stress was kept along 45° to the
deposition direction (as= 45°). The intermediate principal stress parameter bawas kept
at 0.4 in order to simulate plane strain deformation. An undrained test was also conducted

at this initial stress state to compare soil responses with strain path controlled loading.
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Fig. 5.24 Imposed strain paths

Induced principal strains (e?, ¿2 and £·.?) are shown in Fig. 5.25 against torsional

strain yzg. A systematic variation of strains is noted against the imposed strain paths. The

strains are linear at a small strain level. This observation demonstrates that initial

anisotropy of the sand is preserved and contribution of induced anisotropy is relatively

low at a small strain level. However, the strains progressively become nonlinear at larger

strain levels. The induced anisotropy becomes significant at the large strain level, in

which sand experiences higher effective stress ratio R.

It can be further noted that strains are more nonlinear at £"of -0.2 and -0.4. In the

tests at ?= -0.20 and -0.40, excess pore pressure development is very large, and thus the

sand experiences very low effective stress. The effective stress ratio R reaches a very

high or an undefined level and may not be an accurate indicator to predict the induced

anisotropy in sand.

W. O

0.4 -

-0.4 -

r\ o

s_ = 450 kPa
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a.= 45°
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Fig. 5.25 Variation of principal strains with torsional strain at b„ = 0.4 and as= 45°
during strain path controlled tests
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As shown in Fig. 5.25, intermediate principal strain S2 at ba= 0.4 and as= 45°

under undrained condition is much closer to zero. However, magnitude of .% significantly

deviates from zero during the application of both expansive and contractive volumetric

strain. The plane strain condition (ba closer to 0.4 in undrained condition) no longer

exists at this ba value when sand deforms under strain path controlled loading. £2 is

negative and its magnitude increases with increasing rate of expansive volumetric strain.

S2 is positive during the contractive volumetric strain. The major principal strain e¡ is

positive and its variation is small as drainage changes from contractive to expansive. The

minor principal strain, £?is negative and the same trend of variation is noted as Sj.

Stress-strain response of Fraser River sand subjected to the linear strain paths, and

corresponding effective stress paths and excess pore pressure responses are shown in Fig.

5.26. The sand responses systematically change from strain hardening to strain softening

when the imposed drainage conditions change from contractive to expansive volumetric

strain, ?= 0.10 (volume outflow from specimen) results in complete strain hardening

behaviour and the strength of the sand is much higher than undrained strength. At the

same stress condition, the undrained response (? = 0.00) is marginally strain softening

with almost negligible reduction in strength following the peak state. During expansive

volumetric strain, ? of -0.10, -0.20 and -0.40 results in complete strain softening

behaviour and a much weaker response than undrained.
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Fig. 5.26 Response of Fraser River sand at ba = 0.4 and as= 45° during strain path
controlled tests

Expansive volumetric strains cause significant damage to the strength of the soil

by drastically increasing the tendency for strain softening. The minimum strength
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realized during the application of expansive volumetric strain is smaller than the

undrained strength of the soil. As the rate of volume inflow increases, the minimum

strength realized become smaller and the excess pore pressure generated becomes high

(excess pore pressure induced is almost 90% of a'ic when ? = -0.4), and thus the sand

may even reach a state of zero effective stress under monotonie loading. This results in

the deformation of sand at essentially zero shear strength.

Variation of strength Speak, excess pore pressure AUpeak and friction angle <f>peak at

peak strength state is shown in Fig. 5.27 against the strain increment ratio ?. The peak

strength state is only realized in strain softening materials, and thus limited to tests

between ? = 0.0 and ? = -0.4. Speak systematically reduces with an increasing rate of

imposed expansive volumetric strain. The peak strength state of the test at ? = -0.4 was

realized at /max = 0.3% and sand experienced only 0.12% of expansive volumetric strain

at that shear strain level. In terms of relative density, this corresponds to about 0.2%

increment, a very minor change. This small amount of expansive volumetric strain caused

about 31% reduction in Speak compared to Speak of the undrained test.

A systematic variation of AUpeak is noted (Fig. 5.27) as ¿G varying from 0.0 to -

0.40. About 23%o of increment in AUpeak is noted when ^varies from 0.0 (undrained) to -

0.4. (f>peak reduces with the increasing rate of expansive volumetric strain. The friction

angle mobilized at peak strength state (ficsR under undrained condition is approximately

27° and (j>peak reduces to 21° at ? ?? -0.40. This observation is consistent with a previous

study by Sivathayalan and Logeswaran (2008). It was reported that (/)peak decreases with
an increasing rate of expansive volumetric strain under triaxial mode of loading.
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Fig. 5.28 shows the variation of strength Speahpp, excess pore pressure AUpeakPP

and the effective stress state at the instant of peak pore pressure. Speakpp corresponds to

the minimum strength in strain softening sands. A minimum strength cannot be defined

for fully strain hardening sands, which was the case when the sand was sheared with

positive ?. A systematic reduction of strength is noted as ? varies from positive

(contractive volumetric strain) to negative (expansive volumetric strain). Strength at peak

pore pressure state under undrained condition Spt (phase transformation) is 63 kPa at ba =

0.4 and as = 45°. About 60% reduction in Speakpp can be noted in Fraser River sand

during the application of ?= -0.4 (Speakpp at ?= -0.40 is 25 kPa).

As shown in the excess pore pressure variation at peak pore pressure state (Fig.

5.28), a systematic increment of excess pore pressure is noted as ^varies from positive to

negative. Peak excess pore pressure induced under undrained condition AUpt is around

100 kPa. About 72% increment in AUpeakpp can be noted during the application of ?= -

0.4 and about 70% reduction in AUpeakpp is observed during contractive volumetric strain

?= 0.10 compared to AUpt.

Effective stress states at the peak pore pressure state essentially lie on a straight

line passing through the origin and result in a friction angle at the peak pore pressure state

<ßpeakpp of 34.3°. <j)peakpp can be treated as constant and is equal to the friction angle

mobilized at PT state of undrained tests f?t. In previous studies by Sivathayalan and

Logeswaran (2007 & 2008) using triaxial tests, it was noted that effective stress states at

the instant of peak excess pore pressure in various linear and nonlinear strain path tests

resulted in ^eakpp equal to f?t.
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These test results clearly demonstrate that the undrained state does not always

represent the most damaging scenario in the field, and the static liquefaction potential of

a soil deposit may be significantly influenced by the drainage boundary conditions. A

small amount of pore water intrusion may change the stronger behaviour of soil (dilative)

to softer behaviour (contractive). It was noted in undrained tests that sand behaviour

became softer when the intermediate principal stress parameter is high and principal

stress direction is closer to the bedding plane. Soils at these states (i.e. high ba and as),

may be further weakened due to intrusion of pore water depending on the pore pressure

boundary conditions.

5.5 Summary

Undrained effective stress-strain behaviour of Fraser River sand is dependent on

the intermediate principal stress parameter b„ when principal stress direction as and total

mean normal stress are held constant. Fraser River sand exhibits strain hardening

behaviour at different levels of ba at fixed as = 0°. The strength of the sand

systematically reduces with increasing ba. The friction angle mobilized at Phase

transformation (PT) is constant regardless of ba. The undrained response of Fraser River

sand is highly dependent on as. Fraser River sand exhibits strain hardening behaviour

and stronger at ba = 0.0 and as = 0° and it exhibits strain softening behaviour at ba = 0.0

and as= 90°. This observation confirms the existence of anisotropy that is formed during

the deposition process and results in high deformability along the bedding plane. Also, it

confirms that the friction angle mobilized at the peak pore pressure (phase

transformation) state is independent of principal stress direction and strength at PT is

dependent of ba and as. Dependence of undrained response on ba and as has been well
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established in the literature. Nevertheless, it was studied again to provide the confidence

required in using a new HCT device, and to provide a baseline for proper comparison

with shear-volume couple deformation (i.e., strain path controlled tests). Experiments

conducted to study the behaviour of Fraser River sand under simultaneous changes in

pore pressure and pore volume show that strain paths imposing expansive volumetric

strains can trigger liquefaction during static loading in sands that are dilative and stable

under undrained conditions.

Fraser River sand exhibits strain hardening behaviour at b„ = 0.0 and as = 0°

during the application of strain path ?e???ea = -0.10 and undrained loading. The sand

strain softens at ba = 1.0 and as = 0° during the application of strain path ?e?/?ea = -0.10

and it exhibits strain hardening under undrained condition. The distinguishing

observations on sand response demonstrate that the expansive volumetric strain may be

more critical at high b„. The strength at the peak strength state decreases with increasing
ba and the friction angle mobilized at this state is essentially constant at a strain increment

ratio of ? = -0.10. The strength at the peak pore pressure state systematically reduces with

increasing b„. The friction angle mobilized at the peak pore pressure state is constant
regardless of ba.

Fraser River sand strain hardens at as = 0° and 30° during the application of

strain path (?e?/?ea = -0.10) when b„ is held at zero. The sand strain softens and shows a

weaker response when principal stress direction moves further towards the bedding plane

(as = 45°, 60° and 90°). The strength mobilized at the peak strength state during the

application of the strain path reduces systematically with increasing as. Friction angle
mobilized at this state has a minor variation.
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The mobilized strength at the peak pore pressure state during strain path

controlled loading (?e?/?ea = -0.10) decreases with increasing as. Decrement of strength

is significant when as changes from 0° to 45°. However, the decrement is minor when

the principal stress direction is more towards the bedding plane (beyond as = 45°). The

same trend of decrement of strength at the peak excess pore pressure (PT) state has been

observed in undrained loading as well. Regardless of as, the strength reduction at the

state of peak pore pressure due to expansive volumetric strain (AeJAe0 = -0.10) is

approximately equal to that at PT state in undrained loading. The friction angle mobilized

at the state of peak excess pore pressure is unique regardless of as.

As shown from the tests conducted along different strain paths (application of

contractive and expansive volumetric strain), the sand becomes weaker when it is

subjected to volume intrusion (expansive volumetric strain). As a result, it liquefies at an

early stage of its deformation. A small amount of pore volume extrusion (contractive

volumetric strain) results in a stronger soil response than in undrained. A significant

decrement is noted in strength and friction angle at the peak strength state with increasing

rate of volume inflow (expansive volumetric strain).

The friction angle mobilized at the state of peak pore pressure can be treated as a

unique material property even if the sand experiences different drainage conditions than

undrained. The friction angle mobilized at the state of peak pore pressure is independent

of the principal stress direction as, intermediate principal stress parameter ba, initial

effective stress ratio, Kc and strain paths. Even though the data herein is limited to one

density, data in the literature suggests that this conclusion applies regardless of the

density state. Sivathayalan and Logeswaran (2008) also noted that the friction angle at the
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minimum strength state, which corresponds to the maximum pore pressure state, is

constant regardless of the drainage condition (strain paths).

Current design practice only considers drained and undrained states, and it

generally assumes that undrained condition corresponds to the lowest shear strength. The

experimental results presented herein clearly demonstrate that undrained strength may not

be the lowest, if pore pressure redistribution occurs in the in-situ soil elements that are

subjected to expansive volumetric strain. The principal stress along the bedding plane at a

fixed ba and a higher intermediate principal stress parameter at fixed as in soil loading

result in a softer response and a lower strength under undrained condition. During

application of expansive volumetric strain, the soil will further experience strength

degradation. It could be suggested that consideration of strength, based on the stress

states and the drainage boundary conditions may further improve the confidence in the

design practice.
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6 CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR OF SAND UNDER

GENERALIZED LOADING
6.1 Introduction

Undrained cyclic behaviour of Fraser River sand under generalized stress state is

presented in this Chapter. Triaxial and simple shear devices that are commonly used to
assess the liquefaction potential of soils in laboratory tests cannot properly simulate the
stress conditions in-situ. The nature of rotation of principal stress direction during cyclic
loading in these laboratory tests and in-situ are quite different. Jump rotation is imposed
in the triaxial cyclic loading and uncontrolled smooth rotation is applied in the simple
shear. However, in the field, the smooth and continuous rotation of principal stress
direction is very common. Investigation of cyclic soil behaviour under jump and smooth
rotation of principal stress direction may be useful to improve the current liquefaction
assessment.

Fig. 6.1 shows the nature of the rotation of principal stress directions imposed on
Fraser River sand under three-dimensional loading. In the jump rotation tests, direction of

principal stress is instantaneously switched from positive to negative value when cyclic
shear stress changes its direction. In the smooth rotation test, direction of principal stress
rotates smoothly during application of cyclic stress. The smooth rotation of principal
stress was applied as a sinusoidal function of time. The signs of the direction of principal

stress are defined based on direction of the torsional shear stress t??. The positive sign of

direction of principal stress denotes that rzöis counter clockwise and the negative sign of
principal stress direction denotes that r2Öis clockwise.
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The cyclic shear stress was applied to the hollow cylindrical specimen according

to Eq. 6.1 as given below.

s? s.
2<,c 2a3cIT=/?o + /L*sinM Eq. 6.1

o¿ is deviatoric stress, g'ìc is effective minor principal stress at the end of

consolidation. a'mc is effective total mean normal stress at the end of consolidation. As

specimens are isotropically consolidated, g'ìc is equal to G'mc. ß? is initial stress ratio and

ßmax is the amplitude of cyclic stress ratio, ß? is zero in the tests because of isotropic

consolidation. In order to rotate the principal stress direction during the application of

cyclic stress smoothly, as was changed in sinusoidal manner as given in Eq. 6.2.

«s = «s,? + 0W sinM Eq. 6.2

as is principal stress direction with specimen deposition axis, as,? is initial

principal stress direction at the end of consolidation. aa¡max is allowed maximum principal

stress rotation.

From Mohr's circle, torsional shear stress applied t?? on the specimens can be

expressed with respect to <x¿ and as as given in Eq. 6.3. During the smooth rotation of

principal stress, shear stress is calculated by multiplying the two sine functions.

t,0 =
crd sini

V

or Eq. 6.3

^= U + /LxSmM)[Sm^)]^c
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The loosest deposited sand specimens by water pluviation were hydrostatically

consolidated to G'mc = 200 kPa prior to cyclic shearing. The relative density of the

specimens at the end of consolidation was about 22%. During cyclic loading, total mean

normal stress amc was held constant except during a test that was conducted to simulate

the triaxial mode of cyclic loading. The period of cyclic loading was maintained at 240

seconds to enable proper feedback control. The details of the tests conducted are given in
Table 6.1.

The term liquefaction as discussed in Chapter 2 refers herein to all phenomena

involving excessive deformation. The soil is deemed to have liquefied when maximum

shear strain ymax exceeds 3.75% (NRC, 1985). This strain may have accumulated with or

without the occurrence of contractive deformation during cyclic loading.

Table 6.1 Initial and loading states of tests conducted under cyclic loading

Test No
Consolidation state

Drc
(%) (kPa) (Peg)

Loading
state

(Peg) aJ2o'3c

Remarks

CYOl 21.3 200 0-+90 0.20 Triaxial cyclic
loading

CY02 22.1 200 -45 - +45 0.20 Jump rotation
?s = 0.40

CY03 22.2 200 -45 - +45 0.10

CY04 21.4 200 -45 - +45 0.15

CY05

CY06

20.2

20.8

200

200

-45 - +45

-45 - +45

0.20

0.25
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CY07

CY08

CY09

20.8

23.2

22.0

200

200

200

-45 - +45

-45 - +45

-45 - +45

0.15

0.20

0.25

CYlO

CYIl

CY12

CY13

CY14

CY15

20.3

20.8

20.2

20.5

22.7

22.7

200

200

200

200

200

200

¦15 -+15 0.20

-30 - +30 0.20

-45 - +45 0.20

-60 - +60 0.20

-75 - +75 0.20

-90 - +90 0.20

Smooth
rotation

CY16

CY17

CYl 8

CY19

CY20

20.2

23.0

23.2

22.4

22.4

200

200

200

200

200

-15 -+15 0.20

-30 - +30 0.20

-45 - +45 0.20

-60 - +60 0.20

-75 - +75 0.20

Jump rotation
(6, = 0.0)

6.2 Simulation oftriaxial mode ofcyclic loading

The HCT device was used to simulate a cyclic triaxial test for comparison

purposes. Major principal stress a¡ was kept along deposition direction (as= 0°) during

positive half cycle and along the bedding plane (as= 90°) during negative half cycle, and
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thus 90° jump rotation was imposed to the principal stresses. The intermediate principal
stress parameter ba was allowed to change from 0 to 1.0. In this test, the inner and outer

pressures of the specimen were maintained constant. The cyclic stress ratio s^(2s„a) =
0.20 was imposed.

Fig. 6.2 shows the response of Fraser River sand under typical triaxial mode of

cyclic loading. Effective stress paths are not symmetrical about the effective mean

normal stress s'? axis. The inclination of the effective stress path to the right
demonstrates that larger effective stress ratio is mobilized in extension compared to
compression. No strain softening behaviour is noted and the soil is deemed to have

liquefied based on the maximum shear strain criterion. Only a small level of strain was

induced until the 34th cycle, in which the stress path reached the Phase Transformation
(PT) line and induced large shear strain. Both excess pore pressure (75% of a'mc) and

shear strain (ymax = 4.0%) reached their maximum values during this cycle.

The excess pore pressure response shows peaks and troughs during application of
cyclic loading. Positive increments of excess pore pressure are noted in the first and

fourth quarters of each cycle. In the second and third quarters of each cycle, negative
increments of excess pore pressure are noted. The increment of excess pore pressure

corresponds to the increment of mean normal stress Aam during the first and fourth

quarters. The decrement of excess pore pressure relates to the decrement of Aam during
the second and third quarters. Nevertheless, cumulative excess pore pressure is positive
and increases with an increasing number of applied cycles.
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Fig. 6.2 Response of Fraser River sand under triaxial mode of cyclic loading.
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6.3 Jump rotation ofprincipal stress underplane strain condition

Cyclic behaviour of Fraser River sand was studied under plane strain condition

that corresponds to bn = 0.40. The direction of principal stress was rotated in a jump

manner on either side of the deposition direction (between -45° and +45°). The specimen

was hydrostatically consolidated to a'mc = 200 kPa and cyclic stress ratio of 0.20 was

imposed to specimen.

Fig. 6.3 shows stress path, excess pore pressure response and induced strain

during cyclic loading. The stress path is symmetric about a'm axis when direction of

principal stress is rotated symmetrically about the deposition direction because the

rotation of major principal stress is symmetrical about the axis of cross anisotropy and

both am and ba are held constant during cycles. The sand liquefies at the 6th cycles, at
which the stress path has reached the PT line. Only a small level of shear strain is induced

in the sand {ymax is less than 0.5) until the PT line is reached. The induced excess pore

pressure at the end of the test is about 90% of a'mc. A large strain was mobilized when the

state reached the PT state. Cumulative excess pore pressure increases with the number of

cycles and excess pore pressure response rarely shows peaks and troughs compared to

triaxial mode of cyclic loading.

The jump rotation between -45° and +45° at the cyclic stress ratio of 0.20

liquefies the loosest deposited Fraser River sand at the 6th cycle. However, the number of
cycles required to liquefy the sand at the same cyclic stress ratio, but under cyclic triaxial

mode is quite higher (34 cycles). This observation clearly demonstrates that the

laboratory devices may misinterpret the true cyclic resistance of soils under in-situ
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loading. These findings are consistent with the data reported in the literature about the

effects ofprincipal stress direction and rotation (Uthayakumar, 1995).

In both cases (Fig. 6.2 and 6.3), the principal stresses were rotated by 90°, but the

nature of the rotation is different. In the positive half cycle, sand experiences the stronger

mode of loading at as = 0° and ba = 0 (triaxial compression) than that of the jump

rotation to as= +45° at a constant ba= 0.40. It was also confirmed in static loading that

the soil at as = 0° and ba = 0 resulted in higher strength than at as = 0° and ba = 0.40

(Fig. 5.3) and soil experienced lower strength when principal stress direction was more

close to the bedding plane (Fig. 5.8). In the negative half cycle, sand experienced the

weaker mode of loading at as = 90° and ba =1 .0 than that of the jump rotation to as = -

45° at ba= 0.40. It was shown in the static loading (Fig. 5.8) that as beyond 45° did not

influence much on strength reduction. Over all, in the triaxial cyclic test, sand

experiences the stronger mode of loading and liquefies at a higher number of cycles. The

triaxial cyclic tests, in which the rotation of principal stress direction is allowed in a jump
manner between 0° and 90° may overestimate the cyclic resistance of soils. The nature of

principal stress rotation plays a key role in the estimation of cyclic resistance. In the

literature, it has been also pointed out that liquefaction can be induced by mere rotation of

principal stress alone (Symes et al, 1984).
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6.4 Nature ofprincipal stress rotation and cyclic behaviour ofsand

Cyclic stress ratios of 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25 were imposed on loosest

deposited Fraser River sand specimens. The direction of principal stress was rotated in

smooth and jump manner between +45° and -45° (both sides of the deposition direction).

During these tests, total mean normal stress am was kept at 450 kPa and the intermediate

principal stress parameter b„ was held at zero. Fig. 6.4 shows the variation of torsional

shear stress rz# during the application of cyclic loading with both a smooth and a jump

rotation of principal stress direction. Even though the peak amplitude of rz<? is the same at

a given cyclic stress ratio, t?ß experienced by the specimen during the loading cycle is
different.

6.4.1 Smooth rotation ofprincipal stress direction at different stress ratios

Figs. 6.5 to 6.8 illustrate the cyclic behaviour of Fraser River sand under smooth

rotation of principal stress direction between +45° and -45°. The stress paths are

symmetrical about a'm axis because the direction of major principal stress was rotated

symmetrically about the deposition direction, when both am and ba were held constant.

This observation also suggests that cross anisotropy exists along the vertical axis of

specimen.

Fig. 6.5 shows the stress path during the application of a cyclic stress ratio of

0.10. The sand does not liquefy even after a large number of loading cycles (more than 40

cycles) because it experiences a relatively small cyclic stress ratio. When the sand

experiences cyclic stress ratio of 0.15 (Fig. 6.6), liquefaction is observed in the 28th cycle
by exceeding ymax = 3.75%. Fig. 6.7 shows the cyclic response of the sand at cyclic stress

ratio of 0.20 and liquefaction is noted at the 8th cycle. At a cyclic stress ratio of 0.25, the
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sand liquefied in just 2 cycles (Fig. 6.8) and experienced a very large amount of

deformation upon reaching the PT line.
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The number of cycles required to liquefy the sand reduces with increasing cyclic

stress ratio. As noted in the triaxial cyclic loading at a cyclic stress ratio of 0.20 in Fig.
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6.2, liquefaction was observed after 34 cycles. However, during smooth rotation between

-45° and +45° with cyclic stress ratio of 0.20, the liquefaction is noted after 8 cycles (Fig.

6.7).

Fig. 6.9 shows the variation of excess pore pressure induced during cyclic loading

with the smooth rotation of principal stress direction at different levels of cyclic stress

ratios. The excess pore pressure responses show peaks and troughs in each cycle.

However, the cumulative excess pore pressure induced is positive regardless of the sign

of the principal stress direction. In each cycle, negative increments of excess pore

pressure in the first and third quarters and positive increments in second and fourth

quarters may be observed. The magnitude of excess pore pressure systematically

increases with increasing cyclic stress ratio at a given cycle. The test performed at cyclic

stress ratio of 0.10 develops the least excess pore pressure and exhibits approximately 40

kPa of excess pore pressure (20% of initial effective confining stress) after 40 cycles. A

higher cyclic stress ratio of 0.25 generates 180 kPa (90% of initial effective confining

stress) excess pore pressure within two cycles.

Fig. 6.10 shows the variation of induced maximum shear strain /max during

application of cyclic loading under smooth rotation of the principal stress direction. A

systematic accumulation of ymax is noted with increasing cyclic stress ratio as noted in

excess pore pressure generation. A lower rate of accumulation of ymax is noted at a cyclic

stress ratio of 0.10 and higher rate is noted at a cyclic stress ratio of 0.25. Induced ymax is

relatively low until the stress paths reaches PT line, and the rate of strain development

rapidly increases afterwards.
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6.4.2 Jump rotation ofprincipal stress direction at different stress ratios

A series of tests with jump rotation of principal stress directions was carried out

on identical Fraser River sand specimens. Fig. 6.4 shows the variation of torsional shear

stress t?ß during the application of cyclic stress ratios of 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25. The

specimens were isotropically consolidated to a'mc = 200 kPa prior to shearing. During

loading, èCTwas held at zero and om was constant.

Figs. 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 illustrate the stress paths during jump rotation of the

principal stress direction between +45° and -45°. The stress paths are symmetrical about

the G'm axis as the principal stress direction rotates symmetrically about the axis of cross

anisotropy (direction of sand deposition). The soils liquefied (by exceeding the threshold

strain level) in 23, 8 and 3 cycles at cyclic stress ratios of 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25

respectively. The decrease in required cycles to trigger liquefaction with increasing CSR

is similar to that observed in the tests with smooth rotation of principal stress direction.

Fig. 6.14 shows the variation of excess pore pressure induced during cyclic

loading with jump rotation of principal stress direction. Even though peaks and troughs

are noted in each cycle of loading, the excess pore pressure continuously accumulates. In

each cycle, negative increments of excess pore pressure in the first and third quarters and

positive increments in second and fourth quarters may be observed. The magnitude of

excess pore pressure systematically increases with the increasing cyclic stress ratio at a

given cycle. In the test conducted at a cyclic stress ratio of 0.25, the peaks and troughs are

rarely noted and the rate of excess pore pressure generation is high. In this test, excess

pore pressure reaches approximately 90% of initial effective confining stress in 3 cycles.
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Fig. 6.15 shows the variation of induced maximum shear strain ymax during the

application of cyclic loading under jump rotation of principal stress direction. A

systematic increment of ymax at a given load cycle is noted with increasing cyclic stress

ratio. Comparatively, a small level of /max is induced for cyclic shear stress ratios of 0.15

and 0.20 until stress paths reach the PT line. After that, sand undergoes large

deformation.
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Fig. 6.15 Induced maximum shear strain during cyclic loading with jump rotation of
as between -45° and +45°

6.4.3 Comparison ofthe nature ofprincipal stress rotation on cyclic behaviour

Liquefaction resistance of Fraser River sand is compared under jump and smooth

rotation of principal stress direction. The principal stress direction was rotated between -

45° and +45° smoothly in one series of tests, and suddenly in the other. Fig. 6.16 shows

the variation of cyclic stress ratio and number of cycles required to liquefy. It is noted

that the number of cycles required for liquefaction increase with decreasing cyclic stress
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ratio for both natures of rotation of the principal stress direction. At lower cyclic stress

ratio, the sand does not liquefy even after reaching 40 cycles. No significant differences

were noted in the number of cycles required for liquefaction. This indicates that the

nature of rotation (jump vs smooth) does not influence the cyclic resistance. This

conclusion is subject to the condition that the rotation is symmetric about the axis of

deposition (i.e. principal stress direction between +45° and -45°).

These test results are consistent with the data presented by Uthayakumar (1995)

on loosest deposited Fraser River sand under jump rotation of principal stress direction

between -45° and +45°. It was observed that the sand liquefied at 8 cycles during the

application of a cyclic stress ratio of 0.175 at a'mc = 200 kPa and fixed ba= 0.5. The test

according to this study (Fig. 6.16) results that the sand requires approximately 10 cycles

to liquefy during the application of a cyclic stress ratio of 0.175 at G'mc = 200 kPa and

fixed ba= 0.0.
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Fig. 6.16 Cyclic resistance curve of loose Fraser River sand during jump and
smooth rotations of as
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6. 5 Influence ofas on cyclic behaviour ofsand

This series of cyclic tests were performed at a fixed cyclic stress ratio —— =
2K

0.20, but with different amount of principal stress rotation. The principal stress direction

was rotated in smooth and jump manner about the vertical axis of the specimen (axis of

cross anisotropy). During these tests, total mean normal stress am was held at 450 kPa

and the intermediate principal stress parameter ba was held at zero.

6. 5. 1 Smooth rotation ofas at afixed cyclic stress ratio

Fig. 6.17a shows the variation of t?ß during different levels of smooth rotation of

the principal stress direction at a fixed cyclic stress ratio of 0.20. When maximum

rotation of the principal stress direction aa>max is 45° or less (-45° < aG>max < +45°), t?ß

reaches the peak at the instant of the peak cyclic stress ratio. When aa¡max is greater than

45°, the maximum value of rz(?is not reached at the instant ofpeak cyclic stress ratio.

Figs. 6.18, 6.19, 6.20, 6.21, and 6.22 show the cyclic response of Fraser River

sand when the principal direction is smoothly rotated for a range of as>p?a? from 15° to

90°. The symmetry of the stress paths with respect to s'? is noted for all tests.

No liquefaction is noted until the 40th cycle, when as is rotated by a relatively

small angle between -15° and 15° about the axis of cross anisotropy. The application of

more cycles of loading may move the stress path gradually towards the PT line. When as

is rotated between -30° and +30°, liquefaction is induced at the 14th cycle. The same

trend of stress path movement is noted when as is rotated smoothly between -45° and

+45° (Fig. 6.7), However, the liquefaction is induced in 8 cycles.
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Fig. 6.17 Torsional shear stress during smooth and jump rotations of as

For the rotation of as between -60° and +60°, liquefaction is observed again in

the 8th cycle (Fig. 6.20). However, liquefaction is noted during the rotation of as through

-75° to +75° in the 14th cycle (Fig. 6.21). It could be noted that the number of cycles

required to liquefy the sand are the same (7 to 8 cycles) when as is smoothly rotated
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between -45° and +45°, and -60° and +60°. This observation is consistent with static

undrained loading at a fixed as (Fig. 5.8). The static undrained strength of the sand did

not change much when as was fixed along 45° and 60°. As as is rotated between -90°

and +90°, liquefaction is noted at the 19th cycle (Fig. 6.22). Even though as is rotated
through a large angle (aa,max = 75° and 90°), a larger number of cycles were needed to

trigger liquefaction. This deviation may be due to the imposed t?? that is comparatively

lower than t?? of aa¡max = 75° and 90°. In addition, t?? reaches a lower value than its peak

at the instance of peak cyclic stress for aa,max = 75° and 90° (Fig. 6.17).
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Fig. 6.23 illustrates the induced excess pore pressure response during cyclic

loading with smooth rotation of as. Positive excess pore pressure accumulates with

increasing number of cycles. Depending on the range of as, the rate of excess pore

pressure accumulation differs. The least amount of excess pore pressure is generated at

the cyclic test with the smooth rotation of as between -15° and +15°, and the sand

experiences approximately 60 kPa of excess pore pressure (30% of a'mc) after the 42nd

cycle. When as is smoothly rotated between -30° to +30°, the sand experiences the

excess pore pressure of approximately 80% of a'mc at liquefaction state. During the

smooth rotation of as between -45° and +45°, and -60° and +60°, the sand experiences

the same trend of excess pore pressure generation regardless of a^max and the excess pore

pressure reaches approximately 90% of cr'mc at liquefaction. This observation is

consistent with the excess pore pressure response of static undrained loading that resulted

in less deviation in the excess pore pressure at fixed as= 45° and 60° (Fig. 5.8). During

smooth rotation of as between -75° and +75°, the sand exhibits relatively the same trend

of excess pore pressure response as smooth rotation of as between -30° and +30°. During

smooth rotation of as between -90° and +90°, the sand generates relatively less excess

pore pressure than the smooth rotation of as between -30° and +30°. This data suggests

that the use of CSR, defined based on peak deviator stress and effective mean normal

stress as the only consideration in the assessment of cyclic resistance may not be fully

satisfactory.

Fig. 6.24 shows the variation of induced maximum shear strain ymax during cyclic

loading with smooth rotation of as. The developed ymax is small until the stress state
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reaches the PT line. After that, the specimen experiences a large increment of /max. The

test conducted at smooth rotation of as between -15° and +15° generates only 0.25% of

/max at the end of the 42nd cycle, and the tests corresponding to as rotation between ±45°

and ±60° represent the fastest strain accumulation.
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Fig. 6.23 Excess pore pressure response of Fraser River sand during cyclic loading
with smooth rotation of as

6. 5.2 Jump rotation ofas at afixed cyclic stress ratio

A set of cyclic tests were carried out rotating as in jump manner at a constant

cyclic stress ratio aJ(2a'3C) = 0.20. The specimens were isotropically consolidated to s„e

200 kPa prior to cyclic loading. as was rotated symmetrically on either side of the

deposition direction. as remained a fixed positive value during the positive half cycle and

jumped to a negative value during the negative half cycle. Torsional shear stress rz#

varied in a sinusoidal manner (Fig. 6.17b). The amplitude of t?ß increased with increasing

oca.max for the tests that were conducted with jump rotation of as between -15° and +15°, -
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30° and +30°, and -45° and +45°. The t???? tests, rotating as between -60° and +60°, and

-75° and +75° is equal to the t?? of tests rotating as between -30° and +30°, and -15° and

+15°, respectively.

4
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a. = -15° to +15

Fig. 6.24 Induced maximum shear strain during cyclic loading with smooth rotation
of as

Figs. 6.25, 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28 show the cyclic response of Fraser River sand

during jump rotation of as between -15° and +15°, -30° and +30°, -60° and +60°, and -

75° and +75°, respectively. In all tests, symmetry of the stress paths about the axis of s'„

is noted. When aais rotated between -15° and 15°, no liquefaction is noted until the 40th

stress cycle as noted in the smooth rotation of as at the same cyclic stress ratio of 0.20.

When as is rotated between -30° and +30°, liquefaction is noted at the 18th cycle. The
number of cycles required to liquefy the sand during jump rotation of as between -45° to

+45° is further reduced (Fig. 6.12) and liquefaction is observed in 8 cycles. During jump
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rotation of as between -60° and +60°, liquefaction is observed at the 9 cycle. The sand

requires 25 stress cycles to liquefy during jump rotation of as between -75° and +75°.

The tests with jump rotation, in which as is more closer to the bedding plane experience

liquefaction in less number of cycles, even though the same magnitude of rz<? is imposed

(imposed t?ß is same for the tests at as = -15° - +15° and as = -75° - +75°, t?ß is same

for the tests at as= -30° - +30° and as= -60° - +60°). This observation also confirms the

formation of anisotropy in soil structure with weaker plane along the bedding plane.
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Fig. 6.25 Stress path of Fraser River sand during cyclic loading of aJ(2a'3C) = 0.20
with jump rotation of as between -15° and +15°
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Fig. 6.29 illustrates the excess pore pressure response of Fraser River sand during

cyclic loading with jump rotation of as. In all tests, the excess pore pressure accumulates

with increasing number of cycles. Depending on aa¡ max, the rate of excess pore pressure

accumulation differs. The test rotating as between -15° and +15° experiences the lowest

rate of excess pore pressure accumulation and the sand experiences approximately 80 kPa

of excess pore pressure at the end of 40 cycles (40% of a'mc). At a given cycle, the rate of

excess pore pressure accumulation increases with increasing a^max (until aa¡max = 45°).

Beyond aa>max = 45°, the rate of excess pore pressure accumulation reduces.

The rate of accumulation of excess pore pressure during jump rotation of as

between -60° and +60°is slightly less than that of accumulation during jump rotation of

as between -45° and +45°. This observation may be explained by the level of t?ß

experienced in these two tests (Fig. 6.17b). The cyclic test conducted with jump rotation
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of as between -45° and +45° experiences higher t?ß than the cyclic test conducted with

jump rotation of as between -60° and +60°. However, the rate of excess pore pressure

accumulation during jump rotation of as between -60° and +60° is higher than the rate of

accumulation during jump rotation of as between -30° and +30°. In these two tests,

imposed rz# is equal. The difference in the excess pore pressure accumulation can be

attributed to the higher strength of the sand along the deposition direction and the lower

strength along the bedding plane. The same trend of deviation in excess pore pressure

accumulation is noted in the tests conducted with jump rotation of as between -15° and

+15°, and -75° and +75°.
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Fig. 6.29 Excess pore pressure response of Fraser River sand during cyclic loading
with jump rotation of as
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Fig. 6.30 shows the variation of induced maximum shear strain ymax during cyclic

loading with jump rotation of as. The developed /max is comparatively small, until the

stress path reaches the PT line. After that, the specimen experiences a large increment of

Ymax- The test conducted at jump rotation of /max between -15° and +15° induces only

0.35% of ymax at the end of 40 cycles of loading. In all other tests, ymax reaches more than

3.75% of maximum shear strain due to liquefaction.

The friction angle of 33.4° is mobilized at PT during both smooth and jump

rotations of as. It is equal to the friction angle mobilized at PT state during the static

undrained loading.
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6.6 Comparison ofthe nature ofprincipal stress rotation

The effect of smooth and jump rotations of as during cyclic loading at a fixed

cyclic stress ratio of 0.20 is compared. Fig. 6.3 1 shows the variation of the number of

cycles required to liquefy the sand against aamax. It is noted that the number of cycles

required to liquefy the sand during both types of rotations is decreased when aa¡max

increases to aa 45°. In addition, the influence of the nature of the rotations on the

cyclic resistance of the sand appears insignificant. Nearly the same trend of variation is

noted for both types of stress rotations.

50

40 h

30 h

20 l·

10 h

> 40 cycles
• · · Smooth rotation

O O O Jump rotation

ad/(2a'3c) = 0.20

20 40 60

aa,max(Deg)
80 100

Fig. 6.31 Comparison of number of cycles required for liquefaction during smooth
and jump rotations of as

The limited data available suggests that the nature of the rotation might

significantly affect the cyclic resistance of the sand when as>??a? is beyond 60°.

Liquefaction resistance of the sand increases with increasing a^max. However, the trend is

quite different from one to the other. Smooth rotation of as shows a lower cyclic
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resistance of the sand compared to the jump rotation of as. This might be a reflection of

the imposed t?? as shown in Fig. 6.32. This figure shows the comparison of t?? during

jump and smooth rotations of as between -60° and +60°, and -75° and +75°. During

smooth rotation, the sand experiences a higher amount of t?? compared to the

corresponding jump rotation tests. In addition, the specimen experiences higher t?? during
smooth rotation of asprior to reaching peak deviatoric stress.

40

22

Jump: as = -60° to +60°
Jump: as = -75° to +75°

? Smooth: as = -60° to +60°
Smooth: a = -75° to +75°

Fig. 6.32 Imposed torsional shear stress during jump and smooth rotations of as
between -60° and +60°, and -75° and +75°

6. 7 Summary

This chapter studied the cyclic behaviour of Fraser River sand under smooth and

jump rotation using an automated HCT device. The experiments carried out to study the
nature of rotation of principal stress direction lead to following conclusions.

The stress path during triaxial mode of cyclic loading is not symmetrical because

rotation of the principal stress direction is not symmetrical about the axis of cross
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anisotropy of the specimen. The triaxial cyclic loading induces the stronger mode during

compression (as = 0°) and the weaker mode during extension (as = 90°). The

liquefaction assessment based on triaxial cyclic loading may misinterpret the cyclic

resistance of soils. Fraser River sand liquefies in 34 stress cycles at a cyclic stress ratio of

0.20. However, the sand under plane strain condition (ba = 0.40) at a cyclic stress ratio of

0.20 liquefies in 6 cycles.

The tests carried out under smooth and jump rotation of the principal stress

direction at as, max = 45° indicate that the nature of the rotation has minimal influence on

liquefaction resistance. Nearly, same trend of variation in cyclic resistance is noted in

both jump and smooth rotations (Fig. 6.16). The number of cycles required for

liquefaction decreases with increasing cyclic stress ratio as noted in the literature.

The cyclic resistance of the sand is almost the same at a given cyclic stress ratio

and a given aG¡ max for both types of rotations when as, max is less 60°. However, as, max

affects the cyclic resistance of the sand depending on the nature of the rotation when it is

beyond 60°. The sand exhibits higher cyclic resistance when the rotation of principal

stress is closer to the deposition direction (i.e. as between -15° and +15°). When the

rotation of principal stress is further towards the bedding plane, the cyclic resistance

reduces drastically (i.e. as between -45° and +45°). This observation may be due to the

fact that the soil becomes weaker as the major principal stress aligns towards the bedding

plane. The cyclic resistance of the sand during smooth rotation is quite lower than that of

jump rotation when the principal stress is rotated beyond 60°. This observation may be

explained by the differences in the torsional shear stress imposed.
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Excess pore pressure and strain developments are relatively small prior to the

triggering of liquefaction. The rates of excess pore pressure and strain developments

increase when the principal stress direction is rotated more towards the bedding plane

(cca, max ^ 45°). The friction angle mobilized at the phase transformation state during

cyclic loading is essentially identical to that noted during static loading.
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7 TOTAL STRESS PATHS AND PORE PRESSURE
GENERATION

7.1 Introduction

Pore pressure generation in a saturated soil during undrained loading significantly
influences the strength of the soil. Pore pressure generation under undrained condition in

soils is generally related to tendency for volume change during the application of shear
stress. The shear stress is reflected by unequal increments of principal stresses. An
isotropic increment of principal stresses in a saturated soil generates pore pressure equal
to the magnitude of the stress increment. Generally, the amount of induced excess pore
pressure due to the changes of total stresses has been expressed as a sum of two

components (isotropic increment of total stress and deviatone stress increment). Different

approaches are used in practice to quantify the excess pore pressure in terms of principal
stress increments. This chapter studies the applicability of these approaches under three-

dimensional loading. In addition, it investigates the influence of the intermediate

principal stress and the direction of principal stress on excess pore pressure generation
and stress-strain response during increments of total stress.

Total stress paths applied in these tests were linear in stress space of deviatoric
stress s? and total mean normal stress am. During shearing along different total stress

paths, change of intermediate principal stress parameter baand rotation of principal stress

direction were imposed in a systematic manner, in which baand «o-were changed against
either maximum shear strain ymax or deviatoric stress ad. Previous studies have indicated

that the undrained behaviour of soils is independent of applied total stress paths at
constant baand as. This study further expands the state of knowledge by assessing pore
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pressure generation under undrained loading with changing ba and as during the

application of different total stress paths. The details of the tests performed are given in
Table 7.1.

Table 7. 1 Initial and loading states of tests conducted under different total stress
paths

Test
No

Consolidation state

D,
(kPa) (Peg) Kr

Loading
state

ba CCa
(Peg)

Remarks

POl 22.7 200 0.5 0 1.7 0.5 0 ÂGm = 25 kPa

P02 22.1 200 1.0 Aan, = 0

P03 21.2 200 1.0 1.5
Aa¡ = Ag2 =
25, Aa3 = 0

kPa

P04

P05

21.7 200 1.0 0.0

21.4 200 1.0 0.0
(a¡+a2+a3)/3

P06

P07

22.7 200 1.0 1.0 90

23.0 200 1.0 1.0 90
(a¡+a2+a3)/3

P08

P09

22.8 200 1.0 0.0

22.2 200 1.0 0.4
(s,+s2+s3)/3

PIO

PIl

21.9 200 1.0 0.4

21.6 200 1.0 0.4 45
(s|+s2+s3)/3
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P12

P13

P14

P15

P16

21.6

22.4

21.1

22.5

21.6

200

200

200

200

200

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0-
0.5

0.0-
0.5

0.0-
0.5

0.0-
0.5

0.0-
0.5

(s,+s2+s3)/3

?17

?18

?19

?20

?21

?22

23.0 200

21.1 200

22.1

22.3

22.7

21.4

200

200

200

200

1.0 Sine

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Sine

Sine

Sine

Sine

Sine

Undrained &
Drained

(s,+s2+s3)/3

P23

P24

P25

P26

P27

P28

22.1 200

23.0 200

22.5 200

22.2 200

22.9 200

21.3 200

1.0 0-45

1.0 0-45

1.0 0 0-45 (s,+s2+s3)/3

1.0
0.0-
1.0

1.0
0.0-
1.0

15-75

15-75

1.0
0.0-
1.0 15-75 (s,+s2+s3)/3
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7.2 Total stress increment andpore pressure generation

Total stress increment in soil elements can be divided into a hydrostatic stress

component and a shear (deviatone) stress component. The induced excess pore pressure

during the application of a total stress increment will be due to both of these components.
In practice, two different methods are used to express the increment of total stress tensor

in terms of hydrostatic stress tensor and deviatoric stress tensor as shown in Eqs. 7.1 and

7.2. As it is known, hydrostatic total stress increment implies that induced excess pore

pressure in saturated soils due to the hydrostatic component is equal to its magnitude.

In the first formulation (Eq. 7.1), the hydrostatic stress tensor is formed by the

minor component of stress increments Aa3 that is selected without considering the

magnitude of preshear principal stresses as suggested by Law and Holtz (1978). In the

second formulation (Eq. 7.2) that is commonly used in mechanics the hydrostatic stress

tensor is formed in terms of increment of mean normal stress Aam. The deviatoric stress

tensors in both formulations are given in terms of intermediate principal stress parameter

? s2 - ? (J3^?s = ~a 1 and incremental deviatoric stress Aa¿ that are estimated based on? s? - ? (J3

principal components of stress increments.

(X, - (T3As defined earlier (Chapter 2), ba = is defined based on principal
(J1-CT3

stresses. Parameter bAa becomes equal to ba and takes the value between 0 and 1.0 when

the direction of principal stresses and direction of principal components of stress

increments coincide. It is also possible in a loading, in which both the direction of

principal stresses and the direction of principal components of stress increments are

different. In that case, b&a may not be equal to ba. In the tests conducted for this research
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program (with the exception of one test), the direction of principal stresses coincided with

the direction of the principal components of stress increments throughout shearing.

Aa1
0

0

0 0

0

0 ?s,

Aa3 0
0

0

?s,

0

0

0 ? où

Aa1-Aa3 0 0
0 ^(?s,-?s^) 0
0 0 0

Eq. 7.1

? s? 0 0
0 ? s2 0
0 0 Aa3

\{l-b,a)Aad
0 l-(ib,a - ?)d
0 0

Aan 0 0
0 Aa1n 0
0 0 Aa1n
0 0

0

t(?+*?s)?«
Eq. 7.2

Here, Aa¡, ?s2 and ?s$ are principal components of stress increments. Aam is an

increment of total mean normal stress. Aad is incremental deviatone stress with respect to

the principal components of stress increments.

The hydrostatic stress increment tensors \?s^ and [?s„] are considered in

completely different formats that lead to a different manifestation of excess pore pressure

induced by the hydrostatic stress increment. According to the first formulation, the

hydrostatic excess pore pressure generated for a particular increment of total stress is

equal to the minor component of stress increments. However, the second approach

suggests that the hydrostatic excess pore pressure is equal to the increment of mean

normal total stress. During undrained shearing of saturated soils, excess pore pressure

induced by shear stress is estimated by deducting the hydrostatic total stress increment
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from the total excess pore pressure measured, so that the estimation of excess pore

pressure induced by shear stress (deviatone stress) differs from each other.

For a particular total stress increment, the hydrostatic stress increment Aam is only

dependent on the increment of mean normal stress (i.e total stress path in am-ad space).

The hydrostatic stress component Ao3 can be divided as a hydrostatic component of total

mean normal stress increment and a hydrostatic component that is a function of the

incremental deviatone stress and intermediate principal stress parameter Z^ (Eq. 7.3).

The manipulation of the hydrostatic stress increment clearly shows that Aa3 is dependent

not only on the total stress increment (total stress path) but also on stress state (?^s).

?s-3 = crm--(l+bAa)àad Eq. 7.3
The total stress paths imposed is linear in the stress space of am and a¿ and it can

be formulated as given in Eq. 7.4.

<rm = °mc + ß°d or ? am = /ft ad Eq. 7.4

Here, am is the total mean normal stress. amc is the total mean normal stress at the

end of consolidation. cr¿is deviatoric stress. Aan, is the increment of mean normal stress.

Aad is the increment of deviatoric stress and ß is constant. Subsequently, the substitution

of Eq. 7.4 into Eq. 7.3 results in Eq. 7.5 as a function of ¿^s and Aam.

[?s3]=[/(??s)][?s„] Eq. 7.5
If bAa is a constant throughout the shearing, [f(bAa)] would be a scalar, so that the

hydrostatic component Aa3 will be a fold of the hydrostatic component Aom. Even though

both approaches manifest the different magnitude of excess pore pressure due to the
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deviatone stress component at a fixed b¿a, these approaches do not at least change the

trend of excess pore pressure generated by deviatone stress.

Fig. 7.1 shows the variations of Aa3 against Aam during the application of total

stress paths at a fixed ba of 0.0 and 0.4. In this stress condition of tests, the direction of

principal stresses and the direction of principal components of the stress increments

coincide, such that ba is equal to bAa. The linear relationship exists for both ba in the

space of Aan, and Aa3. However, it is different depending on ba. As noted earlier, the

hydrostatic stress increment formed by Aa3 differs based on ba, so that the comparison of

excess pore pressure generated due to deviatone stress at a given total stress path may not

lead to a consistent approach.
O

Total stress path
s_+s76

?s m me

m

?s20
ce

?s, = d, I 0.0
I

?s-40 m

0.4

60

0 10 20 30 40
Aam= (?s,+?s2+?s3)/3 (kPa)

Fig. 7. 1 Variation of Aa3 against Aam at fixed ba = 0.0 and 0.4

It is also possible that ba can change for a given total stress path. Fig. 7.2 shows

the variation of ba against the maximum shear strain /max during application of the total

stress path (am = amc + aJ6). The variation of ba is linear and it increases from 0 to 0.5

until 5% of ymax. Fig. 7.3 shows the variation of Aa3 against Aom and the variation

represents a nonlinear relationship between Aa3 and Aam. For a particular increment of

Aan, Aa3 takes a value depending on current ba. As shown in Fig. 7.3, for the first
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increment of Aam = d and the increment of Aas is d? and for the second increment of Aam

= d, Ag¡ is d?. The hydrostatic stress component of the first increment differs from that of

the second increment and thus, hydrostatic excess pore pressure in both increments is
different.

0.8

0.6 Y-

0.4 Y-

0.2 Y-

Total stress path
s„ = s„„+ s,/6ra me a

Fig. 7.2 Change of ba during application of a total stress path
o r»

CS

53

-20

-40

< -60

-80 h

-100

?s3 = d
?s_=d

?s3 = d.

?s =d

_i L _L
10 20 30

Aam(kPa)
40 50

Fig. 7.3 Variation of Aa¡ against Aan, during change of ba corresponding to Fig.
7.2
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7.3 Porepressure parameters

The pore pressure equations (Eqs. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6) have not found wide

application in practice because generalization of the pore pressure parameters is not

possible. The pore pressure parameters (At and a) that are used to conveniently quantify

the shear induced excess pore water pressures depend on the factors, such as loading

mode, consolidation history and stress state. In this section, some test results are

presented to understand the nature of pore pressure parameters (At and a) during change

of total stresses in fully saturated sand.

In the first test, the specimen was consolidated to bœ = 0.5, a'mc = 200 kPa and Kc

= 1.7 and aœ = 0°. Each component of principal stresses in the soil element was

increased by 25 kPa simultaneously, such that ?s? = ?s2 = Aa¡ = 25 kPa. It was noted

from Fig. 7.4 that developed excess pore pressure was equal to ?s?. In other words, it

was equal to Aan,. The deviatoric stress increment was zero, so that the pore pressure

parameters (At and a) need not to be defined.

160 , .

120

ce

80
Fraser River sand

0.5
ac

0a40 OC

K =1.7

20OkPa
me

o
0 40 80 120 160

Aom or ?s3 (kPa)
Fig. 7.4 Excess pore pressure induced during isotropic increment of principal

stresses
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In the second test, a saturated sand specimen was isotropically consolidated to

a'mc = 200 kPa. The major principal stress was increased by 25 kPa in each step and the

intermediate and minor principal stresses were reduced by 2.5 kPa and 22.5 kPa,

respectively (Aa¡ = 25 kPa, ?s2 = -2.5 kPa, ??s? = -22.5 kPa). The total mean normal

stress was thus maintained constant and the direction of principal stress and the direction

ofprincipal components of stress increments were coincident.

Fig. 7.5 shows the variation of excess pore pressure induced by a hydrostatic

stress increment and a deviatoric stress increment. The induced excess pore pressure due

to incremental deviatoric stress is shaded. The hydrostatic stress increment of ?s^ is

negative (s? were reduced in each increment) and thus, excess pore pressure induced by

?s3 is negative. The excess pore pressure due to the hydrostatic stress increment of Aam

is zero because of the constant total mean normal stress (Aam = 0). These two approaches

clearly quantify different amounts of excess pore pressure induced by the deviatoric

stress increment. As the excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric stress is positive,

pore pressure parameter At continuously increases (Fig. 7.6). The pore pressure

parameters a defined by Henkel (1960), and Henkel and Wade (1966) also increase and

the variations are identical. The pore pressure parameters (Ar and a) have different

magnitudes at a particular stress state. However, trend of the variations is the same.

In the third test, a specimen was consolidated to bc = 1.0, Kc = 1.5, a'mc = 200 kPa

and aœ = 0°. Major and minor principal stresses were increased by 25 kPa in each step

until intermediate and minor principal stresses become equal, such that the stress

increments Ao¡ - 25 kPa, ?s? = 25 kPa and Aas = 0 kPa. The direction of the principal

stress and direction of the principal components of the stress increments were not
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coinciding. The deviatone stress (a¡ - s^) was maintained constant. However, the

incremental deviatoric stress with respect to the principal components of stress

increments (?s? - ?s?) was increased by 25 kPa in each step. The hydrostatic stress

increment of ?s? does not exist. However, the hydrostatic stress increment of ?s? and

the deviatoric stress increment exist.
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Fig. 7.5 Induced excess pore pressure during anisotropic principal stress increment
(direction of crand direction of?scoinciding)
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7.6 Variation of pore pressure parameters during anisotropic principal stress
increment (direction of crand direction of ?s coinciding)
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Fig. 7.7 shows the excess pore pressure induced by the hydrostatic stress and

deviatone stress components. The induced excess pore pressure by deviatone stress

components is shaded. These two approaches clearly quantify the different amount of

excess pore pressure induced by incremental deviatone stress.
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Deviatoric stress induced

excess pore pressure (AU-Aa3)
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Fig. 7.7 Induced excess pore pressure during anisotropic principal stress increment
(direction of s and direction of zlcrnot coincident)

Fig. 7.8a shows the variation of excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric stress

against incremental deviatoric stress. The pore pressure parameter Aj is positive and

slightly increases with increasing (?s? - ?s?). Fig. 7.8b shows the variation of the pore

pressure parameter a (Eq. 2.4). The parameter a is negative and its magnitude slightly
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decreases with increasing (Aa1 - Aa3). The parameter plotted along the x-axis (Eq. 7.6) is

dependent on bA(J and (Aa1 - Aa3). bA<J remains at 1.0 for each increment (Aa1 = 25 kPa,

Aa2 = 25 kPa and Aa3 = 0 kPa).

y[Aa1 - Aa2 f + (Aa2 - Aa3 f + (Aa3 - Aa1 )2 = i^l - ¿?s + bj ^Aa1 - Aa, )2
Eq. 7.6

Fig. 7.8c shows the variation of the pore pressure parameter a according to

Henkel and Wade (1966) definition. As stated in Eq. 2.5, the parameter plotted in x- axis

Az0Ct (AToct = Todcurrent - Toct.imtìaì) is dependent on ôo-and deviatone stress (a¡ - a3) that are

estimated from principal stresses (Eq. 7.7). In the test, ba started from 1.0 and gradually

decreased to zero (a3 was increased towards the magnitude of a2) and the deviatone

stress was maintained constant. Toct reaches peak value at ?s = 0.5. However, AtocI

becomes zero when ba= 0.0 and 1.0 (roci;CMrre„; = TocUnitíaí). In these cases (ba= 0.0 and

1.0), pore pressure parameter a reaches an infinite value. The variation of Henkel' s

(1966) parameter a is completely different from Henkel's (1960) parameter a when the

direction of principal stress and the direction of principal components of the stress

increments are not coinciding.

Toct = 3 ?(s? - s2)2 + (s2 - Cr3)2 + (s3 - s$ = -^(l- b+ b2)(ax - a3f Eq. 7.7
The excess pore pressure equation suggested by Terzaghi et al. (1996) requires

the principal components of the stress increments to evaluate the hydrostatic and

deviatone stress components. However, Henkel's excess pore pressure equations do not
necessarily require the principal components of stress increments.
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In Henkel's equations, the deviatoric stress component is established by either

invariants of the principal stress tensor (square terms of differences in principal stresses)
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or invariants of the incremental principal stress tensor (square terms of differences in

incremental principal stresses). In addition, the hydrostatic stress increment is established

by adding all of the principal stress increments (first invariant of incremental principal
stress tensor).

7.4 Effect oftotal stress path on porepressure generation and sand behaviour

Two different total stress paths were imposed on loosest deposited Fraser River

sand specimens. Total stress path 1 corresponds to typical triaxial compression loading
that is represented by am = amc + (s} - s3)/3, in which amc is the total mean normal stress

at the end of consolidation. During the application of total stress path 2, the total mean

normal stress was maintained constant throughout the shearing (am = amc). In these two

tests, ba was maintained at zero and the major principal stress was kept in the vertical

direction (as = 0°).

As shown in Fig. 7.9, effective stress paths, responses of excess pore pressure in

terms of (AU-Aa3) and (AU-Aan,), and stress-strain responses are identical regardless of

total stress paths as noted in several earlier studies (Henkel, 1960; Vaid and Campanella,

1974; Bishop and Wesley, 1975; Vaid et al., 1989; Kuerbis, 1989; Uthayakumar, 1995).

The excess pore pressure due to the deviatoric stress increment is quite different for

hydrostatic stress components of Aa3 and Aam. However, the trends of excess pore

pressure generation are exactly same. Both excess pore pressure responses display

contractive and dilative pore pressure generation and the maximum pore pressure state

(phase transformation) at 1.6% of ymax. The obtained identical responses along different

total stress paths confirm that the undrained behaviour of soil is independent of total

stress paths at constant as and ba.
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Fig. 7.10 illustrates the undrained behaviour of Fraser River sand at fixed as =

90° and ba= 0.0. In this set of tests, total stress path 1 was represented by am = amc - (<x; -

s5)/3 and total stress path 2 was represented by am = amc. Even though the principal stress

direction is not along soil deposition direction as in triaxial compression, the undrained

behaviour of sand is independent of total stress paths.

The magnitude of excess pore pressure due to deviatone stress is quite different

for the hydrostatic stress components of ?s3 and Aa1n. The trend of excess pore pressure

generation (contractive and dilative) is exactly same for both approaches. The sand

response is initially contractive and slightly dilates after reaching peak pore pressure state

(PT). In addition, both approaches display peak pore pressure state at ymax = 2.0%.

7. 5 Effect ofbaon porepressure generation

Two different tests were performed on Fraser River sand along a total stress path

(am = amc). Specimens were isotropically consolidated to a'mc = 200 kPa andDrc = 22 %.

During the shearing, ba was maintained 0.0 and 0.4 and as was kept along deposition

direction (as = 0°). The test at ba = 0.0 and as = 0° imposes the same conditions as

typical triaxial compression test except total stress path.

According to Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2, the deviatoric stress tensor is a function of ?s^ and

Z^o-that is equal to ba for these tests. Previous studies in the literature (Yoshimine et al.,

1998; Uthayakumar and Vaid, 1998) and Chapter 5 have clearly shown that stress-strain

response is dependent on ba.
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Fig. 7.11 shows the variation of the excess pore pressure induced by the

deviatoric stress increment. The amount of excess pore pressure generated due to the

deviatone stress increment is different for both approaches (hydrostatic stress

components of Aos and ?s„,). However, the trend of excess pore pressure responses

(portion of contractive and dilative) is consistent. Peak excess pore pressure states can be

clearly located from excess pore pressure response and stress states corresponding to that

state coincide with stress state identified in stress paths as phase transformation.

Regardless of hydrostatic stress components, deviatoric stress induced excess pore

pressure is dependent on ba at fixed as.

Fig. 7.12 shows the variation of deviatoric stress induced excess pore pressure

against deviatoric component at different baoî 0.0 and 0.4. This plot clearly suggests that

the pore pressure parameters are dependent on ba. The pore pressure parameters take a

high value at phase transformation. As suggested by Henkel (1960) and Henkel and

Wade (1966), the formulations to quantify the excess pore pressure are quite different.

However, the variations of parameter a are the same at given ba for this set of tests

because deviatoric components of those pore pressure equations (Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5) have

the same variation.

7. ß Effect of as on pore pressure generation

Two tests were performed on Fraser River sand along a same total stress path (s„

= <Tmc). The specimens were isotropically consolidated to a'mc = 200 and Drc = 22% and

were sheared at ba= 0.4 and as= 0° and 45°.
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Fig. 7.11 Deviatone stress induced excess pore pressure at ba = 0.0 and 0.4, and as
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Fig. 7.13 shows the variation of excess pore pressure induced by deviatone stress.

The amount of excess pore pressure predicted by both approaches is different. However,

the trend of the excess pore pressure responses is consistent. The excess pore pressure

responses demonstrate that the sand initially deforms contractive and subsequently

dilative after reaching peak pore pressure. The peak excess pore pressure states can be

clearly located from the excess pore pressure responses. The stress states corresponding

to the peak pore pressure state coincide with the stress state identified in the stress paths

as phase transformation. The difference in deviatone stress induced excess pore pressure
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responses clearly shows that excess pore pressure generation is dependent on principal

stress direction.

Pore pressure parameter "A1." (Terzaghi et al., 1996)
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Fig. 7.14 shows the variation of deviatone stress induced excess pore pressure

against deviatone component at different as. The pore pressure parameters reach high

value at phase transformation. After that, it reduces during reduction of excess pore

pressure. As noted in fixed ba tests, the variation of Henkel's pore pressure parameters a

as suggested in 1960 and 1966 are identical at a given aCTdue to the same variation of the

deviatone components of those equations.
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7. 7 Effect ofchange ofba on pore pressure generation and sand behaviour

Literature and the tests reported in previous sections indicate that the undrained

response of soil is independent of total stress paths. These finding were based on tests at

constant ¿s-and aaand thus are limited to such simple loading paths. A series of tests was

conducted to assess the effect of total stress path on the undrained behavior under

generalized loading conditions. bG was changed in a systematic manner in each total

stress path to study the effect of the change of ba on sand behaviour at fixed as. In the

first series of tests, ba was changed linearly with maximum shear strain /max and a more

drastic change was imposed in the second series of tests.

7. 7. 1 Linear variation ofba against ymax

ba was changed linearly from 0.0 at the beginning of the test, to 0.5 at ymax = 5%.

The specimen was isotropically consolidated to a'mc = 200 kPa and Drc = 22%. The total

mean normal stress at the end of consolidation was 450 kPa and a set of linear total stress

paths was imposed during shearing (Fig. 7.15). The principal stress directions remained

fixed during shearing (as= 0°).

Fig. 7.16 shows the stress-strain response, excess pore pressure response and the

effective stress paths of Fraser River sand during the application of the total stress paths.

The sand experiences strain-hardening behaviour. It can be noted that stress-strain

responses and effective stress paths are essentially identical regardless of the change in ba

and the total stress paths.

A significant difference in the induced excess pore pressure is noted because of

the different total stress paths. The induced excess pore pressure includes both

hydrostatic and deviatoric stress induced components and changes according to the
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magnitude of the total stress increment. The application of the total stress path of am =

(Tmc+oy that imposes a highest increment of total mean normal stress for a particular

increment of deviatone stress, and results in highest excess pore pressure. The total stress

path of am = amc - aJ6 that applies a decrement of total mean normal stress for a

particular increment of deviatone stress results in lowest excess pore pressure. Excess

pore pressure response is not a good indicator of whether the sand is dilative or

contractive, since it is hard to determine the location of maximum pore pressure state

(PT) is impossible to detect in some total stress paths. However, the effective stress paths

clearly display PT state as a knee shaped bend closer to the maximum obliquity line.

300

Ph
M,
t? 200

?

¿~
Il

* 100

0
0 200 400 600 800

sp, = (s,+s2+s3)/3(1??a)
Fig. 7. 15 Imposed total stress paths during undrained loading

The effective stress paths in a'm and s</ space are identical regardless of the total

stress paths imposed. The mobilized friction angle at PT is 34.2° and it narrowly deviates

by about 0.4° from previous studies (Logeswaran, 2005) on the same batch of Fraser

River sand under triaxial loading.
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Fig. 7.17 shows the variation of principal strains induced against maximum shear

strain /max along each total stress path. The variations of the three principal strains (e?, S2

and sì) are identical for each total stress path regardless of the change in ba. The major

principal strain e?, which is along the deposition direction and independently controlled,

increases monotonically with increasing ??ß. The minor principal strain 83 continuously

reduces with increasing ??ß. However, the intermediate principal strain £¿ initially

decreases until ba of about 0.25 (ymax of 2.5%). After this stage, 82 gradually increases and

becomes approximately zero when ba is 0.42 and /max = 4.2%. Subsequently, 82 becomes

positive. The observations on 82 are consistent with undrained tests performed on Fraser

River sand at fixed ba (Fig. 5.2). The sand exhibits a negative value of 82 when ba is

below 0.4. The sand experiences a positive value of 62 when ba is above 0.4. In addition,

undrained test at a fixed baoï 0.4 exhibits plane strain deformation (82 « 0).

Fig. 7.18 shows the variation of induced excess pore pressure due to deviatoric

stress during the application of total stress paths. A unique response of excess pore

pressure induced by the deviatoric stress increment AU -Aas (Fig. 7.18a) exists for all

total stress paths regardless of change in ba. According to that response, AU -Aas

continuously increases throughout shearing, and reaches an asymptotic maximum value

at about 140 kPa. There is no reduction in shear induced pore pressure However,

effective stress paths shown in Fig. 7.16 clearly display PT state that occurred at the

effective stress state of a'm = 142.5 kPa and aj = 187 kPa, and at ymax = 1.34%.
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Fig. 7. 18 Excess pore pressure induced by deviatone stress during application of
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The response of excess pore pressure induced by deviatone stress AU - Aam (Fig.

7.18b) clearly displays contractive and dilative behaviour of Fraser River sand. The

maximum value of AU - Aan, is realized at 1.34% of ymax and the stress state at maximum

AU - Aam coincides with the effective stress state of PT as noted effective stress paths

(Fig. 7.16).

Even though both approaches result in different responses of excess pore pressure

induced by deviatone stress component, responses are independent of total stress paths
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and change in ba. The excess pore pressure {AU-Aai) does not capture the dilation, and in

that sense, it misinterprets the actual behaviour of the sand. However, the excess pore

pressure (AU-Aa1n) correctly displays the trend of the sand deformation according to the

effective stress paths (dilative, contractive and PT state).

Fig. 7.19 shows the variation of the pore pressure parameters during change in bG

along different total stress paths. It can be noted that the pore pressure parameters are

independent of total stress paths, even though ba is changed. In each case, the pore

pressure parameters continuously increase until reaching PT state. Subsequently, it

reduces. However, Henkel' s pore pressure parameters a reduces drastically beyond PT

state. The variations of both Henkel' s pore pressure parameters a are same as noted

earlier.

7. 7.2 Sinusoidal variation ofba against ymax

In this set of tests, ba was changed as a sinusoidal function of ymax (Fig. 7.20).

Within 1% of ymax, ba was increased from 0 to 1.0 and it was decreased to zero. The rate

of change of ba is drastic compared to the previous series, and may clearly reflect the

effects of ¿s change during application of total stress paths.

7. 7. 2. 1 Undrained response

Fraser River sand specimens were isotropically consolidated to a'mc = 200 kPa

and Drc = 22%. During shearing, as was kept at 60° to the deposition direction (as =

60°). Fig. 7.21 shows response of the sand during the application of total stress paths with

change in ba. The effective stress-strain responses are essentially identical. This

observation again demonstrates that effective stress-strain responses are independent of

total stress paths regardless of changes in ba.
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Fig. 7.20 Variation of &s during application of total stress paths

The excess pore pressure changes according to the total stress paths imposed. The

application of total stress path am = amc+ aJ6 results in higher excess pore pressure and

<Jm = crmc - aJ6 results in lower excess pore pressure. The effective stress paths are

essentially identical regardless of the total stress paths imposed.

Fig. 7.22 shows the variation of principal strains during change of ba along

different total stress paths. The responses of principal strains are identical regardless of

the total stress paths. The major principal strain s¡ increases and the minor principal

strain e$ decreases continuously with increasing yzg. However, the intermediate principal

strain S2 shows peaks and troughs depending on ba. S2 at the peaks increases and S2 at the

troughs decreases with the increasing number of rotations of ba. This observation may be

due to the strain softening behaviour during cyclic change of ba. The positive value of ¿5

is observed when ba is approximately above 0.45 and the negative value of 62 is noted

when ba is below 0.45. This observation is consistent with the observation made on the

static undrained test at a fixed O0-(FIg. 5.2).
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Fig. 7.23 shows the variation of excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric stress

for both consideration of hydrostatic stress. Both approaches result in a different amount

of excess pore pressure at a particular level of /max. The excess pore pressure responses

are independent of total stress paths regardless of formulation. Peaks and troughs are

noted during the changes of ba. The peaks are realized when ba becomes 1.0 (jmax = 0.5,

1.5 and 2.5%). The troughs are noted when ba becomes 0.0 (ymax = 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0%).

However, cumulative excess pore pressure continuously increases with the number of

rotations of ba.

200

^ 100
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y™, (%)

? 100
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Fig. 7.23 Variation of excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric stress during the
application of different total stress paths with change of ba
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Fig. 7.24 shows the variation of excess pore pressure parameters. These plots

show the unique variations of pore pressure parameters regardless of total stress paths,

change of ba and method of formulations. The variation of the pore pressure parameter

also shows some peaks and troughs depending on ba as noted in the excess pore pressure

responses (Fig. 7.23).

7. 7.2.2 Drained response

In this series of tests, ba was changed in a drastic manner (Fig. 7.20) to study the

effect of change of ba on drained behaviour during the application of total stress paths.

Specimens were isotropically consolidated to a'mc = 200 kPa and Drc = 22%.

The stress-strain responses are shown in Fig. 7.25. The strength of the sand

increases depending on the total stress paths imposed. The total stress path am= amc +

aJ6 results in higher strength and the total stress path am = amc - aJ6 results in lower

strength. The strength responses show peaks and troughs depending on ba. The peaks are

realized at ba closer to 0.0 (ymax = 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0%) and troughs are realized at ba closer

to 1.0 {ymax = 1.5% and 2.5%).

Induced volumetric strain increases systematically with increasing total mean

normal stress. The increase of volumetric strain increases the relative density of the sand

and thus, higher total mean normal stress leads to stronger response. This observation is

analogous to the undrained tests (Fig. 7.21) that exhibits higher excess pore pressure

during the application of higher mean normal stress and lower excess pore pressure

during the application of lower mean normal stress.
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The induced volumetric strain is contractive and progressively increased with

/max, even though the peaks and troughs are noted in the volumetric response. The peaks

are realized at ba closer to 1.0 and the troughs are realized at ba closer to 0.0. This

observation confirms that higher deformability exists along the bedding plane and lower

deformability exists along the deposition direction of the sand (Sayao, 1989).

Fig. 7.26 shows the variation of the principal strains against ??ß. The major

principal strain e? progressively increases and the minor principal strain e$ decreases with

the increasing number of cycles of ba rotation. As noted in undrained loading (Fig. 7.22),

the same trends of variations in s¡ and e¡ are noted during drained loading with the

increasing number of cycles of ba rotation. The induced s¡ and e$ are independent of total

stress paths, however the intermediate principal strain S2 is dependent on the total stress

paths. The deviation of 82 at a given level of ymax in each total stress path would be equal

to the deviation of volumetric strain noted in Fig. 7.25.

7. 8 Effect ofrotation ofas on pore pressure generation and sand behaviour

In this series of tests, principal stress direction as was rotated in a systematic

manner to study the effect of change of as on sand behaviour along different total stress

paths. as was changed linearly increased from 0° to 45° as deviatoric stress increased

from 0 to 90 kPa. The intermediate principal stress parameter ba was maintained at zero

throughout shearing. The specimen was isotropically consolidated to a'mc = 200 kPa and

Drc = 22%.
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Fig. 7.27 shows the response of Fraser River sand during the application of

different total stress paths with rotation of as. The sand exhibits partially strain softening

behaviour, in which strength of the sand decreases from peak strength state until reaching

the phase transformation state, and subsequently it the sand strain hardens. Identical

effective stress-strain responses are noted during rotation of as for each total stress path.

Responses of induced excess pore pressure change systematically with the total

mean normal stress imposed. During the application of a higher total mean normal stress

increment (am = amc + s/6), the sand generates highest excess pore pressure and it

experiences lowest excess pore pressure during the application of a decrement of total

mean normal stress (am = amc - cr</6). The effective stress paths are also identical

regardless of the total stress paths. This observation clearly demonstrates that effective

stress-strain response is independent of total stress paths, even as is rotated at fixed ba.

This finding further expands that undrained responses (stress-strain behavior, and

effective stress path) for different total stress paths are unique, even though as is rotated

at a fixed ba.

Fig. 7.28 shows the induced principal strains (e?, 82, and 83) during rotation of as

along different total stress paths. It is observed that strain responses are independent of

total stress paths. The major principal strain e? progressively increases, and the minor 83

and intermediate 82 principal strains decrease with rotation of aaand increasing ymwc.
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As shown in Fig. 7.29, the response of excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric

stress is unique for all total stress paths regardless of the hydrostatic stress increments

(?s3 and Aan). The trend of excess pore pressure response is same; however, different

magnitude of excess pore pressure at a given /max is noted. PT state is realized at ad - 68

kPa and a'm = 63 kPa (Fig. 7.27) and it corresponds to /max = 4.0%. In that stress state,

excess pore pressure (AU-Aa^) is 162 kPa and excess pore pressure (AU-Aan) is 138 kPa.
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Fig. 7.29 Excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric stress during application of
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Fig. 5.30 shows the variation of pore pressure parameters during rotation of as

along different total stress paths. Identical variations for each formulation are noted

regardless of total stress paths and rotation of as. Even though the magnitudes of pore

pressure parameters vary according to the formulations, a similar trend of variation is

noted. The pore pressure parameters increase until PT state and subsequently decrease as

noted in the excess pore pressure responses (Fig. 7.29).

7. 9 Effect ofsimultaneous change ofas and ba on porepressure generation

A series of tests were performed to study the effect of simultaneous changes in as

and ba along different total stress paths, c^was increased linearly against /max from 15° to

75°. ba was increased from 0 to 1.0 until reaching /max = 2% and continuously reduced to

0.0 until reaching /max = 4% (as a sine function). The specimens were isotropically

consolidated too-'™ = 200 kPa and DK = 22%.

Fig. 7.3 1 shows the response of Fraser River sand during simultaneous change in

as and ba along different total stress paths. The sand experiences strain softening and

peak strength of 150 kPa is reached at /max = 0.5%. After the peak, the strength of the

sand reduces and subsequently, the sand deforms at a constant strength. The effective

stress-strain responses are identical for all total stress paths.

The excess pore pressure changes depending on the total stress path. The

application of total stress path am = amc+ s</6 results in higher excess pore pressure and

the application of total stress path am — amc - aJ6 results in lower excess pore pressure.

The induced excess pore pressure continuously increases with increasing /max.
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The effective stress paths are identical, and it is clear that effective stress-strain

response is independent of total stress paths, even though as and ba are simultaneously

changed.

Fig. 7.32 shows the variation of principal strains during simultaneous changes in

as and ba along different total stress paths. The responses of strains are essentially

identical and independent of total stress paths. The major principal strain e¡ increases and

the minor principal strain s¡ decreases continuously with increasing yzg. At the initial

stage of deformation, intermediate principal strain f is negative until reaching about ??ß=

0.60%, in which ba reaches 0.45. At ba= 0.45, s? is approximately zero. Subsequently, S2

becomes positive and increases continuously. The observation of £> = 0 at ¿>s = 0.45 is

consistent with the principal strain responses noted in static undrained tests at a fixed ba

(Fig. 5.2).

Fig. 7.33 shows the response of excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric stress.

The magnitude of excess pore pressure at a certain level of ??a? differs from each

approach. Both responses display the contractive type of deformation during shearing.

However, the rate of contractiveness is displayed differently by both approaches. At the

initial stage of deformation, Consideration of ?s$ shows higher contractiveness than that

of Aam. As ba was changed with respect to ymax, consideration of Ags as hydrostatic stress

increment may misinterpret the response of excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric

stress because of dependency of Aa¡ on ba.

Fig. 7.34 shows the variation of pore pressure parameters. Identical variations are

noted for all total stress paths. Each pore pressure parameter increases with /max as noted
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in Fig. 7.33. The pore pressure parameters are independent regardless of total stress paths

that may allow change of Z^and rotation of as.
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7.10 Summary

Experiments were carried out to explore the effect of change in the intermediate

principal stress parameter ba and the principal stress direction as on soil behaviour

during the application of different total stress paths. Based on the experimental work on

Fraser River sand using the automated HCT device, the following conclusions are drawn.

In practice, two different approaches are used to divide the total stress increment

tensor as hydrostatic stress increment and deviatoric stress increment tensors. In the first

approach, the hydrostatic stress tensor is formed based on minor increment of principal

stress (?s?) and the deviatoric stress tensor is formed in terms of incremental deviatoric

stress {?s? - ?s?) that is estimated from principal components of stress increments. In the

second approach, based on mechanics, the hydrostatic stress tensor is formed by the

increment of total stress Aam and {?s? - ?s?). ?s^ can be expressed in terms of Òag and

?s„, and ?s? is only dependent on total stress paths imposed. The first approach can only

be used when ba is constant during shearing. When b^ is changed during shearing, ?s?

may result in an incorrect response of excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric stress

and that response fails to reflect the actual behaviour of sands (contractive/dilative).

The experimental evidence shows that the first approach does not display the

correct trends in excess pore pressure generation during change of ba along different total

stress paths. In addition, predication of soil behaviour based on trend of excess pore

pressure development (contractive and dilative) is misleading. However, consideration of

either ?s? or Ag¡ results in identical excess pore pressure responses by deviatoric stress

for each total stress path.
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Different formulations (excess pore pressure equations) have been proposed to

quantify the excess pore pressure generated by hydrostatic and deviatone stress

increments during application of total stress increment. However, in practice, these

formulations are not widely used because the parameter to quantify the deviatoric stress

induced excess pore pressure (At and a) is dependent on several parameters. In this study,

three different formulations (Terzaghi et al., 1996; Henkel, 1960; Henkel and Wade,

1966) were analyzed. Each formulation seems to work out for three-dimensional loading

problems and At and a are independent on total stress paths imposed. For the formulation

suggested by Terzaghi et al. (1996), the principal components of the stress increments

should be considered. The formulations suggested by Henkel (1960) and Henkel and

Wade (1966) do not necessarily require the principal components of the stress increments

and can be formulated correctly from both principal components of stress increments and

increments of principal stresses. The pore pressure parameters are independent of the

total stress paths, even though principal stress direction is rotated with a change of ba.

The undrained response of soil is independent of total stress paths at constant ba

and fixed as as noted in the previous research work and experiments conducted in this

study. However, the undrained response is dependent on bG and as. This study shows that

the undrained response of soil is independent of total stress paths even ba and/or as are

changing independently or simultaneously. The research reported herein suggests that the

undrained stress path, and stress-strain curves are independent of total stress paths under

all loadings.
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8 SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

A new Hollow Cylinder Torsional shear (HCT) device was set up in the

geotechnical laboratory at Carleton University. The HCT device is operated using

advanced control techniques to permit testing along different stress/strain paths

(including the ability to conduct partially drained tests). In addition, it is cable of

applying cyclic loading under generalized stress states with controlled stress rotation. The

required data acquisition and control programs were developed in-house to suit the
research needs.

At the beginning of the research, undrained anisotropy of Fraser River sand was

investigated. The anisotropy was studied by maintaining a fixed principal stress direction

with respect to the bedding plane. In addition, the effect of intermediate principal stress

on the sand behaviour was also studied. The tests on Fraser River sand revealed the

directional dependency behaviour due to anisotropy formed by deposition process (water

pluviation).

The strain path controlled loading that imposed volume-pressure coupled

deformation in the specimen was applied in a systematic manner under three-dimensional

loading. It is recognized that the strain paths imposed in this study are not realistic field

loading scenarios. However, these experiments would provide an insight into the volume-

pressure coupled deformation problems that may occur in the field.

Cyclic behaviour of the sand was investigated under three-dimensional loading

with rotation of principal stress directions. Two types of stress rotation (smooth and

jump) were assessed. During smooth rotation that is very common in in-situ loading,

principal stress direction was smoothly rotated on either side of the specimen deposition
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direction. During jump rotation, the principal direction was changed suddenly on either

side of the deposition for positive and negative cycle of loading.

Undrained behaviour of the sand was investigated along different total stress

paths with the rotation of principal stress direction and change of the intermediate

principal stress parameter. This study further expanded the understanding of uniqueness

of undrained response in terms of total stress paths, principal stress direction and the

intermediate principal stress.

Based on the experimental evidence the following conclusions are drawn.

Undrained response of Fraser River sand is highly dependent on loading direction.

The sand is completely dilative, when major principal stress direction is along the

deposition direction. It behaves more contractively and shows limited liquefaction type of

response when principal stress direction is closer to the bedding plane. In addition, the

undrained strength of the sand is influenced by intermediate principal stress parameter.

The sand is stronger at ba= 0 and weaker at ba= 1.0.

The undrained tests on Fraser River sand clearly show that the minimum

undrained strength from triaxial tests is only applicable to specific loading scenarios (Z)0- =

0, as= 0° and ba= 1.0, as= 90°) and it would not yield correct solutions to the practical

problems. The mobilized friction angle at Phase Transformation (PT) state is unique for

particular sand regardless of as and ba. Strength at PT state is dependent on not only void

ratio and effective confining stress but also on aCTand ba.

Volume-pressure coupled deformation leading to expansive volumetric strains

clearly indicates that strain softening could be triggered in sands that are dilative and

stable under undrained conditions. This kind of in-situ problem represents a critical risk,
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when the strength of such materials is evaluated using traditional undrained
considerations.

During application of expansive volumetric strain, strength of the sand at

maximum pore pressure state reduces systematically with increasing ba at as = 0°.

However, the reduction of the strength comparing with the corresponding undrained

strength is not affected much by change of ba. Peak strength of the sand systematically

reduces and friction angle mobilized at this state does not vary much with increasing ba.
A small amount of expansive volumetric strain transforms the sand into complete

strain softening at fixed as of 45°, 60° and 90°. The strength of the sand at peak pore

pressure state during the application of expansive volumetric strain systematically
reduces with increasing as. As noted in undrained tests, reduction in strength at peak

pore pressure state is significant when as changes from 0° to 45° and it is relatively

minor when as exceeds 45°. At a given as, reduction of strength compared to the
corresponding undrained strength is almost the same regardless of as.

Increased rate of expansive volumetric strain significantly affects the strength of
the sand. During the application of higher rate of expansive volumetric strain, the sand

become softer and experiences a much lower strength than that of undrained strength. A
systematic reduction of strength is noted with increasing rate of expansive volumetric

strain. On the other hand, contractive volumetric strain results in a stronger response than
undrained.

The peak strength and friction angle mobilized at this state reduces significantly
with increasing rate of expansive volumetric strain. Friction angle mobilized at peak pore
pressure state can be treated as a unique material property regardless of ba, as, Kc and
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rate of expansive volumetric strain, and it is equal to the friction angle noted at PT state

of undrained loading.

Cyclic resistance of soils in the laboratory is commonly assessed using triaxial

and simple shear devices. The reliability of these results is questionable, because the

nature of principal stress rotation during loading is different compared to the field

problem. In addition, assessment of cyclic resistance by these devices differs from each

other. Test data reported herein, and the literature show that cyclic resistance of soils

based on triaxial mode of cyclic loading is higher than that of simple shear mode. Noted

difference in liquefaction resistance at the same cyclic stress ratio in these devices can be

attributed to the nature of principal stress rotation and the stress states.

Number of cycles required to liquefy Fraser River sand decreases with increasing

cyclic stress ratio during smooth and jump rotations of principal stress direction between

-45° and +45°. The nature of rotation of principal stress directions does not influence

much the cyclic resistance of sand (rotation between -45° and +45°). Essentially, similar

variation in cyclic resistance is noted with increasing cyclic stress ratio for both types of

rotation.

A particular sand exhibits different cyclic resistance at a fixed cyclic stress ratio

depending on the magnitude of maximum principal stress rotation as,?a?. The sand

exhibits higher cyclic resistance when principal stress rotation is much closer to

deposition direction. The cyclic resistance reduces when the maximum inclination of

principal stress aatmax increases to 45° (aa>max < 45°). The influence of the nature of

principal stress rotation is insignificant within that range of aamax. Essentially, a similar

variation of cyclic resistance is noted for both types of rotation. When aa>max is more than
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60°, the nature of principal stress rotation influences the cyclic resistance of the sand. The

sand exhibits higher cyclic resistance during jump rotation than smooth rotation of

principal stress. This influence can be justified by the nature of shear stress experienced
by the sand. However, further detail study is required to make a firm conclusion on this

observation. The friction angle mobilized at PT state during the cyclic loading is equal to
the friction angle mobilized at PT state under static loading.

During increment of principal stresses, hydrostatic stress components are
commonly expressed in terms of either total mean normal stress Aam or minor increment

of principal stress Aa3. Since Aan, is mean of increments of three principal stresses and

Aa3 is the minor increment of principal stresses, both Aam and Aa3, except some special
loading conditions (e.g. equal increments of principal stresses) manipulate unequal

amount for excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric stress. When ba is fixed during
shearing, consideration of hydrostatic increment of Aam or Aa3 would exhibit an actual

trend of excess pore pressure induced by deviatoric stress, even though the magnitude is

different. When ba is changed during shearing, consideration of Ao3 may result in
misleading interpretations of soil behaviour and consideration of Aam would enable

proper assessment of dilation vs. contraction based on the excess pore pressure.

The undrained response of sand has been reported to be independent of the total

stress path at fixed o^and ba. The experiments carried out for this research study confirm
the above findings. In addition, it expand the above concepts that undrained effective
stress paths, and stress-strain relations are independent of total stress paths even under
generalized loading conditions.
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Excess pore pressure generated in a soil is expressed as a function in terms of

hydrostatic stress increment and deviatone stress increment. Different types of

formulations (Terzaghi et al., 1996; Henkel, 1960; Henkel and Wade, 1966) have been

introduced in the theory of soil mechanics. In these formulations, the excess pore

pressure induced by deviatone stress is obtained by multiplying the deviatone stress

component by pore pressure parameter that is estimated experimentally. The pore

pressure parameters are independent of total stress paths, in which ba and as are

controlled same manner. Even though, the formulations of excess pore pressure are quite

different from each other, all formulations can be applicable to three-dimensional loading

on saturated soils regardless of total stress paths.

8.1 Recommendationsforfuture research

The research study explored different topics that have important theoretical and

practical implications. The scope was limited to the assessment of specific issues, and

many other aspects of these problems are still unknown. The followings are

recommended for further work.

• Extensive studies on effect of ba, as, Kc and ? can be performed to confidently

interpret the soil behaviour under pressure-volume coupled deformation. The

strain paths imposed on soils to study the pressure-volume coupled deformation

can be more realistic considering the field deformation.

• Cyclic behaviour of sand under generalized loading can be studied to further

improve the understanding on this area. In addition, an extensive investigation can

be performed to clearly understand the effect of nature of principal stress rotation

on soil behaviour.
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Appendix
(Model view of HCT DAQ Program)
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ure 1 Modules of Data Acquisition program of the HCT device - 1
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Figure 2 Modules of Data Acquisition program of the HCT device - 2
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ure 3 Modules of Data Acquisition program of the HCT device - 3
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Figure 4 Modules of Data Acquisition program of the HCT device - 4
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TAn a I o g I npirtModule
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FDataThrdMgr:TBGDataSaveThreadManager
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Figure 5 Fields, methods and properties of TAnaloglnputModule class
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Figure 6 Fields, methods and properties of classes (TThreadBaseClass,
TBGDataSaveThreadManager and TAIScanThreadManager) in
AnaloglnputHelper module
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Figure 7 Fields, methods and properties of TAnalogOutputModule class
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Figure 8 Fields, methods and properties of class of TConsolidationPrefsForm class
in ConsolidationOptions module
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^j Method;
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«enum»
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«enum»
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RTimeHistoryRecord
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+ NumPoints:integer
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- Methods
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B Velues
Speed25x
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«enum»

TQfcl ¡ cWaveForm
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«enum»
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vctNone
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B Velues
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«enum»

TControlMode
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«enum»
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«enum»

TAIFilterMode
B Vb/ues
¡fm_None
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«enum»

TMotorDir
B Velues
Co m p_0 utFI ow
Ext InFlow

«struct»

RThre ad N a melnfo
B Fields
;+ FFIags:LongWord
i + FName:PChar
+ FThreadlD:LongWord

1+ FType:LongWord
S3 Method;
SI Roaethes

«enum»

TLoadingDirection
? Velues
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Figure 9 Structures and enumerations in Constants module

TCycl ¡ cPrefïForm
3 Fields
El Method;

+ BitBtnl Click
+ BitBtn2Click
+ BitBtn3Click
+ cbFiiterTypeChange
+ CWNumEditExit
+ FormCreate
+ IbSetMaxExit
+ RadioQroupl Click
+ RadioGroup3Click
+ sbtnSelectFileClick
+ seCutoffFrequencyExit
+ seScalechange
ApplyTimeHistoryFilterVariant
Cre ateTi m e H i sto ry
GenerateTimeHistoiyFromFile
GetSeparatorChar:Char
LoadlnputFile:boolean
ProcessFile
SavePreferences
SetTimeHistory
unitMultiplier:real

±1 Mveerties

Figure 10 Fields, methods and properties of TCyclicPrefsForm class in
CyclicOptions module
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«struct»
RControlFtec
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+ DevStress:real
+ eps1:real
+ eps2:real
+ eps3:real
+ epsr:real
+ epstreal
+ epsvol:real
+ eps2:real
+ gammaztreal
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H Fields
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+ AlphaMax:real
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+ ConstMeanStress:real
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+ In iti alAI ? ha: re a I
+ lnitialStressRatio:real
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+ NumCycles:Word
+¦ NumPoints:Word
+ Period:real
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+ StressRatioAmplitudeireal
+ TimeHistory:RTimeHistoryRecord
+ WaveFormTCyclicWaveForrri

.V.'i Methode

«struct»

RVo I u m e Co ntrol
B Fields

+ a:real
+ b:real
+ Fi IeN ame: string
+ FixedRatio:real
+ InitialSIopeFactorreal
+ ModeTVolurneCtriType
+ N um Points: inte g er
+ PPControl:boolean
+ required:boolean
+ ScaleFactorreal
+ smooth:boolean
+ SplineSlopes:Variant
+ x:array of real
+ y:array of real

?; Methods

«struct»
RSires s Control

B Fields
+ a:real
+ b:real
+ FileName:string
+ FixedRatio:real
+ InitialSlopeFactorreal
+ ModeTStressCtrlType
+ NumPoints:integer
+ required:boolean
+ S cai eFactor re a I
+ smooth:boolean
+ SplineSlopes:Variant
+ x:array of real
+ y:arrayof real

«struct»

RStressRee
B Fields

+ DevStress:real
+ EPExt:real
+ EPIntreal
+ MeanNormakreal
+ PP:real
+ sigl:real
+ sig2:rea!
+ sig3:real
+ sigr:real
¦*¦ sigtreal
+ sigz:real
+ SRatio:real
+ tauztreal
^ M&tipds

«StTUCI»

R_To rq ueTargetFeedback
B fields

? QuitRequested:boolean
? SMDOptions:RCWPulseRecord
*¦ TargetTorque:real
? ThreadHandle:THandle
•-ThreadlDTHandle
¡Mel

«struct»
R CWPu I s eRe cord

B Fie/Of
t- DirTMotorDir
·¦ Frequency:word
·¦ PCWPulse:Pointer
*¦ Position:integer
*¦ Pulses:integer
*¦ SpeedMuit:TMotorMuhiplier
*¦ TickCount:int64
I Methods
ÌiFtQi

«struct»

RConsolPrefs

¦ alpha:real
r BSigma:real
>¦ EffStre ss Level :real
? Increments: byte
?- Kc:real
^ ModeTConsolModePreferences
^ PauseEveryreal
^ Pauselntervahreal
? TimeDelay:word
* Tolerance:real
\ Method;
\ Ftvperties

«struct»

RMembraneData
Bfíefds

Diameter:real
Heightreal
in i stretch :re al
Stiffness: real
stretch :re al
thickness:real
Volume:real
Methods

«struct»

RMonotonPrefs
B Fields

+ AlphaEpstlon:real
+ AlphaSigma:real
+ bEpsilon:real
+ bSigma:real
+ ConstEpsVoLreal
+ ConstMeanStress:real
+ ConstPressure:real
+ Lo a di ? g Dire cti o n;TLo a ding D i recti o
+ LoadingMode:TControlMode
+ LoadingRate:real
+ WaxStrain:real
+ IvI otorContro ITIndepende ntCo ntro I
+ StateControhTControlMode
:.i Method
.":J Ftvpetiies

Figure 1 1 Structures and enumerations of Defs module
«struct»

TFilelnfo
? Fields

+ Corn merits: stri ? g
+ CompanyNarne:string
+ FileDescription:string
+ FileVersion:string
+ lnternalName:string
+ LegalCopyright: string
+ LegalTrademarks:string
+ OriginalFilename:string
+ PrivateBuild:string
+ ProductNarne:string
+ ProductVersion:string
+ SpecialBuild:string
a Method
? fivpeitfes

Figure 12 Structures in TFilelnfo class in Filelnfo Module
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TfrEPTControl
BF/eíds

+ CWAmplitudeTCWNurnEdit
+ CWA01 :TCWAO

I+ CWAOPoint1:TCWAOPoint
I+ CWButtonl TCWButton
I + CWCu rre ntV:TCWN u m E d it
+ CWDAQTools1:TCWDAQTools
+ CWDataPoints:TCWNumEdit
+ CWNurnCyclesTCWNumEdit
+ CWPeriodTCWNumEdit

I+CWSIide1:TCWSIide
i+|_abel1:TLabel
i+Label2:TLabel
+ Label3:TLabel

i+l_abel4:TLabel
i+l_abel6:TLabel
I+ lbChannel:TLabel
I+ RadioGroupl :TRadioGroup
B Methods

+ ApplyVoltage:boolean
+ Create
+ CWButtonl Click
+ CWCurrentWalueChanged
+ DAQError

1+ DAQWarning
1+ JustSetTheValue
1+ RadioGroupl Click
i confi g
VSingleWrite:boolean

FfüPeítfBS

Figure 13 Fields, methods and properties of TfrEPTControl class in
FrameEPTControl module

TFrS i g ma
? Fields
1+ Editi :TAIignEdit
+ Labeil :TLabel
+ Label2:TLabel
+ Label3:TLabel
+ Label4:TLabel
+ Label5:TLabel
+ Panel"! :TPanel

B Methods
+ SetValue:boolean

* Ffeeenies

Figure 14 Fields, methods and properties of TFrSigma class in FrameSigma module
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TfrSMDConlrol
BfJgMf
1+ CWButtonl TCWButton
[+ CWDAQTools1:TCWDAQTools
+ CWDI01 :TCWDIO
+ CWNumEdill :TCWNumEdit
+ CWNumEdit2:TCWNurnEdit
+ CWPulsel :TCWPulse

i+Label1:TLabel
|+Label3:TLabel
!+ IbChannelTLabel
I+ RadioGrouplfTRadioGroup
!+ RadioGroup2:TRadioGroup
ihThread:THandle
¡Moto ri D:word
|ThreadlD:DWORD
EiMeinotä

+ ApplyPulses
+ Confi g
+ Create

¡+CWButtonl Click
|+CWNumEdit1Exit
I+ DAQError
I+ DAQWarning
i+lnitPulseObject
I+ SetDir
+ StopPulsing
QuitThread
' ñvperiies

Figure 1 5 Fields, methods and properties of TfrSMDControl class in
FrameSMDControl module

TG a i ? Offs elForm
? Fields

1 + ActionListl :TActionüst
|+BitBtn1:TBitBtn
I+ BitBtn2:TBitBtn
I+ dummySpeedButton:TSpeedButton
I+ IbChannekTLabel
+ IbOffsetTLabel
+ lbReading:TLabel
+ IbTransducerfTLabel
+ Panel1:TPanel
+ Panel2:TPanel
+ SpeedButtonAIkTSpeedButton
:+Timer1:TTimer
¡+ updateGains:TAction
I+ up date Offsets :TActi on
¡gainMode:boolean
B Methecb

I + Auto Click
!+ Create
I+ FormClose
I+ ForrnCreate
+ TimerlTimer

!+ u ? date Execute
I SavePreferences
ItJ Rveefífes

Figure 16 Fields, methods and properties of TGainOffsetForm class in GainOffset
module
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TDAQModule
Bf/eAfc

AIModule:TAnaloglnputModule
AOModule:TAnalogOutputModule
FDAQInitialized:boolean

B Merhosb

+ ApplySteps:boolean
+ Create

+ Destroy
+ QetAISamplingRate:real

:+QetSMDDIr:TMotorDir
+ SetAIAverages cans

¡+SetAIDataSaveMsg
!+SetAIDataSaveStatus
¡+SetAISampleSetRate
(+ SetAIScanMode
1+ SetAISmartFilter
(+ SetAISortGraph:boolean
+ SetCWButtonState
+ SetDirectControhboolean
+ SetSMDDir:boolean
+ SetVoltageDisplay:boolean
+ Sto ? M oto rD rive
+ VPeek:boolean
+ VRead:boolean
+ VRead2:boolean
+ VS¡ngleWrite:boolean
+ VWrite:boolean
GetAIScanActive:boolean
SetAIScanActive
ShowUI

+ AIScanAct¡ve:boolean
+ DAQIn¡tial¡zed:boolean
+ Vis¡ble:boolean

Figure 17 Fields, methods and properties of TDAQModule class in IOComponents
module

UtilsThreadFeedback.TFeedBackControl
TMySte? ? e rM otorCorrtrol

BfieMs
i+ FActualFrequency:real
+ FCWPulsefTCWPulse
+ FOriginalParantThreadlD:THandle
+ FSMDCIass:TSMDPulseClass

B inethnit
1 + ApplvPulses:Lonoint
Create
Destroy
GetRequiredDir:TMotorD¡r
GetSMDDir:TMotorDir
SetSMDD¡r:boolean
DoApplyPulses:long¡nt
ri Rupetóes

Figure 18 Fields, methods and properties of TMyStepperMotorControl class in
UtilsThreadStepperMotor module
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TMainForm
? F/elds
? ?e??sF
¡+ acCancellterateEPExecute
¡+ acDirectControlExecute
¡+ acDisplayMessagesExecute
¡+ acFileSaveExecute
1+ aclterateEPExecute
1+ acNewExecute
¡+ acSortDataExecute
!+ BValueTargetExecute
1+ configConsolPararnsExecute
I + co nf i g Cycl i cPa ra rn s Exe cute
¡+ configMonotonicPararnsExecute
1+ configNoiseDisplayExecute
I+ Co nfigTestinto Exe cute
I+ ControllerStateExecute
i+CWButtonClick
1+ CWButtonValueChanged
1+ FileSaveAsI Accept
1+ FileSaveAsI BeforeExecute
1+ Formulóse
+ FormCloseQuery
+ FormCreate
+ FormDestroy
+ FormResize
+ OnScanDone
+ pcReadingsMainChange
+ RecordTestVariables
+ RunBValue

!+ RunConsolidation
!+ RunCyclic
:+ RunMonotonic
¦+ SetUserlnterfaceState
I+ testStopRequestExecute
1+ threadActiveStateCNck
1+ ToolsCheckB Execute
I+ ToolsDrainPipette Execute
1+ TooIsGainOffsetExecute
¡+ TooIsStatScanExecute
¡+ TrackBarl Change
1+ tsTractionControlEnter
¡ApplySampleVolumeSteps
:CalcRequiredVolStrain:real
:DebugMemoAdd
:DebugMessages
:DisplayParameters
: EPTControlMessages
ÌExecMemoAdd
FileSaveData:boolean
InitNewTest
LocalMessages
RestoreDebugPreferences
SaveDebugPreferences
SetPlotCaptions
SetTestState
SMDDirMessages
ThreadMessages
iUpdateCharts
iWriteGains
iWriteHeader
I Write Offsets
i Write S can D ata

Figure 19 Fields, methods and properties of TMainForm class in Main module
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TM? ? oto? i cPtefsForm

BMeM
+ BitBtnlClick
+ B¡tBtn3Click
+ CornboBoxl Change
+ ControlEnter
+ CWN u m Editi 2 Exit
+ CWNumEdit2ValueChanged
+ Form Gre ate
+ RadioGroupExit
S ave Prete re ? ce s

±i ftvperties

Figure 20 Fields, methods and properties of TMonotonicPrefsForm class in
MonotonicOptions module

TStrainRatioForm
Sifie/ds
Enterte*

+ BitBtnl Click
+ Ch e ckB ox1 Click
+ CWGraphl PlotAreaMouseMove
+ CWGraphl PlotAreaMouseUp
+ CWGraphl PlotMouseDown
+ CWNurnEditlValueChanged
+ Form Create
+ RadioGroupl Click
+ RadioGroup2Click
+ ResetGraphl Click
+ SaveToFilel Click
+ SpeedButtonl Click
+ StringGridl SetEditText
DoGraph
DrawSpline
S ave Prefere ? ce s
SetData
SetStringGrid
ti ñveetties

^miwwwmmW'M

Figure 21 Fields, methods and properties of TStrainRatioForm class in
StrainRatioUnit module
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TN o i s e D i s playForm

1+ acClose:TAction
!+ acGraph:TAction
1+ acNewDataFile:TAction
+ acRest:TAction
+ acSI10001:TAction
+ acSI1001:TAction
+ acSH 01 :TAction

;+acSI2001:TAction
|+acSI251:TAction
|+acSI5001:TAction
:+acSI501:TAction

¡ + ActionMainMenuBar"l:TActionMainMenuBar i
;+ ActionManagerl :TActionManager
+ ButtonPanekTPanel
+ DataPanehTPanel
+ FileExitl :TFileExit

+ GraphPanekTPanel
+ Label1:TLabel
+ LbChannel:TLabel

+ lbCurrentReading:TLabel
+ IbMaxValueTLabel
+ IbMinValueTLabel

+ OpenDialog1:TOpenDialog
+ PageControU :TPageControl

i+ sbExpandButton:TSpeedButton
1+ sbShrinkButton:TSpeedButton
I + TimerDataSave:TTimer
; + TimerScan:TTimer
;AutoNarne:stnng
:Average:integer
I ElapsedTime:TDateTirne
;FileName:string
i gPanelWidth:integer
i StarfT¡me:TDateT¡me
B Method

1 + acCloseExecute
1 + Actionl Execute
I + Ave rag e Exe cute
¡+ DataSavelntervalExecute
¡+ FormClose
1+ Form Gre ate
1+ FormDestroy
I+ FormResize
1 + FormShow
1+ NewDataFileClick
1+ ResetMaxMinClick
i+ ScanlntervalExecute
!+SetButtonState
¡+ S h owG rap h Execute
\ + TimerDataSaveTirner
l + TimerScanTimer
iSavePreferences
iSetLabel
Iti Rvpeflies

Figure 22 Fields, methods and properties of TNoiseDisplayForm class in
NoiseDisplay module
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th re a d D ata S ave r.TM s gWa itO bj e et
TAIChannel Scanner

I +CWAhTCWAI
!+ FActive:boolean
1+ FAveragedScans.Word
j+ FChannelString:string
)+ FCIockFrequency:real
1+ FCoupling:CWAICouplings
!+ FDAQInitialized:boolean
1+ FEndchannel:Byte
1+ FFilterMode:TAIFilterMode
1+ FFilterParam:Word
?+ FlnputMode:CWAIInputModes
I + fl_astUpdateTick:int64
1+ FMovingAvgCountbyte
I + FM ovi ? gAvg D ataTS ca ? D ata
)+ FMovingAvglndex:byte
¡+ FSarnplingRate:Word
: + FScanController:RThreadController
1+ FScanCount:Word
¡+FSIeepDelay:DWord
¡+ FStartChanneliByte
1+ FTi m e Li m it: re a I
)+ FUIRefreshTicks:int64
+ FUIVisible:boolean

B Merticd;
+ Create

1+ Destroy
Execute

i G etAI S ca ? Co u nt:wo rd
ProcessMessages

; ProcessScanDataTAnaloglnput
ReadAIChannels:boolean
ReadSharedDAQ_AI:OleVariant
ScanSnapShot:boolean

jSetAverageScans
I SetClockFrequency
;SetConfigurat¡on
i SetSamplesPerSecond
B Rveeities
JAIertEventTHandle
lQuilThread:boolean

Figure 23 Fields, methods and properties of TAIChannelScanner class in
ThreadAIScanner module
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th re a dTa rg etPre s s u re TH CTFe e d B a ckCo ntro I
TCycl i cHCTFe e d B ackControl

BfieAfe
ÎFCycleCountWord
|FPoint:word

1+ Create
¡+ Destroy
I+ Execute:longint
1+ OkToContinueiboolean
+ RunPeriodicWave:longint
+ RunTimeHistory:longint [
updateVariables

El Rveerties

Figure 24 Fields, methods and properties of TCyclicHCTFeedBackControl class in
ThreadCyclicLoading module

TThread DataCapture
B Fields
\* FActive:boolean
+ FLastSaveTick:int64

:+ FSpeciall_ineOK:boolean
1+ FTestState:TTestState
FDataSaveController:RThreadController

: S L: a rray[I owOTe stState) . . h i g h (TTe stState)] of TStri ? g Li st
B Mejhctos

+ Create
; + Destroy
: + Run:Longint
!Execute
Add
ÍAddDataüne
!AddDataLineSpecial
ProcessMessages

B Rvperties
ÍAIertEventTHandle
ÍQuitThreadiboolean

Figure 25 Fields, methods and properties of classes (TSThreadDataCapture and
TMsgWaitObject) in ThreadDataSaver module

Uti I sTh re a d Ste ? ? e rM oto r.TMySte ? ? e rM oto rCo ntro I :
THCTSte ?? e rM otorControl

ììàFsekis \
Bi*M I
1+ TaraetToraueiLonaint
(Create i
'Destroy )
DoTargetTraction:long¡nt

- = ftvpertjes 1

Figure 26 Fields, methods and properties of THCTStepperMotorControl class in
ThreadStepperMotor module

System. Object
TMsgWaitObject

B Fields
;+ FHandles:TMsgWaitHandlesArray
B Methods
[+ Create
¡+ Destroy
¡+ MsgAlertableWaitTMsgWaitResult

+ MsgAlertableWaitTilkTMsgWaitResult
:.-] ftuperties
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Uti I sTh re a d Fe e d b a ck.TStre s s State Fe e d B a ckCo ntro I
TH CTFe e d B a ckControl

? Fields
+ FNeedToControlSMD:boolean
+ FOriginalParantThreadlDfTHandle

ApplyTargetTorque:boolean
Create
Destroy
Execute.longint

1 Wa itTi 1 1 N extSte ? :TM s gWa itR e s u It
G etSte ? Co u nt:wo rd
updateVariables
O Rvpetiies

Figure 27 Fields, methods and properties of THCTFeedBackControl class in
threadTargetPressure module

TSMDPuUeCIaH
B Fields

+ LastState:RCWPulseRecord
+ SMDOptions:RCWPulseRecord
FTargefTraction:real
FCurrentPositiominteger
FSMDTMotorDrive
FTotalPulses:integer
? Methods

+ Create
+ SetTargetTorque
+ ThreadSafeCopyState
? Ftvpeytíes
"* PCWPulse Pointer
+ SMD:TMotorDrive
+ TargetTorque:real
+ TotalPulses:integer

System. Object
TS M D Contro llerCtasx

1+ SMDCIassTSMDPulseClassQ
B Melixni

+ Create
;+ destroy
Id Ftveeffies

System. Object
TSyncClass

B fields
FAIertEventTHandle
FEusy:boolean
FCS Lo ck:TRTLCriti ca I S e di ? ?
FDAQInitboolean
FDescriptor: string
FQuitRequestboolean
FThreadHandleTHandle
FThreadlDTHandle
ParentThreadlD:THandle
? Mertìods

+ AdjustParentThreadldTHandle
+ Create
+ Destroy
+ ThreadSateRequestQijit
+ ThreadSafeSetBusyState

B Ftpperties
+ AlertEventTHandle
+ Busy:boolean
+ CSLock:TRTLCriticalSection
+ DAQInitialized.boolean
+ Name:string
+ QuitRequested:boolean
+ ThreadHandle:THandle
+ ThreadlDTHandle

TEPTControllerClass
B Fields

+ CycPrefsiRCyclicPrefs
+ targetTFeedbackRealArray
FCWAOPointsTAOPointObjectsArray
Flncrements:byte
FTimeDelay:word
FTolerance:real

BMerto*
+ Create
+ ThreadSafelnitConsolPreferences
+ ThreadSafelnitCycPreferences

B Ftopetíies
* lncrements:byte
+ PCWAOPo¡nts:TAOPointObjectsArray
+ T¡meDelay:word
+ Tolerance:real

Figure 28 Fields, methods and properties of classes (TSMDPulseClass,
TEPTControllerClass, TSMDControllerClass and TSyncClass) in
UtilsSync module
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TTimeHistoiyVîewerFoim I
BiïeMS
|+ BasePagecontrohTPageControl J
|+B¡tBtn1:TB¡tBtn
¡+BitBtn2:TBitBtn
I+ cbBaselineCorrectTCheckBox
I+ cbBaselineTypeiTComboBox
(+ cbReCalculate:TCheckBox |
j+ CornboBox1:TComboBox
|+CWGraph1:TCWGraph
+ CWGraph2:TCWGraph
+ CWGraph3:TCWGraph
+ CWGraph4:TCWGraph
+ CWGraph5:TCWGraph

I+ CWG raph6 :TCWGraph
¡+Label1:TLabel
j+ PageControl1:TPageControl
;+ PageControl2:TPageControl
I+ Panel1:TPanel
|+Panel2:TPanel
+ Panel3:TPanel |
+ RadioGroup1:TRadioGroup
+ tsAmplitudeSpectra:TTabSheet
+ tsTabSheetl :TTabSheet
+ tsTabSheet2:TTabSheet
+ tsTabSheet3:TTabSheet
+ tsTabSheet4:TTabSheet

1+ tsTabSheet5:TTabSheet
;+ tsTabSheet6:TTabSheet
1+ tsTimeHistory:TTabSheet
:FAccn:OleVa riant
¡FDataPoints:integer
FDisp:OleVariant |
FTimeGAPireal ¡
FVelo:OleVariant I

¡+ AxesScaleClick
1+ cbBaselineCorrectClick
1+ cbBaselineTypeChange
1+ cbReCalculateCNck
1+ CornboBoxl Change
;+ Create
+ Destroy
+ FormClose
+ Form Create
+ RadioGroupl Click
+ SetAccn

^+SetDisp
+ SeWeIo
+ UpdatePlots

El ftoperties
1+ Accn:OleVariant |
1+ Disp:OleVariant |
;+TimeGAP:real j
¡+Velo:OleVariant |

Figure 29 Fields, methods and properties of TTimeHistoryViewerForm class in
TimeHistoryViewer
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System. Object
TGIobalVars

B Fields
1+ FAIScanRecord:OleVariant
i+ FAIVoltage:TAnaloglnput
!+ FDataSavinglnterval:real
;+ FFirstTransducenbyte
|+FhMainform:HWND
:+ FLastTransducenbyte
+ FMovingAvg:TAnaloglnput
+ FMovingAvgCountbyte
+ FThreadlDsiTParallelThreadlDs
FMeasuredTorque:real
FMeasuredVLoad:real
FPExt:real

;FPInt:real
ÌFSig3e:real
IFSigDev:real
jFTauZT:real
IFTotalSigZ:real
B Metiwcb
¡+ Create
!+ GetMainFormHandle:HWND
i+GetThreadlD:THandle
+ SetAIScanRecord
+ SetAIVoltage
+ SetDataSavinglntetval

1+ SetMainformHandle
i+SeUhreadID
[+ SetTractions
ValidAIWriteAccess:boolean

B Rvperties
1+ AIScanRecord:OleVa riant
I + AIVoltage:TAnaloglnput
1+ DataSavinglntervahreal
:+ DevStress:real
+ FirstTransducer:byte
+ hMainforrn:HWND
+ LastTransducer:byte
+ MeasuredTorque:real
+ MeasuredVI_oad:real

i+ MovingAverageCountbyte
1+ MovingAvgiTAnaloglnput
:+ PExfcreal
|+Plnt:real
¡+ Sig3e:real
¡+ SigZ:real
i+TauZtreal

Figure 30 Fields, methods, enumerations and properties of TGIobalVars class in
UtilsObjectGlobal module

TVa ri o u sThreads

|th_Ma¡n
jthJMScan
|th_DTSave
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TThreadSafeTimerRecordStack
B fields

I MySta ckLi st:TStri ? g Li st
B Metì>pd;

+ Create
+ Destroy
+ pop.RTimerRecord
+ push
3 Bveerties

«struct»

RTi me rR ecord
B Fields

+ StrIDTMaxStackStrSize
+ Ticks:int64
B Methods
3 Properties

Figure 3 1 Fields, methods and properties of TThreadSafeTimerRecordStack class
and structures of RTimerRecord in UtilsStack module

TStressStateFeedBackCorrtrol
B Fields

+ cDelta:TFeedbackRealArray
+ cTargetTFeedbackRealArray
+ Delta:TFeedbackRealArray
+ FCycPrefs:RCyclicPrefs
+ Fl ? ere merits: byte
+ FStepCountWord
+ FTargetTFeedbackRealArray

1+ FTolerance:real
!+ NoChange:TFeedbackBooleanArray
: E PTCo ntro I :TE FTCo ntro 1 1 e rCI a s s
ISMDControlTSMDPulseClass
iFStatus:long¡nt
B Method;

+ Ruri:Lonqint
ApplyVoltage:boolean
Create
Destroy
OkToContinueiboolean
ShortPause
Wa ¡tTi 1 1 N extSte ? :TM s gWa ¡tR e s u It
ValidateVoltage:boolean

B Rvperties
CycPrefs:RCyclicPrefs
I ? ere merits: byte
Status:longint
Ta rg et:TFe e d b a ckR e a I Array
tolerance:real

-î>

System. Object
TFe e d B a ckControl

B Fields
E PTCo ntro I TE PTCo ntro 1 1 e rCI a s s
SMDCo ntrolTSMDPulseClass
FStatus:long¡nt

B Meitìod;
+ Run:Longint
Create
Destroy
Execufe.ìonginf
Qu¡tRequested:boolean
SafeSetRealVariable:boolean

B ftvtierîies
1+ lnitCode:longlnt

Figure 32 Fields, methods and properties of TStressStateFeedBackControl and
TFeedBackControl classes in UtilsThreadFeedback module
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